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Electronic cigarettes (EC) are tobacco-free nicotine delivery devices comprised of metal 

components that aerosolize fluid containing nicotine, a humectant, flavorings, and contaminants. 

The purpose of this project was to determine the concentration of elements, including metals, in 

the aerosol of cartomizer style electronic cigarettes (EC), disposable EC, electronic hookahs 

(EH), and tank style EC, how these concentrations change when puffing parameters are varied, 

and the source of the elements present in the aerosol. The metal analysis in fluids and aerosols 

was done using inductively coupled optical emission spectroscopy (ICP OES) and elemental 

analysis of atomizers was completed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) coupled with 

and energy dispersive spectroscopy. There was considerable variation in performance of EC both 

across and within brands. Most EC tested required higher air flow rates to produce aerosol than 

conventional cigarettes require to produce smoke. The total concentrations of elements/metals 

present in EC aerosols varied by brand and style. For the disposable EC and electronic hookahs, 

the results were similar with each containing various metals in their aerosol. The total 

concentration of elements in the aerosol collected with a cold trap varied by brand and EC model 

(cartomizer EC - 487 to 5,861µg/L, disposable EC - 997 to 2.296 µg/L, tank-style - 617 to 4,382 

µg/L), with silicon being the dominant element in the aerosol. These concentrations did change 



 xii 

slightly, when more puffs were collected over time, when voltage was increased, and puff volume 

increased. The most common metals in the aerosol of all units were chromium, nickel, copper, 

zinc, silicon, tin, and lead, which originated from the wires, wicks, joints, and air tubes within the 

atomizing unit. There were design differences between different EC models, such as shifting from 

solder joints to brass clamps or welds, which reduced the concentration of metals in the aerosol. 

The main conclusions from this study are that metals were present in EC aerosols, and metals 

usually originated from the components of the atomizer unit. 
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Chapter i: Introduction 
 
 

History of Electronic Cigarettes 

Many civilizations have partaken in the leisure activity of smoking herbs and dried 

tobacco. Around 1900, machines were invented to mass produce cigarettes, which rapidly 

became the tobacco product of choice. Publication of the 1964 Surgeon General‘s report on 

smoking lead to the realization that tobacco cigarettes increased the risk of lung cancer and 

cardiovascular disease, leading to major public health efforts to reduce cigarette use.[1] The 

efforts to regulate conventional cigarettes and reduce their use have been a long and ongoing 

effort involving lawmakers, public health organizations, and scientists. Cigarette smoking claims 

over 7 million lives worldwide each year[2–4], and for each person who dies, there are 30 who 

are moribund because of smoking.  

The concept of harm reduction was introduced in 1976, the idea being that cigarette 

products could be made less harmful for those who cannot quit smoking.[5–7] Harm reduction is 

based on substituting reduced risk products for cigarettes.[8,9] Tobacco companies soon began 

to introduce low tar- low nicotine cigarettes in an attempt to reduce the dangers associated with 

smoking.[10] In 1952, the first harm reduction cigarette, the Kent, was released by Lorillard and 

contained a ―micronite‖ filter, which later was shown to contain asbestos (Figure i.1A).[11–13] 

These low tar cigarettes contained 7-14 mg of tar, as compared to 22 mg in conventional 

cigarettes.[10] In 1966, Lorillard introduced a full flavored cigarette, True, and in the 1970/80s 

released its low tar and low nicotine counterpart (Figure i.1B).[12,14]  It was not until years later 

these products were shown to be more dangerous than conventional cigarettes. Because of their 

low nicotine delivery, users undertook compensatory smoking by increasing puffing and smoking 

more cigarettes.[10]    
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In 1965, a smokeless non-tobacco containing cigarette was designed by Herbert A. 

Gilbert as a safer and less harmful alternative to smoking combustible tobacco (Figure i.2).[15] 

This smokeless non-tobacco cigarette was designed to resemble a traditional cigarette, in which 

air was drawn through a porous substance that was moistened with a chemically harmless 

flavoring preparation. The moist and flavored air passed through a section of the device with a 

suitable heating element so that warm, moist and flavored air was drawn into the mouth and if 

desired into the lungs of the user.[15] This device was the precursor of the modern electronic 

cigarette. 

 

 

Figure i.1. Two harm reduction cigarette brands from 

Lorillard. (A) Kent, (B) True. [13,14] 

  

 

Figure i.2. Internal and external design of the smokeless non-tobacco cigarette 

designed by Gilbert in 1965.[15] 
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In the next few decades, many new products were developed to deliver nicotine, such as 

the nicotine inhaler, heat-not-burn cigarettes, and electric powered cigarettes. The Premier 

cigarette was released by RJ Reynolds in 1988, as the first heat-not-burn product, but it never 

gained popularity and was withdrawn from the market in 1989 (Figure i.3A).[16] In 1996, RJ 

Reynolds released the Eclipse, which heated tobacco instead of burning it like conventional 

cigarettes, but it was later discovered to have glass particles in its filter and was pulled from the 

market (Figure i.3B).[16] In response to RJ Reynolds‘ Eclipse, Phillip Morris released the Accord 

in 1998, which was a micro-electric cigarette holder that claimed to have no secondhand smoke 

only vapor (Figure i.3C).[16] Like the Eclipse before it, the Accord never became a popular 

product. Since 2006, Altria (Philip Morris) has developed several devices, such as the Heat Bar 

(2006) and the iQOS (2014) that do not burn tobacco leaves, but rather heat them.[16] The Heat 

Bar was advertised to have low-tar and to taste like an actual cigarette (Figure i.3D). The IQOS 

was launched in international markets as a smokeless device that is a hybrid of a conventional 

cigarette and electronic cigarette (Figure i.3E).[17] The IQOS operates by heating rolled sheets of 

tobacco. Philip Morris has published a number of studies including clinical trials that attest to the 

safety of iQOS [18–26]; however, these studies have been questioned due to how they were 

conducted and the evidence presented does not support that heat-not-burn tobacco products do 

not reduce the risk of developing tobacco-related diseases.[27] Two independent studies 

published recently did find evidence of pyrolysis in iQOS cigarettes.[28,29] 
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There have been a myriad of other harm reduction products that have appeared 

sporadically in the market, including tobacco sticks, orbs, smokeless tobacco, and nicotine 

replacement therapies. Tobacco sticks are actual sticks of dried tobacco that are chewed or 

sucked by the user. They were very popular before the introduction of cigarette manufacturing 

machines but have made a comeback recently in an effort to provide nicotine to consumers 

without burning it. Camel Orbs are flavored candy-like products that contain nicotine (Figure 

i.4).[30] They are a concern because they look similar to Tic Tacs candies, which children eat. 

Smokeless tobacco products, including snuff and snus, are often advocated as harm reduction 

products because they do not burn tobacco, and those sold in Sweden contain relatively low 

levels of nitrosamines.[12] Swedish men who use snus have a lower incidence of lung cancer 

than smokers [31,32]; however, snus produced in other countries may not be as safe as those 

sold in Sweden.[33] Snuff is a smokeless tobacco made up of ground tobacco leaves and is 

designed to be inhaled, while snus is a moist tobacco product that is held in the upper lip for 

 

Figure i.3. Five Heat-Not-Burn devices from Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds. (A) 

Premier cigarette, (B) Eclipse, (C ) Accord, (D) Heat Bar, and (E ) iQOS. [16] 
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extended periods of time. These smokeless products, especially snus, have a few negative health 

effects associated with their use, such as a slight increase in cardiovascular disease and the 

possibility of harming developing fetuses (premature delivery, low birth weight, and pre-

eclamplasia).[31] Nicotine replacement therapies (NRT) are medicinal devices that deliver low 

concentrations nicotine and may help wean smokers off of nicotine. There are a large variety of 

NRT available such as nicotine patches, gum, lozenges, inhalers, and nose sprays.[34]  

 

21
st
 century technology has led to development of new ways to deliver nicotine without 

burning tobacco. The most popular of the new tobacco products is the electronic cigarette (EC). 

In 2004, a Chinese pharmacist and inventor, Hon Lik, who was himself a smoker, invented and 

patented the EC.[35] EC are nicotine delivery devices consisting of a battery, atomizer, and a 

cartridge filled with a fluid that usually contains nicotine, solvents, flavor chemicals, and other 

chemicals including contaminants.[36] In 2004, Ruyan released three variations of the EC, which 

included a cigar styled EC, an e-pipe, and the most dominant model, the V8, which resembled a 

conventional cigarette.[37] In 2006, EC were introduced to the United States where they rapidly 

gained popularity, especially among adolescents.[38–42] Since 2004, there have been many 

other patents on various EC designs.[43,44] 

 

Figure i.4. Comparison of Camel Orbs and Tic Tacs. [30] 
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Availability of EC to Consumer 

Before 2007, EC were available in the USA mainly online. Later they became available at 

kiosks located in shopping malls. Currently, EC can be purchased in many locations such as gas 

stations, convenience stores, drug stores, smoke shops, and retail stores.[45] Moreover, many 

shopping malls have at least one vape shop. The number of shops selling Blu EC has increased 

dramatically, and there are currently over 300 locations selling Blu EC in a 10 mile radius of the 

UCR campus (Figure i.5). 

  

Health Effects Associated with EC Use 

Over the past 10 years, EC have gained popularity as an alternative to conventional 

cigarettes and have become a multibillion dollar industry.[46] Since EC aerosols contain fewer 

chemicals than cigarette smoke and produce reduced levels of harmful compounds, some 

manufacturers, consumers, and public health providers consider them to be a breakthrough with 

respect to harm reduction.[46–50] Initially they were also advertised as smoking cessation 

 

Figure i.5. Map of locations within driving distance of UCR that sell BluCig products. 

Each triangle has a number, which represents the number of locations in the immediate     

surrounding that sells BluCigs.  
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devices, although this has generally ceased due to law suits that were filed when cessation was 

not realized by users. At the time of their introduction, little research had been done on EC, and 

the short and long-term health effects associated with their use were not well understood. 

Exposures to the solvents (propylene glycol and glycerol) used in EC could cause respiratory 

irritation and with prolonged exposure could damage to the nervous system and spleen.[51] 

Common adverse health effects associated with EC use are lightheadedness, throat/mouth 

irritation, coughing, nausea, dizziness, and vomiting.[52–58] Other studies have reported that 

following EC use, consumers experience increased respiratory impedance and airway resistance 

[59,60] and decreased heart function.[61] In one of the most comprehensive studies on EC health 

effects to date, both positive and negative symptoms affecting 12 organ systems were self-

reported in online forums by EC users, with the respiratory system and mouth/throat being most 

often negatively affected.[62,63] Because EC are designed to deliver nicotine and can be refilled 

with nicotine containing e-liquids, the number of reports on nicotine poisonings has increased 

each year.[62] As of 2016, there have been 12 case reports documenting nicotine poisonings for 

children (4) and adults (8), with more following multiple route of exposure.[62]  From 2000-2017 

studies provided evidence that EC use can cause an increase in heart rate, blood pressure, 

increases in oxidative stress biomarkers, and arterial stiffness.[39] Although EC have not been in 

circulation long enough to conduct human cancer studies, there is some evidence suggesting that 

exposure to EC aerosol could increase the risk of cancer due to its ability to cause DNA 

damage.[39] Recently, the aerosol from a popular brand of EC was shown to cause and 

epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) in cultured lung cancer cells.[64] This is an important 

observation as an EMT in a tumor can lead to metastasis, which usually is fatal. There have been 

cases where the batteries of these devices have exploded causing fires and injuries to 

consumers[39,65–67], and recently one user was killed by the explosion (CNN 2018 report).[68] 
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Anatomy and Operation of Electronic Cigarettes  

ECs contain three major components: a battery, atomizing unit, and a cartridge/tank that 

stores e-liquid (Figure i.6).[69] EC come in many sizes, colors, flavors, varying nicotine 

concentrations, and some even have multiple functions.[38,70] Once an EC is fully assembled, 

there are several mechanical steps that take place to produce the aerosol: (1) the user draws air 

through the mouthpiece of the cartridge, (2) air travels through the battery chamber activating an 

air-flow sensor, which causes the atomizer to heat, (3) the e-liquid is brought to the filament via 

capillary action created by the wick, (4) the heated filament in the atomizer vaporizes the fluid, (5) 

the aerosol is inhaled by the consumer.[71]  

 

Air-holes allow air to pass through at the tip and at the battery-cartridge interface (Figure 

i.7).[72] The number of air-holes varies with brand, but usually is between 2-4 holes.   

 

Figure i.6. Schematic of EC anatomy.[69] 
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The tip of the battery when activated often has an LED light that glows when the user 

takes a puff.[71] These LED lights are normally red/orange, green, or blue. Batteries can be either 

air-flow activated, which are more common, or button-activated. The air-flow activated models 

    
Figure i.7. Air holes in five brands of EC at the battery tip and at the battery-atomizer 

interface. Total air hole area and the pressure drop in mm H20 are given. Air hole corners are 

indicated by red dots. Air holes were rectangular or trapezoidal, except for VapCigs#1 which had 

a very narrow gap around the entire circumference of the EC between the battery and atomizer. 
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have an air-flow sensor in the battery casing that activates the battery to power the atomizer once 

a certain air flow as reached. Button-activated batteries require the user to press a button to heat 

the atomizing unit. Most manufacturers use lithium batteries to power the EC.[39,70]  

The atomizer is the component that heats and then vaporizes the fluid. It contains wires 

and a wick, which is a strip of porous material that draws liquid by capillary action to the 

filament.[71] The filament (coils or wires) of the atomizing unit is the component that actually 

heats the fluid. The cartridge contains two major parts: e-fluid and Polyfil, an absorbent material. 

Inside the cartridge is a smaller reservoir that houses the Polyfil, which is saturated in e-liquid.  

 

Evolution of Electronic Cigarettes 

Cig-a-like Models 

The first style of EC was the cig-a-like model. These devices were designed to have the 

look and feel of a conventional cigarette, and hence are often called cig-a-likes.[39] The cig-a-

likes come in three versions: the classic 3-piece cartridge style, the 2-piece cartomizer, and 1-

piece disposable style. 

 

Cartridge (3-piece) Models 

The classic 3-piece cartridge style was the original EC model and was available for 

purchase until 2008. This style consisted of three independent parts: the battery, atomizing unit, 

and cartridge (Figure i.8). Since the three components can be separated from each other, some 

customization of the device is possible. The three components came in a variety of colors, 

shapes, and sizes.[36,39] The batteries can be removed and recharged, which is cost effective 

for the consumer. For the classic cartridge style ―cig-a-like‖ models, the batteries were small and 

did come in various sizes, and the length of the battery was indicative of its voltage. The 

atomizing units were similar between different brands of cartridge style EC. Each consisted of a 
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metal casing that screwed into the battery and an end with mesh coils that inserted into the 

cartridge.[36]  

 

The cartridge was a plastic shell that contained a reservoir filled with a sorbent material 

that was saturated with e-liquid (Figure i.8). These cartridges and the internal reservoirs also 

varied in size.[36] The sorbent material or Polyfil was mounted in the reservoir inside the cartridge 

via an organic adhesive, which varied in texture, color, and consistency (Figure i.9). Since the 

reservoirs were not covered, a silicon plug was inserted into each cartridge to prevent the e-liquid 

in the reservoir from spilling out; however, these plugs were not very effective and cartridges 

leaked.[36] One manufacturer covered their reservoir will a foil seal rather than plastic plug. In 

later models of EC, the Polyfil morphed from a plug to sheets of varying densities that increased 

the amount of e-liquid that could be stored in the cartridge.   

Replacement cartridges needed to be purchased separately and came in packages of 2-

10 cartridges. Replacement cartridges were either prefilled or empty; the prefilled were the 

dominant version in the years immediately after their introduction. Empty cartridges were sold 

mainly by e-liquid manufacturing companies to promote use of their own refill fluids. The prefilled 

fluid was usually (propylene glycol, vegetable glycerin, or a combination of both), flavorings, and 

nicotine (0-45 mg/L).[36]  

 

Figure i.8. BluCig classic (3-piece) EC model. Showing the battery, atomizing 

unit, and cartridge separately. 
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Cartomizer (2-piece) Models 

The cartomizer style was introduced to the American market in 2008. Manufacturers 

combined the atomizer and cartridge into a single unit called a cartomizer (Figure i.10). The 

cartomizer style EC is the most dominant cig-a-like model on the market today. Similar to the 

classic EC, the batteries for the cartomizer can be recharged, which is cost effective for the 

consumer, come in different lengths that correlate to voltage, and have prefilled or empty 

cartridges. Once the fluid has been depleted, the cartomizer is discarded. Manufacturers 

generally recommend that the prefilled cartomizers not be refilled. One cartomizer is often 

 

Figure i.9. Comparison of the fibers and adhesives in cartridge reservoirs of five 

brands of EC. 
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advertised by manufacturers to be equivalent to one pack of cigarettes (~200 puffs).[36] The 

actual number of puffs/cartomizer depends on user topography. 

 

 In 2018, a new style of cartomizer EC was introduced called the JUUL, which is 

rectangular in shape and resembles a USB drive (Figure i.11). Because the JUUL design is 

attractive and it can be used surreptitiously, it has become popular with mid-school and high 

school students. JUUL contains about 50 mg of nicotine/ml, one of the highest concentrations 

marketed today. JUUL e-fluid also contains benzoic acid which causes protonation of the nicotine 

making it more ―palatable‖ and easier for non-smokers to learn to use.[73] Its popularity among 

mid and high school students has been alarming [74,75], as it can cause nicotine addiction and 

potentially be a gateway for use of other tobacco products. It currently dominates the American 

market with over 50% of EC sales in the last year.[74]

 

Disposable (1-piece) Models 

In 2013, EC manufacturers combined all three components (battery, atomizing unit, and 

cartridge) into a single unit, known as the disposable EC (Figure i.12).[76] These EC cannot be 

 
Figure i.10. BluCig cartomizer (2-piece) EC model. Showing the battery and 

cartomizer (atomizing unit and cartridge combined).  

 
Figure i.11. Design of the new JUUL EC. Showing the rectangular USB 

shaped battery and pod. 
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non-recharged or refilled but rather are discarded after the fluid has been exhausted. Disposable 

ECs are advertised to last from 400-800 puffs, and unlike their predecessors, the disposable 

battery comes pre-charged and is not removable. This model of EC is sold to both EC users and 

hookah users, the latter being called ―E-Hookah‖.[77]  

 

Tank Models 

In response to criticisms that the early models of EC (cartridge, cartomizer, disposable) 

did not have enough power or fluid capacity, manufacturers introduced larger batteries and 

reservoirs in what was generically called the tank style EC (Figure i.13). The larger batteries 

come in a variety of sizes, colors, variable power settings, and additional features (such as being 

able to charge portable electronic devices).[38,39] The batteries come in three major styles: (1) 

variable voltage, (2) box Mod Style, and (3) variable wattage mod style.[39,78] The larger 

capacity reservoirs also come in three styles: (1) clearomizers, (2) tank/sub-ohm tanks, and (3) 

tanks with rebuildable atomizers.[79] For all tanks, with the exception of the rebuildable models, 

the atomizing unit is a small coil that is screwed into the tank. Most tanks are simple in form and 

able to hold a much larger volume of e-liquid than prior models.[39] Many consumers prefer to 

build their own atomizing units and then drip e-liquid directly onto the wires and wick which helps 

create a very large puff.  

 
Figure i.12. BluCig disposable (1-piece) EC model. Showing the battery, atomizing 

unit, and cartridge combined into a single unit. 
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E-liquid Solvents, Nicotine, Flavor Chemicals, and Fluid Contaminants 

Most EC fluid manufacturers use propylene glycol, vegetable glycerin, or a combination 

of both as the main solvents in e-liquids (Figure i.14).[39,77,80–82] The propylene glycol is a 

good vehicle for delivering flavor and ―smoothness‖, while glycerin delivers a larger cloud (Figure 

i.15).[83–86] Most e-liquids are a combination of propylene glycol and glycerin, most likely to 

balance the flavor carrying and cloud producing profile for the user. Some individuals are allergic 

to propylene glycol, which prompted the introduction of glycerol in refill fluids, and some 

manufacturers advertise that their products are glycerol based with no propylene glycol.  

 

 
Figure i.13. Ego C-Twist battery and Kangertech Protank, examples of tank model 

EC. Showing the larger battery and higher capacity tank.  

 

Figure i.14. Chemical structure of propylene glycol (A) and glycerin 

(B), the major components of the solvents used in e-liquids.[81,82] 
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Most of the prefilled and refill e-liquids contain nicotine, which ranges in concentration 

from 0 to 60 mg/ml.[87–89] In 2005-2010, most companies labeled their cartridges as none, low, 

medium, high, extra high, full, or regular, instead of the actual nicotine concentrations (Figure 

i.16A).[72] Currently, the actual concentration of nicotine appears on labels in mg of nicotine or 

nicotine/ml of fluid (i.e., 0 mg of nicotine or 24 mg of nicotine) (Figure i.16B). Beginning in 2010, 

some manufacturers began presenting the concentration of nicotine in the cartridges as 

percentage of nicotine by volume (e.g. 18% nicotine by volume or 1.8% nicotine by volume) 

(Figure i.16C). The concentration of nicotine that is delivered to the user varies with user 

topography [90] and EC brand, and not all EC deliver nicotine uniformly.[91]  

 

Figure i.15. Comparison of EC e-liquid solvents.[85] 
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There are numerous types of commercial e-liquids that can be purchased on the Internet 

and in retail establishments.[54,92–94] Originally the prefilled cartridges were only available in 

two flavors: tobacco and menthol (mint). From 2005-2009, manufacturers of e-liquids added 

numerous flavors such as dessert and fruity flavors including: grape, strawberry, vanilla, melon, 

and cherry.[54,95] For refill fluids, the variety of flavors expanded rapidly, and by 2014, 

manufacturers offered over 7,764 flavors [93] with many new products and flavors being 

marketed weekly. With time, these flavors became more exotic (e.g., Banana Butt – Left Cheek, 

Acai Avalanche, Dragon‘s Blood, and Melon Mania).  

Numerous flavor chemicals are found in e-liquids, including ethyl maltol, benzaldehyde, 

cinnamaldehyde, and vanillin.[47,77,96] Some products have very high concentrations of flavor 

chemicals, which are cytotoxic to cells in vitro.[47,96,97] In particular, cinnamon flavored refill 

fluids were highly cytotoxic to embryonic and adult cells.[98] Toxicity was later isolated to 

cinnamaldehyde [99], a flavor chemical that is often used in EC products at high 

concentrations.[96] Cinnamaldehyde was subsequently found to be more widely used that 

expected and was present in fruity, tobacco and coffee flavors refill fluids, as well as those that 

were designated as cinnamon flavored.[96,99]  

 

Figure i.16. Evolution of manufacturers display of nicotine concentrations on 

replacement cartridges/cartomizers packs. Nicotine concentrations displayed on               

replacement packs as: (A) only a word, (B) a unit of weight, and (C ) as a percentage of 

weight by volume.  
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Refill fluids can also contain constituents that may be harmful to human health. Several 

studies have shown that tobacco specific nitrosamines (TSNA), volatile organic compounds 

(VOC), polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), and carbonyls are present in the fluid of prefilled and 

refillable e-liquids.[37,47,77,100–102] In 105 replacement e-liquids from 11 brands, TSNA were 

measured in all products in varying concentrations with NNN and NAT being the most dominant 

forms.[102] In an analysis of flavor chemicals in refill fluids, a number of other chemicals were 

identified that were likely contaminants of the flavor chemicals. For example, diacetyl was present 

in a number of lab-made refill fluids containing ―pure‖ flavor chemicals.[96] Moreover, in an 

analysis of 159 refill fluids, diacetyl was present in 74.2% of the products tested [103], and 

diacetyl and the related chemical‘s acetyl propionyl were also detected in a third study.[104]  

Diacetyl is a concern because of it reported ability to cause bronchiolitis obliterans, a serious and 

irreversible lung condition that can lead to death.[105,106]   

Harmful chemicals in refill fluids can be carried into aerosols during heating, and new 

chemicals can be produced by aerosolization. A number of studies have analyzed the chemical 

composition of EC aerosols. In addition to nicotine, flavor chemicals and solvents, aerosols can 

contain harmful chemicals including TSNA, VOC, PAH, and carbonyls.[107] In the Goniewicz 

study in 2013, the aerosols of 12 brands of cartridge/cartomizer EC were analyzed and the 

presence of the two main TSNAs were detected (NNN – up to 4.3 µg/150 puffs, NNK – up to 28.3 

µg/150 puffs).[47] In 10 of the 12 brands of EC, toluene (a respiratory and reproductive toxicant), 

was detected in the aerosol (up to 6.3 µg/150 puffs) [47,108], along with p,m-xylene.[47,109] 

Other harmful compounds found in the aerosol included anthracene, pyrene, and phenathrene, 

which ranged in concentration from 5 to 48 ng/cartridge.[109] Harmful VOC and carbonyls, such 

as formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and acetone, have been identified in EC aerosols and are 

formed by heating of the solvents (propylene glycol, vegetable glycerin). Increasing voltage 

correlates with increasing concentration of these VOC.[47,110,111]  
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Metals in EC, Research Question, and Hypothesis 

Unlike conventional cigarettes, EC are made of metal components that are heated during 

use, and these metals can potentially transfer into the aerosol.[47,109] The concentration of 

cadmium (up to 0.22 µg/150 puffs), nickel (0.11 to 0.29 µg/150 puffs), and lead (0.03 to 0.57 

µg/150 puffs) were reported in the aerosol of 12 brands of EC.[47] Another study measured the 

concentration of 9 metals in the fluid before and after use, as well in the aerosol of 54 different EC 

models, and reported there were metals in the fluid and aerosol of all brands.[112,113] For 

elements such as chromium and nickel, they found median concentrations ranging from 0.5-23.4 

µg/kg in the fluid and 0.5-24.2 µg/kg in the aerosol for chromium; 1.0-448 µg/kg in the fluid and 

12.5-109 µg/kg in the aerosol for nickel.[112] This study was based on a population of EC users 

and was not done under controlled laboratory conditions. Some EC users have reported a 

metallic taste in their mouths when using EC [63], suggesting that metals escape into the e-fluid 

and get transferred to the aerosol.  

The paucity of information on EC metals lead to the current dissertation which tested the 

hypothesis that aerosols from leading brands of EC contain elements, including metals, in 

concentrations that are higher than the concentrations in conventional cigarette smoke, originate 

from the metal components of the device, and the concentrations delivered is dependent upon 

puffing topography. The quantity of metals in the aerosols depends on the material in the 

atomizers and is dependent on resistance of the filament, voltage used, and temperature of the 

filament during heating.[71] Most metals reported in EC aerosol (e.g. nickel, chromium, iron, lead, 

tin) can cause adverse health effects, including respiratory irritation, coughing, decreased 

lung/pulmonary function, and shortness of breath [107,114] and some are classified as toxicants 

and carcinogens, which can cause nasal cancer and nervous system damage.[108,115–119] The 

potential for EC to expose users to metals, in particular those that are known to be toxic, is a 

major health concern.  
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The specific goals of my research were to: (1) identify the elements/metals in EC aerosols from 

various styles of EC, (2) determine the concentrations of each element/metal, (3) establish how 

metal concentration is affected by changes in puffing topography, (4) determine the source of the 

elements/metals in the fluid and aerosol and (5) compare metal concentrations in EC aerosols 

and tobacco smoke.  

 

Scope of the Dissertation 

Part 1: Evaluation of Performance Characteristics. EC performance was evaluated using 

laboratory conditions to compare properties of different brands and to access how to best collect 

aerosols for metal analysis.  

 

Chapters 1, 2, and 3 describe the performance of various types of EC. The specific 

characteristics evaluated included puff number, air flow rate, pressure drop, and absorbance (a 

measure of aerosol density). Three performance protocols were used: smoke out, first 10 puffs, 

and modified smoke out. 

 

Part 2: Evaluation and Analysis of Aerosol, Fluid, and Atomizer Components of Various EC. 

Three types of EC (cartomizer, disposable, and tanks) were puffed to generate aerosol, and the 

aerosol was analyzed for various elements/ metals that are most often used in electronic devices. 

Following the analysis of the aerosol, the components of the EC were dissected and analyzed to 

determine the origin of the elements in the aerosol.  

 

Chapter 4, 5, 6, and 7, describes the complete analysis of the aerosol and components of the 

classic, cartomizer, disposable, and tank style ECs to determine which metals are present and 

the origin of the metals in the aerosols.  
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Chapter 8 is a regulatory strategies paper that describes manufacturer differences and changes 

to the EC design that can reduce the number of and concentrations of metals in the EC aerosol. 

 

Chapter 9 summarizes the key findings of this dissertation. 
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Abstract 

Introduction: This study investigated the performance of electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes), 

compared different models within a brand, compared identical copies of the same model within a 

brand, and examined performance using different protocols. 

 

Methods: Airflow rate required to generate aerosol, pressure drop across e-cigarettes, and 

aerosol density were examined using three different protocols. 

 

Results: First 10 puff protocol: The airflow rate required to produce aerosol and aerosol density 

varied among brands, while pressure drop varied among brands and between the same model 

within a brand. Total air hole area correlated with pressure drop for some brands. Smoke-out 

protocol: E-cigarettes within a brand generally performed similarly when puffed to exhaustion; 

however, there was considerable variation between brands in pressure drop, airflow rate required 

to produce aerosol, and the total number of puffs produced. With this protocol, aerosol density 

varied significantly between puffs and gradually declined. Consecutive trial protocol: Two copies 

of one model were subjected to 11 puffs in three consecutive trials with breaks between trials. 

One copy performed similarly in each trial, while the second copy of the same model produced 

little aerosol during the third trial. The different performance properties of the two units were 

attributed to the atomizers. 

 

Conclusion: There was significant variability between and within brands in the airflow rate 

required to produce aerosol, pressure drop, length of time cartridges lasted, and production of 

aerosol. Variation in performance properties within brands suggests a need for better quality 

control during e-cigarette manufacture. 
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Chapter 1 

Variability Among Electronic Cigarettes in the Pressure Drop, Air-flow Rate, and Aerosol 

Production 

 

Introduction 

Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) or electronic nicotine delivery systems deliver nicotine 

to users without burning tobacco. The anatomy of various models of e-cigarettes has been 

described previously.[1] Puffing on an e-cigarette activates a heating device that aerosolizes 

cartridge fluid which is in turn delivered to the user.[2–4] E-cigarette products vary in their 

cartridge contents and may have different humectants (e.g., propylene glycol, glycerin), 

flavorings, and various concentrations of nicotine. E-cigarettes are sold worldwide and are readily 

available over the Internet and in shopping malls in the United States. They are sometimes 

advertised to be safer than tobacco-containing products since they do not produce the many 

chemicals found in mainstream and side-stream cigarette smoke.[5,6] E-cigarettes, unlike 

nicotine replacement therapies such as patches and gum, are not regulated by the Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) as medical devices, and little is known about their safety, quality 

control, aerosol delivery, and long-term health effects. 

The FDA questioned e-cigarette quality control and safety after finding: (a) low levels of 

carcinogens in cartridges, (b) concentrations of nicotine in cartridges were not always consistent 

with labeling, and (c) diethylene glycol (a toxicant) in one cartridge.[7] In contrast, a study 

supported by an e-cigarette manufacturer concluded these products are safe 

since carcinogen levels are low and the aerosol contains fewer chemicals than tobacco-

containing cigarette smoke.[6] Poor labeling and packaging of e-cigarettes, leakiness of the 

cartridges, confusing nomenclature for nicotine concentrations, defective parts and safety 

features, errors in filling orders, insufficient warnings on packaging, incomplete instruction 
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manuals, and misleading advertisements have also raised concern about their safety and 

usage.[8] 

Three human studies found low levels of nicotine in the blood of e-cigarette users raising 

questions about their effectiveness as nicotine delivery devices.[9–11] This could be related to 

the relatively low delivery of nicotine per puff [6] or non-uniform production of aerosol.[1] These 

observations notwithstanding, there are numerous testimonials on the Internet endorsing e-

cigarettes, and a recent survey suggests that e-cigarettes can help users of tobacco-containing 

cigarettes quit smoking.[12] We previously found that performance properties of e-cigarettes are 

quite variable.[1] When compared with tobacco-containing cigarettes, some e-cigarette brands 

required significantly stronger airflow to produce aerosol and most had significantly higher 

pressure drop. All brands examined previously produced aerosol which varied in density from puff 

to puff, suggesting nicotine delivery is not uniform.  

The current study, which follows-up on our prior work, investigated additional brands of e-

cigarettes, compared different models within a brand, compared identical copies of the same 

model, and examined e-cigarette performance using three different protocols. We have found 

significant variability in the performance of e-cigarettes from brand to brand and between models 

within a brand. 

 

Materials and Methods 

E-cigarettes Selection 

E-cigarette starter kits with refill cartridges were purchased through the Internet or from a 

local retailer. The following e-cigarettes were used: (a) Liberty Stix with tobacco flavored 

cartridges (labeled 16 mg of nicotine; classic three-piece model; Liberty Stix, LLC, Cleveland, 

OH), (b) Crown Seven Hydro Imperial with USA blend flavor (labeled 16 mg of nicotine; two piece 

cartomizer model; Crown Seven Shop, Scottsdale, AZ), (c) Smoking Everywhere Platinum with 

tobacco flavor (labeled16 mg of nicotine; two-piece cartomizer model; Smoking Everywhere, 
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Sunrise, FL), and (d) VapCigs with menthol flavor (high strength; classic three-piece model; local 

retailer, Norco, CA). Liberty Stix were used in our prior study [1] and were chosen, so direct 

comparisons could be made between two different copies of the same model within a brand. 

Crown Seven Hydro Imperial and Smoking Everywhere Platinum were chosen to study atomized 

cartridges (cartomizers), in which the atomizer and cartridge are combined. VapCigs and their 

brand-specific cartridges were studied, in contrast to our prior study in which we were sold 

generic cartridges for use with VapCigs. E-cigarettes and cartridges were stored at room 

temperature.  

One Liberty Stix and one VapCigs e-cigarette from our prior study [1] were included in the 

current study. The original purchases are designated Liberty Stix #1 and VapCigs #1, while the 

purchases used only in this study are designated Liberty Stix #2 and VapCigs #2. 

 

Set Up of Machine for Puffing E-cigarettes 

The performance of e-cigarettes was evaluated as described previously.[1] A puffer box 

(University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY) was connected to a U-shaped water manometer and 

MasterFlex peristaltic pump (Barnart Company, Barrington, IL, Model #7520-00) via Cole Parmer 

MasterFlex Tygon tubing. The puffer box drew 2.2-second puffs at 1-min intervals. The water 

manometer measured pressure drop (mm H2O) across the cigarette during each puff. Airflow was 

controlled manually by adjusting revolutions per minute (rpm) on the peristaltic pump. Airflow rate 

was determined by measuring rpm with a Sorvall tachometer and multiplying this value by a 

conversion factor supplied by the pump manufacturer. Before use, tubing connections were 

sealed with Paraflm and the peristaltic pump was warmed up for 15 min at a speed of 530 rpms. 

 

General Protocol for Testing E-cigarettes 

Fresh cartridges and fully charged batteries were used in all experiments. The lowest 

airflow rate that allowed aerosol to be produced was determined for each brand and used to 
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begin each experiment. Pump speed was 0 rpm (no airflow) until a puff was taken at which time it 

was increased to the lowest speed that produced sufficient airflow to generate aerosol. To 

simulate the behavior of an active user, speed was reduced to 0 rpm between puffs. Pump speed 

remained constant unless aerosol density dropped below 0.05 absorbance units in which case 

pump speed was increased by one interval on the pump dial to enable aerosol production. During 

each puff, pressure drop across the e-cigarette was recorded. Aerosol density was measured at 

420 nm in a Bausch & Lomb spectrophotometer (Rochester, NY). 

 

First 10 Puff Experiment 

The performance of Liberty Stix #2, VapCigs #2, Crown Seven Hydro Imperial, and 

Smoking Everywhere Platinum was compared during the first 10 puffs using the above protocol. 

Each e-cigarette was puffed 10 times at the lowest airflow rate that produced aerosol. Pressure 

drop and airflow were recorded for each puff. Aerosol density was recorded for every other puff. 

Experiments were performed three times using each brand. 

 

Air-Hole Area 

To measure air hole area at the tip of the battery and between the battery and atomizer, 

each e-cigarette was fully assembled, and images of air holes were taken using a Nikon SMZ 800 

Stereoscope (Nikon, Japan) equipped with a Digital Sight DS Fi1 camera (Nikon, Japan). NIS 

Elements AR software (Nikon, Japan) was used to compute the area of each air hole. 

 

Smoke-Out Experiments 

To determine how airflow rate, pressure drop, and aerosol density changed during 

prolonged use, e-cigarettes (VapCigs #2, Smoking Everywhere Platinum, and Crown Seven 

Hydro Imperial) were puffed continually until cartridges were exhausted. Cartridges were 

considered exhausted when pump speed reached its maximum and/or three consecutive puffs 
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had densities below 0.05 absorbance units. Pressure drop and airflow rate was recorded for 

every puff, and aerosol density was recorded every tenth puff. Airflow rate was increased by 

increasing pump speed by one interval on the pump dial whenever aerosol density dropped 

below 0.05 absorbance units or until pump speed reached its maximum (850 rpms). Three 

experiments were performed with each brand of e-cigarette. 

 

Eleven-Puff Repetitive Trials 

Liberty Stix #1 and #2 were used to determine if performance varies within the same 

model from one brand. For each e-cigarette, 3 consecutive 11-puff trials were performed. The first 

and second trials were separated by 30 min, while the second and third trials were separated by 

11 days. For each trial, two experiments with different fresh cartridges were performed. Pressure 

drop and aerosol density were recorded at constant airflow during the first 10 puffs. To determine 

if e-cigarettes produce aerosol at a lower airflow rate after warming up, pump speed was reduced 

one interval on the peristaltic pump dial during 11th puff, and then pressure drop and aerosol 

density were recorded.  

Three consecutive trials were performed with Liberty Stix #1 (battery #1, atomizer #1) 

and Liberty Stix #2 (battery #2, atomizer #2) using the above protocol. For the third and fourth 

experiment, the batteries and atomizers from the two Liberty Stix e-cigarettes were interchanged, 

and the hybrid e-cigarettes were tested (Liberty Stix battery #1 atomizer #2, Liberty Stix battery 

#2 atomizer #1).  

 

Results 

First 10 Puffs 

The purpose of this experiment was to quantify airflow rate, pressure drop, and aerosol 

density during the first 10 puffs across various brands (Figure 1.1). Ten puffs were used to mimic 

the number of puffs a smoker of tobacco-containing cigarettes would take during a single usage. 
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E-cigarettes produce aerosol when airflow rate is sufficient to activate the atomizer, which heats 

the cartridge fluid. Airflow rate is related to peristaltic pump speed with faster speeds representing 

faster airflow rates. The pump speed needed to produce aerosol varied between brands (range = 

150–760 rpm) (Figure 1.1A, Supplementary Table 1.1). Little airflow (4 ml/s) was required to 

produce aerosol with VapCigs #2, while high airflow (21 ml/s) was needed to activate Smoking 

Everywhere Platinum. 
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The shaded area in Figure 1.1A shows the pressure drop range for various tobacco-

containing cigarettes.[1] For e-cigarettes, pressure drop during puffing was uniform within a brand 

for the first 10 puffs, but varied among brands (Figure 1.1A), indicating e-cigarette brands differ in 

their ―leakiness.‖ The pressure drop for three brands (Crown Seven Hydro Imperial, Liberty Stix 

#1, and VapCigs #2) was at or slightly below the range for tobacco-containing cigarettes, while 

one brand (Smoking Everywhere Platinum) was within the range and one brand (Liberty Stix #2) 

was well above this range. Unexpectedly, the two Liberty Stix e-cigarettes (#1 and #2), which 

appeared identical and were the same model, had very different pressure drops. Liberty Stix #1 

was examined in a prior study and had the lowest pressure drop (20 mm H20) of any e-cigarettes 

used in that study.[1] In contrast, Liberty Stix #2 had the highest pressure drop of any e-cigarette 

in the current study (150 mm H20). 

Aerosol density, a measure of how effectively an e-cigarette vaporizes cartridge fluid, 

was measured during the first nine puffs for each brand (Figure 1.1B). Density varied across 

brands and fluctuated slightly between puffs from the same model within brands. VapCigs #2 and 

Liberty Stix #1 and #2 showed a slight increase in aerosol density over the first 9 puffs, while 

density for Smoking Everywhere Platinum remained about the same and density for Crown 

Seven Hydro Imperial decreased.  

 

Air Hole Area 

To determine if differences in pressure drop observed in Figure 1A were due to 

differences in air hole area, the size and number of the air holes/e-cigarette were quantified for 

each brand (Supplementary Table 1.1). Air holes, which were trapezoidal or rectangular, were 

present at the tip of most e-cigarettes and between the battery and atomizer of all e-cigarettes 

tested. Most brands had two air holes at the tip of their batteries and 1, 2, or 4 air holes between 

the battery and atomizer. The single air hole between the battery and atomizer in VapCigs #1 

extended around the circumference of the e-cigarette. Total air hole area ranged from 1.8 mm
2
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(Crown 7 Hydro Imperial) to 4.72 mm
2
 (VapCigs #2). There was a good correlation between air 

hole area and pressure drop for four of eight brands (VapCigs #1 and #2, Smoking Everywhere 

Platinum, and Smoking Everywhere Gold). 

 

Smoke-Out Experiments 

VapCigs #2, Crown Seven Hydro Imperial, and Smoking Everywhere Platinum were 

puffed until cartridges were exhausted (Figure 1.2). When aerosol density dropped below 0.05 

absorbance units, pump speed was increased to continue aerosol production. Each VapCigs 

cartridge lasted for a similar number of puffs (Figure 1.2A, B). However, aerosol density varied 

among cartridges and between consecutive puffs within cartridges (Figure 1.2B). Pressure drop 

varied slightly in trials #1 and #3 between puffs 75 and 235. Aerosol density oscillated during the 

experimental interval, and flow rate had to be increased to produce aerosol after 200 puffs. The 

step increases in pressure drop at the end of each trial show when airflow (pump speed) was 

increased. Puffing was stopped when pump speed reached its maximum or when three 

consecutive puffs did not produce aerosol density above 0.05 absorbance units. VapCigs #2 

cartridges lasted an average of 245 ± 18 puffs. To determine if battery charge affected aerosol 

production, batteries were changed in three experiments when aerosol density dropped below 

0.05 absorbance units (Supplementary Figure 1.1). In two of three trials, fresh batteries did not 

improve aerosol production, while in the third trial, aerosol production improved briefly when a 

fresh battery was used. 
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Each Smoking Everywhere Platinum cartomizer performed similarly with respect to 

pressure drop but lasted for different lengths of time (Figure 1.2C). Step increases in pressure 

drop were not observed at the end of each trial as a high pump speed was required to produce 

aerosol with this brand and puffing was stopped when pump speed reached its maximum. 

Aerosol density generally decreased with increasing puff number and was variable between 

cartomizers and between consecutive puffs from the same cartomizer. The average length of 

time that Smoking Everywhere Platinum could be used was 160 ± 66 puffs. 

Pressure drop for the three Crown Seven Hydro Imperial cartomizers varied initially but 

during smoke-out became similar (Figure 1.2E). Each cartomizer required airflow rate increases 

at different times. Most airflow increases occurred after 250 puffs. This brand‘s cartomizer lasted 

significantly longer than any other brand we have tested. Aerosol density was variable between 

and within cartomizers and declined with time (Figure 1.2F). For the last 100 puffs, aerosol 

density was low for all three cartomizers. Crown Seven Hydro Imperial e-cigarettes lasted on 

average 400 ± 10 puffs. 

 

Eleven-Puff Repetitive Trials 

To determine how pressure drop and aerosol density behaved during repetitive usage, e-

cigarettes were used for 11 puffs followed by a 30-min break, then used for another 11 puffs 

followed by an 11-day break, and then used for a final 11 puffs (Figure 1.3). Experiments were 

done with two different Liberty Stix e-cigarettes (#1 and #2) which were the same model but 

purchased at different times. For Liberty Stix #1, pressure drop was low in all three consecutive 

trials (Figure 1.3A–C). While aerosol density fluctuated during the first nine puffs, density 

remained similar in each consecutive trial (Figure 1.3D–F). Liberty Stix #1, therefore, performed 

quite uniformly from trial to trial. In contrast, pressure drop was high for Liberty Stix #2 during the 

first two trials but dropped significantly during trial three (Figure 1.3G–I). The decrease in 

pressure drop was accompanied by a corresponding decrease in aerosol density (Figure 1.3J–L), 
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indicating that Liberty Stix #2 was not functioning well by the third trial. These data show that 

different copies of the same model of e-cigarette performed quite differently in both individual and 

consecutive trials. When airflow rate (pump speed) was reduced during puff 11, aerosol was not 

produced by either Liberty Stix #1 or #2, indicating that warming up the e-cigarettes did not 

enable aerosol production at lower airflow rates.  

To determine if differences in performance of the two Liberty Stix e-cigarettes could be 

attributed to the atomizer or the battery, these components were interchanged, and experiments 

were repeated. When battery #2 was assembled with atomizer #1, the resulting e-cigarette did 

not produce aerosol, even at the maximum airflow rate (data not shown). When battery #1 and 

atomizer #2 were assembled, the e-cigarette performed in a manner similar to Liberty Stix #2 

(Figure 1.3M–R). For the battery #1/atomizer #2 hybrid, pressure drop was high in the first two 

trials, but dropped significantly by trial #3, as was seen previously with Liberty Stix #2. The 

decreased pressure drop with the hybrid e-cigarette was accompanied by a decrease in aerosol 

density with virtually no aerosol produced during trial #3 (Figure 1.3R). These data show that the 

poor performance of Liberty Stix #2 could be attributed to the atomizer, not the battery. 
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Discussion 

Significant variation was found among e-cigarette brands in the airflow rate required to 

produce aerosol, in pressure drop across e-cigarettes (manometer readings), in aerosol density, 

and in the manner in which e-cigarettes performed over time. Unexpectedly, two copies of the 

same model within a brand (Liberty Stix) performed differently. Performance characteristics of the 

two cartomizer e-cigarettes (Crown 7 Imperial and Smoking Everywhere Platinum) were within 

the range of e-cigarettes having the classical style cartridge; however, Crown 7 Imperial had the 

distinction of producing the most puffs/cartridge of all brands we tested. Consumers and 

researchers should be aware that e-cigarettes are not ―one product‖ and that there is 

considerable variability among and within brands. Variation within brands (e.g., Liberty Stix) could 

indicate inadequate quality control in manufacture. 

In our previous study, three of four e-cigarette brands required higher airflow rates to 

produce aerosol than eight brands of tobacco-containing cigarettes, which all produced smoke at 

a flow rate of 7 ml/s.[1] In the current study, VapCigs #2 required a lower airflow rate (4 ml/s), 

Liberty Stix #2 required the same rate (7 ml/s), and Crown Seven Hydro Imperial and Smoking 

Everywhere Platinum required higher rates (10 and 21 ml/s, respectively) to produce aerosol than 

tobacco-containing cigarettes. These studies together show that the airflow rate required to 

produce aerosol varied significantly among e-cigarette brands and was usually (four out of seven 

brands) higher than the airflow rate required to produce smoke from tobacco-containing 

cigarettes. These data support the conclusion that to effectively activate e-cigarettes, some users 

will need to inhale more strongly than those using tobacco-containing cigarettes. It will be 

important in future studies to directly compare puff volumes and inhalation strength for users of 

tobacco-containing cigarettes and e-cigarettes and to monitor the long-term health effects of 

harder inhalation. 

The variations in airflow rate needed to activate aerosol production with e-cigarettes 

indicate that it is not practical to perform laboratory tests on e-cigarettes using the standard 
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protocol for tobacco-containing cigarettes. E-cigarette laboratory testing will require its own 

standard procedure, which is yet to be developed. This finding should be considered in future 

research on e-cigarettes and may influence policy-making decisions regarding e-cigarettes. 

Additional topics that need to be addressed in future research have recently been reviewed.[13] 

Aerosol density oscillated slightly but was relatively stable for the first 9–10 puffs. Both 

Liberty Stix #1 and VapCigs #2 produced higher aerosol densities than the other three brands 

throughout the first nine puffs, suggesting they were more efficient at delivering nicotine than 

other brands. These two brands were also activated by the lowest flow rates. 

In our earlier and current study, pressure drop, which measured the ―leakiness‖ of e-

cigarettes to air, varied among brands. Two e-cigarette brands were below, two were within, and 

four were above the pressure drop range of tobacco-containing brands. Unexpectedly, the two 

Liberty Stix units produced very different pressure drops, with Liberty #1 below and Liberty #2 

above the range for tobacco-containing brands. This result suggests that either design 

differences existed and were not overtly apparent or differences were introduced during the 

manufacturing of the Liberty Stix e-cigarettes. In either case, consumers and researchers should 

be aware that variability can exist within a specific model of e-cigarettes. 

We hypothesized that the leakiest e-cigarettes (lowest pressure drops) would have the 

largest air hole areas. In four cases, pressure drop correlated well with total air hole area. For 

example, VapCigs# 1 and #2 had large air hole areas and low pressure drops, while Smoking 

Everywhere Gold had smaller air hole areas and high pressure drop. However, not all brands of 

e-cigarettes fit the above hypothesis, suggesting other factors, perhaps related to internal design, 

influence pressure drop across e-cigarettes. 

In the smoke-out protocol, Crown Seven Hydro Imperial lasted longest of any e-cigarette 

we have tested (about 400 puffs). VapCigs #2 lasted for about 250 puffs with little variation 

among the three cartridges. Smoking Everywhere Platinum lasted for a variable number of puffs 

ranging from 125 to 270 puffs. For Smoking Everywhere Platinum, cartridges in trials 1 and 3 
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were from the same pack, while the cartridge in trial 2 (which lasted longer) came from a different 

pack, suggesting that the amount of fluid/cartridge varied between packs. 

Within a brand, step increases in airflow rate needed to maintain aerosol production were 

similar. In all three brands, aerosol density/puff oscillated, as observed previously in other brands 

[1], and density gradually declined with usage until the cartridge was exhausted. While density 

trends within a brand were similar, some cartridges within a brand produced less dense aerosol 

overall (e.g., trial 1 for Smoking Everywhere Platinum and trial 3 for Crown Seven Hydro 

Imperial). 

The third party VapCigs #1 cartridges in our prior study were sold by a vendor who 

claimed they were suitable for use with VapCigs e-cigarettes; however, their performance in the 

smoke-out experiment was poor [1], even when the aluminum seal was manually removed from 

the cartridge prior to use. In the current study, the new VapCigs kit came with brand-specific 

cartridges which performed significantly better. These data demonstrate that cartridges are not 

necessarily interchangeable among brands and that vendors are not yet fully familiar with suitable 

replacements for specific brands. 

In the final protocol, two different units of Liberty Stix were compared in consecutive trials 

separated by 30 min or 11 days to determine how performance is affected by breaks between 

use. For Liberty Stix #1, pressure drop and aerosol density were similar in the three consecutive 

trials, while Liberty Stix #2 performed similarly in the first two trials, but not produce aerosol in the 

third trial. A hybrid of battery #1 and atomizer #2 performed in a manner similar to Liberty Stix #2, 

indicating that the atomizer, not the battery, was influencing the pressure drop readings for 

Liberty Stix #2. The hybrid with atomizer #2 also produced very little aerosol during the third trial, 

as was observed with Liberty Stix #2. Thus, two Liberty Stix e-cigarettes of the same model 

behaved differently when a break separated 11-puff trials. These data show that not all copies of 

the same model within a brand behave similarly and that one copy failed to perform properly 
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during the third consecutive trial, suggesting that manufacturing of some e-cigarettes is not be 

uniform. 

In conclusion, the current data when combined with our prior study demonstrate variation 

in performance across different brands of e-cigarettes and within the same model of a specific 

brand. In general, e-cigarettes required higher airflow rates to produce aerosol than tobacco-

containing cigarettes. Pressure drop was also highly variable among e-cigarette brands and often 

correlated with total air hole area. E-cigarettes lasted for a variable number of puffs, and some 

variation was found in models within a brand when different cartridges were used. Unexpectedly, 

one unit stopped producing aerosol when used for the third time in consecutive trials, and parts 

from the same model were not necessarily interchangeable. Consumers and researchers should 

be aware that e-cigarettes vary in performance across brands and within models from the same 

brand, that some brands will require harder inhalation to use than tobacco-containing cigarettes, 

and that aerosol density varies between puffs which may affect nicotine delivery. Researchers 

should further be aware that standard protocols used with tobacco containing cigarettes will not 

necessarily work with e-cigarettes. 

 

Supplementary Information 

Supplementary Figure 1.1 and Supplemental Table 1.1 can be found below. 
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Supplemental Figure 1.1 
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Supplemental Table 1.1 
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Abstract 
 

Objective: This study compared the performance of 12 brands of cartomizer style electronic 

cigarettes (EC) using different puffing protocols and measured the concentrations of nicotine in 

each product. 

 

Methods: Air flow rate, pressure drop, and aerosol absorbance were measured using two 

different protocols, first 10 puffs and a modified smoke-out protocol. 

 

Results: First 10 puff protocol: The air flow rate required to produce aerosol ranged between 

brands from 4–21 mL/s. Pressure drop was relatively stable within a brand but ranged between 

brands from 14–71 mmH2O and was much lower than the earlier classic 3-piece models. 

Absorbance, a measure of aerosol density, was relatively consistent between puffs, but varied 

between brands. With the modified smoke-out protocol, most brands were puffed until 300 puffs. 

The pressure drop was relatively stable for all brands except three. Absorbance of the aerosol 

decreased as the number of puffs increased. Although there was some uniformity in performance 

within some brands, there was large variation between brands. The labeled and measured 

nicotine concentrations were within 10% of each other in only 1 out of 10 brands. 

 

Conclusions: Over 10 puffs, the cartomizers all perform similarly within a brand but varied 

between brands. In smoke-out trials, most brands lasted at least 300 puffs, and performed 

similarly within brands with respect to pressure drop and absorbance. For five brands, products 

purchased at different times performed differently. These data show some improvement in 

performance during evolution of these products, but nevertheless indicate problems with quality 

control in manufacture. 
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Chapter 2 

Comparison of the Performance of Cartomizer Style Electronic Cigarettes from Major 

Tobacco and Independent Manufacturers 

 

Introduction 

The original electronic cigarettes (EC) were three piece models, which had a separate 

battery, atomizing unit, and a cartridge for holding a fluid that usually contained propylene glycol 

and/or glycerol, flavoring chemicals, and nicotine [1–3]. In 2009, manufacturers combined the 

atomizer and cartridge into a single replaceable unit called a cartomizer. Cartomizer style ECs, 

which are currently the dominant marketed model in the USA, are readily available in 

supermarkets, drug stores, convenience stores, gas stations, and on the Internet. Cartomizers 

come in different flavors (e.g., tobacco, menthol, and coffee) and nicotine concentrations ranging 

from 0–36 mg/mL [4]. Major tobacco companies entered the EC market with cartomizers style EC 

in 2013. Many users refill them when the fluid runs low, and there are 1000s of refill fluids present 

on the market [4–7]. Since EC do not burn tobacco and contain fewer chemicals than 

conventional cigarettes, they are sometimes considered safer by advocates and consumers [8,9]. 

However, there are relatively few studies evaluating the health effects caused by EC use 

[10–12], and there is concern that some components in EC aerosol may be harmful [6,13–15]. 

In an earlier study, we compared the performance of the classic and cartomizer style EC 

[16]. The two cartomizer brands, Smoking Everywhere Platinum and Crown 7 Imperial, behaved 

similarly within brands, but varied between brands [16]. Crown 7 Imperial cartomizers were able 

to produce aerosol for 400 ± 10 puffs, in contrast to Smoking Everywhere Platinum which lasted 

160 ± 66 puffs [16]. As was seen in the classic models, as the cartomizer EC were puffed, there 

was an increase in pressure drop and a decrease in absorbance [2,16]. This variability within and 

between non-disposable EC brands has been seen in the concentration of nicotine delivered to 

the consumer [17]. 
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The purpose of the current study was to compare the performance of a broad range of 

cartomizer style EC from major tobacco and independent manufactures. Both short and long term 

puffing protocols were used to examine performance. The concentrations of nicotine in cartomizer 

style EC was also determined and compared to label values. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Electronic Cigarette Selection 

All EC were second generation cartomizer style models that were selected based on 

consumer reviews (Table 2.1). Brands selected for this study were: Smoking Everywhere 

Platinum (Smoking Everywhere, Sunrise, FL), Crown 7 Imperial Hydro (Crown Seven Shop, 

Scottsdale, AZ), NJOY NPRO 2N1 (Sottera Inc., Scottsdale, AZ), Safe Cig (The Safe Cig LLC, 

Los Angeles, CA), Liberty Stix Eagle (Liberty Stix, LLC, Cleveland, OH), Smoke 51 (Vapor Corp, 

Miami, FL), South Beach Smoke (South Beach Java LP, Wood Dale, IL), V2 Cigs (VMR Products 

LLC.), BluCig (Lorillard Inc., Greensboro, NC), Green Smoke (Green Smoke LLC, Richmond, 

VA), Mark Ten (Nu Mark LLC, Miami, FL) and Vuse (RJ Reynolds Vapor, Winston-Salem, NC) 

(Figure 2.1, Table 2.1). 

Greensmoke, BluCig, SafeCig, and South Beach Smoke were among the leading brands 

chosen by consumers (Table 2.1). V2 Cig was selected because the composition of the EC fluid 

was provided, and it was highly rated by consumers. Smoke 51 was a brand that was not highly 

rated. NJOY NPRO and Liberty Stix Eagle were chosen because we had evaluated the classic 

three piece counterparts in our prior studies [2]. Mark Ten and Vuse were chosen because they 

are produced by major tobacco companies. Upon receipt, all EC were inventoried and stored at 

room temperature until tested. 
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Cartomizer Dissection and Fluid Separation 

Fresh unused cartomizers were dissected to separate the fibers from the atomizing unit, 

as described previously [13]. The white plug in the end of the mouthpiece was removed to reveal 

the fibers surrounding the atomizing unit. The inner and outer fibers were centrifuged in MinElute 

Spin columns (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) at 14,000 revolutions/minute for 4–6 minutes to separate 

the fluid from the fibers [13]. 

 

HPLC Analysis of Cartomizer Fluids 

Samples of EC fluid were evaluated using a Hewlett Packard Series 1100 HPLC 

equipped with a 200 × 4.6 mm Thermo Scientific Hypersil ODS C18 column with a particle size of 

5 μm. The 5% stock solutions of cartomizer fluid were made by dilution in a non-buffered mobile 

phase consisting of 77% water/ 23% acetonitrile (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ). Stock 

solutions were then diluted further in non-buffered mobile phase to the working concentration of 

0.5%. The diode array detector signal was set to 260 nm with a bandwidth of 40 nm with a 

reference signal of 380 nm and bandwidth of 10 nm at a temperature of 35°C and a 0.8 ml/min 

flow rate. The mobile phase consisted of HPLC-grade chemicals (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) 

in the following make up: 76.9% water, 23% acetonitrile, and 0.1% triethylamine; the pH of the 

mobile phase was adjusted daily to 7.6 using phosphoric acid (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) 

and sodium hydroxide (EM Scientific, Gibbstown, NJ). The injection volume for all samples was 5 

μl. The nicotine limit of quantification for this method was 10 μg/ml with a limit of detection of 50 

ng/ml. The values reported are the means and standard deviations of the five runs. Full method 

details, including method validation, were published previously [5,7]. 
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Smoking Machine Set-Up 

Experiments were done using a smoking machine that was connected through Tygon 

tubing to a water manometer, which is in turn was connected through Tygon tubing to a peristaltic 

pump [2,16,18–20]. EC puffs lasted 4.3 seconds and were taken every minute [21]. All cigarettes 

were smoked at the lowest airflow rate that produced a robust puff of aerosol. During each puff, 

pressure drop was measured using a water manometer. The aerosol was captured in a test tube 

every 10 puffs, and absorbance was measured in a spectrophotometer at a 420-nanometer 

reading [2,16]. Additionally, the airflow rate was calculated using the pump speed and a 

conversion factor provided by the pump manufacturer (Barnant Company, Barrington, IL). 

 

Performance Characteristics Experiments 

First 10 Puff Protocol 

Each EC was puffed 10 times with puffs spaced 1 minute apart. Pressure drop and air 

flow rate were recorded for each puff. Aerosol density was recorded for every other puff. 

Experiments were performed three times using a different EC cartomizers each time as described 

previously [2,16]. 

 

Smoke-Out Protocol 

To determine how air flow rate, pressure drop, and aerosol absorbance change during 

prolonged use, EC were puffed once every minute until cartridges were exhausted (pump speed 

reached its maximum and/or three consecutive puffs had aerosol densities below 0.05 

absorbance units) or until 300 puffs were reached. Pressure drop and air flow rate were recorded 

for every puff, and aerosol absorbance was recorded every tenth puff. Air flow rate was increased 

by increasing pump speed by one interval on the pump dial whenever aerosol density dropped 

below 0.05 absorbance units or until pump speed reached its maximum air flow rate (24 mL/s) 

[2,16]. Three experiments were performed with each brand of EC. Each experiment used a 
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different cartomizer. All cartomizers were fresh and had not been used previously by us. The 

lowest pump speed that produced robust aerosol was used for each brand. The pump was 

activated manually every minute, and pump speed was turned to zero between puffs to further 

resemble an active smoker. Pump speed was only increased if EC stopped producing aerosol. 

 

Results 

Appearance of EC 

Cartomizer style EC come in different shapes, colors, and sizes. The 12 brands of 

cartomizer style EC that were used in this study are shown in Figure 2.1. Many manufacturers try 

to make their product resemble an actual cigarette (cig-a-like), although they are generally longer 

and heavier than conventional cigarettes. Most brands used in this study resembled conventional 

cigarettes. 
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Performance Testing of Cartomizer Style EC 

First 10 puffs protocol 

EC performance was compared among 12 brands for the first 10 puffs (Figure 2.2, Table 

2.1). Pressure drop, which measures the leakiness of the EC to air during a puff, remained stable 

within a brand over the first 10 puffs, but varied between EC brands (Figure 2.2A). In contrast to 

the classic models of EC [2,16], most brands had pressure drops that were within the range of 

conventional cigarettes (~30–70 mm H2O), except for BluCig, Mark Ten, and Crown 7 Imperial, 

which were below this range (Figure 2.2A). 
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During the first 10 puffs, all EC required a single airflow rate to produce aerosol, and this 

rate, which ranged from 4–21 mL/s, did not change for any brand during puffing (Figure 2.2A, 

Table 2.1). In Trtchounian et al 2010, all conventional cigarettes required an air flow rate of 7 

mL/s to produce smoke. Unlike conventional cigarettes, all EC brands, except three (Mark Ten, 
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Smoke 51 and BluCig), required higher air flow rates than conventional cigarettes (Figure 2.2A, 

Table 2.1). 

Aerosol absorbance, which is related to density, was measured spectrophotometrically 

over the first 10 puffs (Figure 2.2). The aerosol density was relatively stable for the first 10 puffs 

within a brand, but varied among brands (Figure 2.2B). Vuse and Mark Ten had the highest 

average absorbances (0.95± 0.24 and 0.97 ± 0.05, respectively) and Greensmoke had the lowest 

(0.12 ± 0.09) (Figure 2.2B, Table 2.1). For some products, aerosol density varied between 

cartomizers within a brand as shown in Figure 2.2C–J. Two Liberty Stix Eagle (Figure 2.2C, D), 

two Greensmoke (Figure 2.2E, F), two Mark Ten (Figure 2.2G, H) and two Vuse (Figure 2.2I, J) 

cartomizers produced aerosol with very different densities within each brand. This variation in 

aerosol density within brands could contribute to the high standard deviations in absorbance 

readings observed for some brands (Figure 2.2B). 

 

Modified Smoke-Out Protocol 

EC pressure drop, air flow rate required for aerosol production, aerosol absorbance, and 

puff number were evaluated by puffing cartomizers until either aerosol was no longer produced or 

300 puffs were taken (Figure 2.3, Supplemental Figure 2.1, and Table 2.1). 
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Pressure drop data for six brands of EC are shown in (Figure 2.3A, C, E, G, I, K), and 

data for four additional brands are in (Supplemental Figure 2.1A,C, E, G). For each brand, three 

different fresh cartomizers were compared. Within brands, three distinct patterns of data were 

observed: (1) all three cartomizers performed similarly or the same, (2) two cartomizers were 

similar, while the third performed differently, and (3) all three cartomizers performed differently. 

The first performance pattern (all similar) was observed for BluCig, Vuse, Safe Cig, Smoke 51, 

South Beach Smoke, and V2 Cigs (Figure 2.3A, C, Supplemental Figure 2.1A, C, E, G). While 

occasionally a few puffs varied within a trial, most puffs were similar for a given cartomizer 

throughout the entire smoke out (Figure 2.3A, C and Supplemental Figure 2.1A, C, E,  G, Table 

2.1). The second pattern (two similar and one different cartomizer) was seen in NJOY NPRO and 

Greensmoke (Figure 2.3E, G). The pressure drop for NJOY trials 1 and 3 (red and blue lines) 

were very similar, while trial 2 (green line) differed (Figure 2.3E). In trial 2, the pressure drop 

decreased, then peaked at puff 30 (300 mmH2O), decreased again, then peaked at puff 90 (300 

mmH20), then steadily decreased until puff 300 (Figure 2.3E). The Greensmoke cartomizers for 

trials 2 and 3 (green and blue lines in Figure 2.3G) performed similarly, while trial 1 (red line in 

Figure 2.3G) was clearly different. In Greensmoke trial 1 (red line in Figure 2.3G), the EC 

required repeated increases in air flow rate to produce aerosol, and this was accompanied by a 

corresponding increase in pressure drop. The pressure drop from trial 1 had steady increases 

starting at ~ puff 50 (Figure 2.3G). The third pattern was observed for Liberty Stix Eagle and Mark 

Ten in which the data from three trials were different from each other (Figure 2.3I and K). Each 

Liberty Stix Eagle cartomizer required increases in air flow rate in order to maintain aerosol 

production, and these increases were accompanied by corresponding increases in pressure drop 

(Figure 2.3I). In contrast for Mark Ten remained fairly constant through the smoke-out, but the 

three cartomizers had different pressure drops (Figure 2.3K). 

The air-flow rate was measured for every puff during the smoke out protocol and the 

initial airflow rates and any increases are indicated by arrows (Figure 2.3, Supplemental Figure 
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2.1). Smoke 51 and V2 Cigs used the same air flow rate (arrows) for all three trials (4 mL/s and 

13 mL/s) for all 300 puffs (Supplemental Figure 2.1C, G). For South Beach Smoke, two of the 

three cartomizers used a single air flow rate throughout the entire trial (15 mL/s), while the third 

cartomizer required an increase in the air-flow rate to continue aerosol production (Supplemental 

Figure 2.1E). For BluCig and Vuse and Mark Ten, all three cartomizers required a single air flow 

rate (arrows) throughout their trials, although the airflow rates varied within a brand (Figure 2.3A, 

C, K). For NJOY NPRO, each cartomizer used a different initial air flow rate (arrows), and each 

required increases throughout the 300 puffs (Figure 2.3E). For Greensmoke, the cartomizers in 

trials 2 and 3 required a single air flow rate (arrows) throughout the entire trial (10 mL/s), whereas 

the cartomizer in trial 1 required frequent increases in air flow rate to continue aerosol production 

(Figure 2.3G). The three cartomizers from Liberty Stix Eagle all required frequent increases in air 

flow rate to sustain aerosol production (Figure 2.3I). 

The aerosol absorbance varied from puff to puff within brands as well as between brands 

(Figure 2.3, Supplemental Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1). For South Beach Smoke, two trials were 

very similar, while the third trial had the same absorbance pattern, but produced less aerosol. The 

average yield for the three absorbance smoke-out trials was 0.75 ± 0.23 (Supplemental Figure 

2.1F, Table 2.1). Within the BluCig, Smoke 51, and V2 Cig groups, absorbance was similar for 

each trial with average absorbances of 0.54 ± 0.15, 0.36 ± 0.09, and 0.87 ± 0.12, respectively 

(Figure 2.3A, Supplemental Figure 2.1D, H, Table 2.1). For Greensmoke and SafeCig, 

absorbance decreased throughout the smoke-out (Figure 2.3G, Supplemental Figure 2.1B). 

All three trials for NJOY NPRO produced significant amounts of aerosol, but the trials were not 

very similar (Figure 2.3F). All trials for Liberty Stix Eagle and one trial for Greensmoke did not 

produce a lot of aerosol, and thus required more frequent increases in air flow rate (Figure 2.3H, 

J). For SafeCig, the three trials all produced different amounts of aerosol in the beginning but 

towards the end of the smoke-out, the results were similar (Supplemental Figure 2.1B). For both 
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Mark Ten and Vuse, two cartomizers within groups produced similar aerosol, while the third was 

in each group was variable (Figure 2.3D, L). 

All products except Vuse, Liberty Stix Eagle, and 2 of 3 Mark Ten cartomizers could be 

smoked up to 300 puffs (Figure 2.3D, J, L, Table 2.1). Greensmoke trial 1 (red line) stopped 

producing aerosol at puff 100, while the other two cartomizers produced 300 puffs (Figure 2.3H). 

The three trials for Liberty Stix Eagle did not last longer than 200 puffs (Figure 2.3J, Table 2.1). 

The first 10 puffs from Fig 2 were compared to the first 10 puffs from the smoke-out 

(Figure 2.3, Supplemental Figure 2.1) to determine how much variability there would be between 

two experiments done at different times with products purchased at different times (Table 2.1). 

Five of the brands (NJOY, Liberty Stix Eagle, Smoke 51, BluCig, and Greensmoke) produced 

quite different performance characteristics when comparing the data from the first 10 puff 

experiment to the first 10 puffs in the smoke-out experiment. As an example, comparisons for 

these two experiments for NJOY are: air flow rate: 16 and 8 ml/sec; pressure drop 71 and 101 

mm H2O; and 0.67 and 0.41 absorbance units. 

 

Nicotine Concentrations in Cartomizer Style Brands 

Nicotine concentrations were determined in the cartomizer fluid from each sample 

evaluated in the performance trials (Table 2.1). Of 10 brands analyzed, only BluCig had a 

measured nicotine concentration within 10% of the value given on the manufacturer‘s label. Most 

brands had less nicotine than the label indicated, and one brand (Smoke 51) had 60% more 

nicotine than indicated on the label. 

 

Discussion 

The performance characteristics of 12 brands of cartomizer style EC were compared 

using short and long puffing protocols, and nicotine concentrations on labels vs measured 

concentrations were compared for each product that contained nicotine. Although cartomizer 
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style EC are designed similarly, performance characteristics, such as air flow rate, pressure drop, 

and aerosol density varied among brands, which is consistent with our previous data [2,16]. 

Some of the cartomizer products performed similarly within brands (e.g. BluCig, Smoke 51, and 

V2 Cigs), while others did not (e.g. NJOY NPRO, Greensmoke, and Liberty Stix Eagle). In 

addition, some products performed differently when purchased at different times. 

Figure 2.4 summarizes and compares performance properties across four styles of EC, 

and Supplemental Table 2.1 summarizes data for individual brands collected in this and our 

earlier studies. As mentioned earlier, pressure drop relates to the leakiness of the EC to air during 

a puff, and the lower the pressure drop the easier it is to draw air into the EC and produce 

aerosol. For most cartomizers in the current study, pressure drop was relatively stable during 

prolonged use, unlike the first generation classic cartridge models which had variable pressure 

drops (Figure 2.4A)[2,16]. Pressure drop for cartomizer EC ranged from 30 mm H2O to 100 mm 

H2O (Figure 2.4A). 

Cartomizers (Vuse and Mark Ten) from two major tobacco companies as well as the two 

disposable styles (button activated and air flow activated) had relatively low and uniform pressure 

drops both between and within brands [20]. The button activated models were interesting in that 

they had lower pressure drops than any of the other styles. As these devices have evolved, it 

appears pressure drop has become more uniform within a style and pressure drop values have 

become similar to those of conventional cigarettes [2]. 
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The various styles of EC required different air flow rates for aerosol production (Figure 

2.4B). Cartridge models were highly variable in the air flow rate required for activation and also 

required frequent increases in air flow rate during the smoke-out protocol for continued aerosol 

production [2,16]. Cartomizer style EC were activated by a broad range of air flow rates, with 

most brands producing aerosol between 4–21 mL/s (Figure 2.4B) [2,16]. Air flow rate 

requirements for activation were very similar in the major tobacco group. Button-activated 

disposable models all used the same air flow rate for activation. All air flow activated models 

required between 14–17 mL/s, except for BluCigs which were activated by 7 mL/s [20]. The 

evolution of EC products towards lower air flow rates for activation may be a benefit for users. 

In our previous performance studies, aerosol absorbance, which is a measure of aerosol 

density, was quite uniform within each group of EC [2,16,20]. In contrast, the aerosol absorbance 
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for the cartomizer models in this study (excluding major tobacco) was variable and ranged from 

0.13 to 0.87 average absorbance units/smoke-out (Table 2.1, Figure 2.4C). This range was 

greater than for any of the other groups (Figure 2.4). Within the cartomizer group, absorbance for 

each brand differed with some brands producing fairly uniform aerosol between cartomizers, 

while others did not. The cartomizers from the major tobacco companies and the air flow 

activated models produced aerosol with the highest densities. The variability in aerosol 

absorbance in the in some brands in the cartomizer group indicates a need for better quality 

control in the manufacturing of these devices. 

While puff number in the major tobacco and button activated models were very uniform 

within groups, puff number varied in the other three categories (Figure 2.4D). Puff number was 

highest in the air activated style EC and lowest in the button activated. Cartridge style EC lasted 

for a wide range of puffs, as few as 25 to as many as 300 puffs. Except for Smoking Everywhere 

Platinum, Liberty Stix Eagle, Greensmoke, Vuse, and Mark Ten, cartomizer style EC lasted for 

300 puffs or more, which is longer than the often advertised puff number (one cartomizer = about 

1 package of conventional cigarettes or 200 puffs according to most/some/all advertisements) 

(Figure 2.4D). Vuse advertises that their brand will last about 200 puffs, and all units we tested 

lasted at least this long. Button-activated EC never lasted longer than 200 puffs. While the air-

flow activated models varied in the number of puffs, most models lasted less than 300 puffs. 

None of the disposable brands lasted their advertised number of puffs, which could be attributed 

to the battery. In most cases, disposable units stopped producing aerosol because the battery, 

which is not rechargeable, died. It is not known how long the disposable units sit in warehouses 

and in shops before use, but most have probably lost some of their charge before purchase [20]. 

There were also discrepancies in the labeling of nicotine concentrations on EC packages, 

as reported previously for other EC products [7,22,23]. Only one brand, BluCig, met the American 

E-Liquid Manufacturing Standards Association (AEMSA) standard for nicotine labeling which 

requires that the measured and labeled concentration deviate by less than 10%. Most cartomizer 
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brands contained less nicotine than the label on the cartons indicated, although one brand 

(Smoke 51) had 60% more than the labeled concentration. These labeling discrepancies are in 

agreement with a recent study that measured the amount of nicotine in refill fluids and found that 

35 out of 54 products had nicotine concentrations that deviated from the labeled concentration by 

more than 10% [7]. Two brands (Liberty Stix Eagle and Crown 7 Imperial) did not give a nicotine 

concentration, but ranked nicotine as low, medium, and high, or bold. Proper nicotine labeling is a 

public health concern. Some EC refill bottles without any label contained over 100 mg/ml of 

nicotine [7], and some do-it-yourself flavor products that are presumed to be nicotine free 

contained nicotine [24]. The variations in performance parameters and discrepancies in nicotine 

concentrations may help understand the variability in consumer puffing patterns and why EC 

users take more puffs, longer puffs, and more frequent puffs [21,25,26]. 

In summary, performance parameters were generally more consistent in cartomizer style 

EC than in the classic cartridge style, (except for aerosol absorbance which was most variable in 

the cartomizer group), indicating an improvement in performance with the evolution of these 

products. However, for 5 of the brands there was considerable variation in products purchased at 

different times. Of the four classes of EC that we have studied, major tobacco cartomizers and 

button-activated disposable brands were the most uniform for all performance parameters across 

and within brands; however, puff number for button-activated models was lower than advertised 

and lower than any of the other groups. For the cartomizer style EC in the 10 puff protocol, there 

was little variation within brands, but significant variation between brands. In the smoke-out 

protocol, most cartomizer brands had relatively stable pressure drop, air flow rate, and 

absorbance, while a few cartomizers behaved differently than others in their group. 

The highly variable aerosol absorbances observed in the cartomizer group, the variation 

in performance parameters within some brands in the cartomizer group, the low puff numbers 

achieved with disposable brands, and the variation in performance for some products purchased 

at different times indicate a need for better quality control in the manufacture and design of EC.  
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Supporting Information 

Supplementary Figure 2.1 and Supplemental Table 2.1 can be found below. 
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Supplemental Table 2.1 
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Abstract 

 

Introduction: The purpose of this study was to characterize the performance of disposable button-

activated and disposable airflow-activated electronic cigarettes (EC) and electronic hookahs (EH). 

 

Methods: The airflow rate required to produce aerosol, pressure drop, and the aerosol 

absorbance at 420 nm were measured during smoke-outs of 9 disposable products. Three units 

of each product were tested in these experiments. 

 

Results: The airflow rates required to produce aerosol and the aerosol absorbances were lower 

for button-activated models (3mL/s; 0.41–0.55 absorbance) than for airflow-activated models (7–

17 mL/s; 0.48–0.84 absorbance). Pressure drop was also lower across button-activated products 

(range = 6–12mm H2O) than airflow-activated products (range = 15–67mm H20). For 25 of 27 

units tested, airflow did not have to be increased during smoke-out to maintain aerosol 

production, unlike earlier generation models. Two brands had uniform performance 

characteristics for all parameters, while 3 had at least 1 product that did not function normally. 

While button-activated models lasted 200 puffs or less and EH airflow-activated models often 

lasted 400 puffs, none of the models produced as many puffs as advertised. Puff number was 

limited by battery life, which was shorter in button-activated models. 

 

Conclusion: The performance of disposable products was differentiated mainly by the way the 

aerosol was produced (button vs. airflow-activated) rather than by product type (EC vs. EH). 

Users need to take harder drags on airflow-activated models. Performance varied within models 

and battery life limited the number of puffs. Data suggest quality control in manufacturing varies 

among brands. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Disposable Electronic Cigarettes and Electronic Hookahs: Evaluation of Performance 

 

Introduction 

Electronic cigarettes (EC) are nicotine delivery devices that may be safer than 

conventional cigarettes since they do not burn tobacco and therefore produce fewer chemicals.[1] 

Disposable EC, which are non-refillable and discarded after use, are a relatively new entry into 

the EC market. Models and brands of disposable EC vary with respect to flavors, nicotine 

concentration, puff count, and price. The most popular flavors are tobacco and menthol, with 

nicotine concentrations usually ranging from 0 to 24 mg/mL, and puff counts advertised to be 400 

or more per EC. Disposable EC come in two styles, button-activated, which require pressing a 

button to activate the battery during puffing, and airflow-activated, which have an airflow sensor 

that activates the battery during puffing. Disposable EC are widely available for purchase in 

convenience stores, retail outlets, such as Target and Walmart, smoke shops, and over the 

Internet, and are therefore poised to become a major contributor to EC sales. The FDA has not 

issued any regulation on performance, manufacturing, or quality control for these devices since 

they are not treated as medical devices.  

Disposable electronic hookahs (EH) are another new type of nicotine delivery device that 

share many physical characteristics with disposable EC. However, EH differ from disposable EC 

in several ways. EH are marketed toward conventional hookah users seeking a healthier 

alternative or a convenient portable device. The range of nicotine concentrations in disposable 

EH (0–12 mg/mL) is lower than in EC (0–24 mg/mL), and the flavor selections for EH are more 

representative of those found in hookah bars. EH are commonly sold in smoke shops and on the 

Internet, and like EC, are not regulated by the FDA.  

Many EC studies are surveys of users (reviewed by McCarthy, 2013)[2] or inquiries into 

health effects.[3–9] The performance properties of non-disposable cartridge and cartomizer style 
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EC are highly variable both between and within products.[10–12] Disposable EC and EH products 

are relatively new, and there is no information available on their performance characteristics. The 

purpose of this study was to evaluate and compare the performance of disposable button-

activated and airflow-activated EC and EH. Specific parameters that were evaluated included the 

airflow rate required to activate aerosol production in disposable products, pressure drop during 

puffing, puff count, and aerosol absorbance. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Disposable EC and EH 

Disposable EC were purchased from local retailers, drug stores (Walgreens), and on the Internet. 

The following EC were evaluated: BluCig (Lorillard Inc), NJOY King (NJOY), Square 82 (PHD 

Marketing, Inc.), and V2 Cig (VMR Products LLC.). Disposable EH were purchased from local 

smoke shops and from Internet vendors. The following brands of EH were used: Starbuzz (PHD 

Marketing, Inc.), this device is actually labeled as an EC, but Starbuzz is a hookah-specific brand, 

Imperial Hookah (Imperial Smoke), Luxury Lites (Luxury Lites), Smooth (Smooth Cigs), and 

Tsunami (Tsunami Electronic Cigarette). All products were stored at room temperature. At least 

five copies of each EC and EH model were purchased to ensure that direct comparisons could be 

made between identical models within a brand. All brands were purchased as single units except 

for V2 Cigs, which were purchased in packages of 3 or 10. 

 

Evaluation of EC and EH Performance Using a Smoking Machine 

All disposable EC and EH were evaluated using a smoking machine consisting of a 

University of Kentucky puffer box[13], which took a 4.3-s puff every minute, a peristaltic pump, 

which provided airflow to activate the device, and a water manometer for measuring pressure 

drop across the device during each puff. Components were connected with Tygon tubing using 
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the set up method described and illustrated previously.[11] A 4.3-s puff was used as this was 

previously shown to be the average puff duration for EC users.[14]  

 

Disposable EC and EH Smoke-Outs 

The performance of each disposable EC and EH was evaluated using the smoking 

machine. The lowest airflow rate required to generate aerosol was used for each smoke-out 

experiment. Airflow rate and pressure drop were measured and recorded for each puff. To obtain 

a qualitative measure of emissions, the absorbance of the aerosol was measured at 420nm in a 

Bausch and Lomb spectrophotometer for the first and every 10th puff, as described 

previously.[11] Airflow rate remained constant unless aerosol absorbance dropped below 0.05 

absorbance units, in which case, the airflow rate was increased to produce aerosol. To examine 

how performance properties (airflow rate, pressure drop, and aerosol absorbance) varied over 

prolonged use, disposable EC and EH were puffed at 1-min intervals until no aerosol was 

produced or the batteries died. Batteries were considered dead when the LED at the end of the 

product blinked rapidly indicating a low battery and aerosol production ceased, or when three 

consecutive puffs had absorbances below 0.05 units. For this study, the latter criterion was never 

observed. Three smoke-out experiments were conducted with each brand of EC and EH, and a 

new EC or EH was used each time.  

 

Results 

Appearance of EC and EH 

The nine products used in this study are shown in Figure 3.1. Only one of the brands 

(NJOY) resembled a conventional cigarette with respect to weight, size, and color. Other models 

were longer and heavier than conventional cigarettes. The EC designs were conservative, while 

both the names and colors of the EH were more exotic. 
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Disposable EC Smoke-Outs 

Pressure Drop, Airflow Required for Activation, and Puff Number 

There was a correlation between the mode of activation and pressure drop/airflow 

rate/total puff number (Figure 3.2, Table 3.1). Button-activated models consistently required lower 

airflow rates to activate, had lower pressure drops, and produced fewer total puffs than airflow-

activated models. The button-activated model, Square 82, consistently operated at a low airflow 

rate (3 mL/s), had a low pressure drop (6±4mm H2O), and did not produce more than 150 puffs 

(Figure 3.2A). In contrast, the airflow-activated models, BluCig, NJOY King, and V2 Cigs, 

required higher airflow rates to activate (range = 7–15 mL/s), had high pressure drops (range = 

39–67mm H2O), and produced 171–331 puffs during smoke-out (Figure 3.2C, E, G). 
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When comparing within groups, the pressure drop for the three individual BluCig units 

oscillated (Figure 3.2C). At different points in the smoke-out, the pressure drop spiked, plateaued, 

and then dropped again. All three BluCig units required the same airflow rate in the beginning, but 

within 20 puffs required an increase in airflow rate to sustain aerosol production. The three BluCig 

trials all lasted over 300 puffs (Table 3.1). Each NJOY King disposable EC unit required a 

different airflow rate, had different pressure drops, and lasted for a different number of puffs 

(usually not longer than 200 puffs) (Figure 3.2E). V2 Cigs units were similar in performance, 

except for one unit that produced more puffs than the other two (Figure 3.2G). None of the V2 

Cigs units lasted for 400 puffs, as advertised (Table 3.1). 

 

Aerosol Absorbance 

For the button-activated Square 82, the low initial aerosol absorbance was followed by an 

interesting increase in absorbance that peaked at about 50 puffs for all units, then decreased, 

and in two of the three Square 82 products eventually reached zero (Figure 3.2B).  

In contrast to the button-activated model, most of the airflow-activated disposable EC 

produced higher levels of aerosol initially (Figure 3.2D, F, H). Aerosol absorbance from all three 

airflow-activated models decreased gradually with use. Aerosol production was similar for the 

three BluCig units in spite of the erratic pressure drop data. BluCig also lasted the longest of the 

three brands of EC, but produced less dense aerosol than the other brands (Figure 3.2D). The 

three NJOY King products all performed differently with respect to aerosol production (Figure 

3.2F). Two had similar densities but lasted a different number of puffs. The V2 Cigs all produced 

similar amounts of aerosol throughout the smoke-out period but differed in the number of puffs 

produced (Figure 3.2H). 
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Battery Life 

Since these devices were not rechargeable, the batteries of all units died during the 

course of the smoke-out, and aerosol production stopped. Battery death often occurred before 

aerosol production declined to zero, that is before the product ran out of fluid. Examples of this 

can be seen with the NJOY products that were still producing aerosol of reasonable absorbance 

when the battery died and aerosol production stopped abruptly. 

 

Disposable EH Smoke-Outs 

Pressure Drop, Airflow Required for Activation, and Puff Number 

EH smoke-out data are summarized in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1. Button-activated models 

(Imperial Hookah, Luxury Lites, Starbuzz) consistently worked at an airflow rate of 3mL/s, had 

pressure drop values that were generally less than 12mm H2O, and had average puff counts less 

than 182 (Figures 3.3A, C, E). Except for one button-activated product (Starbuzz), airflow rate did 

not have to be increased to continue producing aerosol during the smoke-out period. The 

pressure drop, in general, remained low over time for all button-activated EH models (Figure 

3.3A, C, E). Airflow-activated EH models (Smooth and Tsunami) consistently operated at an 

airflow rate of 15mL/s or greater, had pressure drop values around 50 mm H2O, and generally 

lasted over 400 puffs (Figure 3.3D, E). Pressure drop was similar among units within a brand, and 

airflow rate did not have to be increased to maintain aerosol production during the smoke-out. 
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Aerosol Absorbance 

For button-activated models, aerosol absorbance, oscillated during the smoke-out and 

was similar within brands for the three products from Imperial Hookah and Luxury Lites (Figure 

3.3B, D). One unit from Starbuzz had declining aerosol production between puffs 10–50 but was 

reactivated by increasing the airflow rate at puff 60. Button-activated models (Figure 3.3B, D, F) 

had initial absorbance values around 0.5, while airflow-activated models had denser aerosol with 

absorbances between 0.8 and 1.0 (Figure 3.3H, J). For Smooth and Tsunami, absorbance 

oscillated, and each unit within brands performed similarly, except for one Tsunami product which 

had oscillating absorbances and produced fewer puffs, and may have had manufacturing flaws 

(Figure 3.3J).  

 

Battery Life 

As was observed with the EC, battery life varied between brands and all batteries died 

during the smoke-out at which time aerosol production ceased. 

 

Discussion 

We have compared the performance of four brands of disposable EC and five brands of 

disposable EH, and within each product type, we compared button-activated and airflow-activated 

models. Significant variation was found among products and in some cases within brands. The 

main discriminator in performance was whether the unit was button or airflow-activated. Button-

activated models consistently had lower pressure drops, airflow rates, absorbances, and puff 

numbers. Battery life, which limited puff number, was highly variable among brands and was 

much shorter in button-activated units. 

Button-activation appeared to have an advantage in that it reduced the airflow required 

for aerosol production, thereby reducing the strength of the drag required to produce aerosol. The 

higher pressure drops in air flow-activated EC and EH models may be due to the air flow sensor 
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itself which could provide a physical barrier to airflow. Also, the airflow sensors may vary in their 

sensitivity to airflow as the range (7–17 mL/s) for this parameter was quite large. 

Pressure drop and airflow rates varied between and, in some cases, within brands, with 

NJOY being the most variable of the products we tested. Each BluCig unit had spikes in pressure 

drop at different times during smoke-out, a feature that was not observed with other brands in this 

or prior studies.[12,15] The airflow rate and pressure drop variations are likely due to 

inconsistencies in manufacturing of these products, as discussed previously.[12,15] 

Button-activated models generally produced aerosol with lower absorbance than airflow-

activated brands. Square 82 was the exception in that its aerosol absorbance started low, rose 

dramatically at about puff #50, then gradually decreased. Several products (BluCig, Smooth) 

were remarkable in producing similar aerosol densities over the smoke-out period, which was not 

observed previously with cartridge and cartomizers models.[11,15] Three of the products (e.g., 

NJOY King, Starbuzz, and Tsunami) had at least one unit with aerosol absorbance that was 

distinctly different than the other two units, presumably due to manufacturing defects in the 

nonconforming unit.  

For all EC and EH models, the maximum number of puffs was limited, not by the fluid 

volume in the product, but by the life span of the battery. When batteries died, the products‘ LED 

lights flickered, and aerosol production ceased. Often aerosol production was still robust when 

the batteries expired. The button-activated models produced about 200 puffs in contrast to the 

airflow-activated models, which often produced over 300 puffs (e.g., BluCig, Smooth, and 

Tsunami). None of the products lasted as long as their advertisements indicated (Table 3.1). 

BluCig, which produced 331 ± 13 puffs, came closest to its advertised number (400). The 

decrease in puff number in the button-activated models could be a disadvantage for users. 

Based on smoke-out data, the cost/puff did not exceed 10¢ for any brand (Table 3.1). 

Disposable EC and EH brands ranged from 3 to 7¢ per puff and from 2 to 8¢ per puff, 

respectively. The smoke-out data may over estimate the number of puffs achieved in the field 
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since each brand was puffed at the lowest airflow rate that produced reliable aerosol. In actual 

use, airflow rates may be higher, which would decrease the total number of puffs and make the 

cost/puff higher. 

 

EC have evolved significantly since our first performance studies (Figure 3.4).[11,15] To 

generalize from the data complied across two prior studies and the current study: (a) the first 

generation cartridge models were generally more variable in all four performance features than 

later generations, (b) pressure drop and air flow activation rates were similar in all groups, except 

button-activated models which have the lowest values, (c) aerosol absorbance increased in the 

disposable models, (d) puff number is lower in button-activated models than in other models, and 

(e) variability is less in the button-activated models for all four parameters. In addition, the 

cartridge and cartomizer models of EC (not disposable) that we examined previously usually 

required progressive increases in airflow rate during smoke-out to maintain aerosol 
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production.[11,15] This would translate into harder dragging by the user as the puff number 

increases, unless frequent refilling is done. In contrast, the airflow rate of the disposable models 

in the current study generally did not need to be increased to maintain aerosol production. This 

may signal an improvement in design and indicates that the disposable models used in this study 

would tend to produce more uniform aerosol over the lifetime of the product than the earlier 

refillable models.  

In summary, we have examined the performance of nine disposable EC and EH 

products. Our results show the following: (a) button-activated models require lower airflow rates 

(3 mL/s) for aerosol production than airflow-activated models (7–17 mL/s), (b) pressure drop was 

low and variable across button-activated models (6–12 mm H2O) but always higher across 

airflow-activated products (30–67 mm H2O), (c) in general, airflow did not have to be increased to 

maintain aerosol production during smoke-outs, unlike non-disposable cartridge and cartomizer 

products examined previously, (d) aerosol absorbance was, in general, higher for airflow-

activated models, (e) button-activated models had shorter battery life and produced fewer puffs 

than airflow-activated products, and (f) some units performed erratically and  appeared to be 

defective. 
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Abstract 

 

Background: Electronic cigarettes (EC) deliver aerosol by heating fluid containing nicotine. 

Cartomizer EC combine the fluid chamber and heating element in a single unit. Because EC do 

not burn tobacco, they may be safer than conventional cigarettes. Their use is rapidly increasing 

worldwide with little prior testing of their aerosol.  

 

Objectives: We tested the hypothesis that EC aerosol contains metals derived from various 

components in EC. Methods: Cartomizer contents and aerosols were analyzed using light and 

electron microscopy, cytotoxicity testing, x-ray microanalysis, particle counting, and inductively 

coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry.  

 

Results: The filament, a nickel-chromium wire, was coupled to a thicker copper wire coated with 

silver. The silver coating was sometimes missing. Four tin solder joints attached the wires to each 

other and coupled the copper/silver wire to the air tube and mouthpiece. All cartomizers had 

evidence of use before packaging (burn spots on the fibers and electrophoretic movement of fluid 

in the fibers). Fibers in two cartomizers had green deposits that contained copper. Centrifugation 

of the fibers produced large pellets containing tin. Tin particles and tin whiskers were identified in 

cartridge fluid and outer fibers. Cartomizer fluid with tin particles was cytotoxic in assays using 

human pulmonary fibroblasts. The aerosol contained particles .1 mm comprised of tin, silver, iron, 

nickel, aluminum, and silicate and nanoparticles (100 nm) of tin, chromium and nickel. The 

concentrations of nine of eleven elements in EC aerosol were higher than or equal to the 

corresponding concentrations in conventional cigarette smoke. Many of the elements identified in 

EC aerosol are known to cause respiratory distress and disease.  
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Conclusions: The presence of metal and silicate particles in cartomizer aerosol demonstrates the 

need for improved quality control in EC design and manufacture and studies on how EC aerosol 

impacts the health of users and bystanders. 
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Chapter 4 

Metal and Silicate Particles Including Nanoparticles Are Present in Electronic Cigarette 

Cartomizer Fluid and Aerosol 

 

Introduction 

Electronic cigarettes (EC) are generally manufactured in China and are rapidly gaining 

acceptance in many countries [1,2]. In the United States, EC are available on the Internet, in 

malls, and in local shops. They have become an integral part of the environment without much 

information regarding the quality control used in their manufacture or their health effects [3].  

EC deliver aerosolized nicotine to users and may serve as a surrogate for conventional 

tobacco-containing cigarettes [4,5]. Puffing an EC activates a battery that in turn heats liquid 

containing flavoring, a humectant(s) such as propylene glycol or vegetable glycerin, and nicotine. 

Some models, such as the one used in this study, do not contain nicotine. Early models of EC 

had separate atomizers for heating and cartridges for holding fluid [3]. As EC have evolved, the 

atomizer and cartridge have often been combined into a single unit called a ‗‗cartomizer‘‘ [6]. 

Recent studies have shown that EC can deliver nicotine to users, although not always as 

effectively as conventional cigarettes [7,8].  

EC may help smokers overcome nicotine addiction and/or serve as nicotine delivery 

devices that are safer than tobacco burning cigarettes [9,10]. EC have helped some smokers stop 

using conventional brands and either quit smoking entirely or switch to the presumably safer EC 

[11,12]. Their effectiveness in this regard may be aided by the hand-mouth motion that the EC 

provides, unlike nicotine patches and gum. Some users have reported to us that EC have helped 

them break nicotine addiction, but not the hand-mouth addiction associated with smoking.  

Because EC do not burn tobacco, they do not produce the numerous chemicals found in 

conventional tobacco smoke. For this reason, they may be safer than conventional cigarettes [5], 

although the short and long-term health effects of EC are just beginning to be understood and 
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some serious complications associated with EC use have recently been reported [13,14]. 

Concerns about quality control in the manufacture of these products have been raised, and 

packaging, labeling, and poor quality control are some of the issues that need to be addressed 

[3]. In addition, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) found diethylene glycol, a toxic chemical 

that can cause death, in one EC cartridge [15], and some bottles of EC refill fluid labeled ‗‗no 

nicotine‘‘ did in fact contain significant amounts of nicotine [16]. Product performance is often 

highly variable among brands and even variable within the same model of a particular brand 

[6,17,18]. The contents and aerosol production of EC cartomizers have not received much prior 

evaluation. Because EC contain various metal components, we hypothesized that their aerosol 

would contain metals. The purpose of this study was to test this hypothesis by analyzing the 

structural and elemental contents, cytotoxicity, and aerosol emissions of cartomizers from a 

leading brand of EC.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Cartomizers, Culture Medium, and Reagents 

EC kits and packs from a well-known manufacturer were purchased from local retailers or 

on the Internet and stored at room temperature. Each pack contained three replacement 

cartomizers. All cartomizers tested contained 0 mg of nicotine and represented the same product 

from the same company. Eight different packs were acquired over a 2-year period in four different 

purchases. hPF and human fibroblast medium bullet kit were purchased from ScienCell 

(Carlsbad, CA). Trypsin (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) was diluted to 0.05% with Dulbecco‘s 

phosphate buffered saline without Ca2+ or Mg2+ (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) and stored at 

4uC. Fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) was heat inactivated, aliquoted, and 

stored frozen at 220uC. Poly-L-lysine (ScienCell, Carlsbad, CA) was used to coat tissue culture 

dishes/plates before plating cells. 
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Cartomizer Dissection 

The white plug in the end of the mouthpiece and associated clear ring were removed, 

revealing cartomizer fluid and outer fibers. The latter were gently removed using forceps, 

exposing the wires and inner fibers. After unwrapping the inner fibers from the wires, the air tube 

assembly with the associated wires was removed with forceps. For each cartomizer, the following 

were recorded: the pack inventory code, cartomizer number, fiber type centrifuged, amount of 

fluid recovered, fluid color, condition of the solder and wick, evidence of electrophoresis, and 

burning of the inner fibers. Cartomizer dissections were photographed using a Canon SLR digital 

camera, and individual components were imaged with a Nikon SMZ 745 stereoscope and Nikon 

Eclipse Inverted microscope. 

 

Fluid Separation and Pellet Weight Analysis 

The inner and outer fibers were centrifuged either together or separately in MinElute Spin 

Columns (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) at 14,000 revolutions per minute for 4–6 minutes to remove fluid 

from the fibers. The volume of recovered fluid in each centrifuge tube was estimated using a 

volumetric pipette. The wet weight and dry weight of pellets formed during centrifugation were 

determined.  

 

Preparing Cartomizer Liquids for Cytotoxicity Assays  

Two solutions were tested for cytotoxicity. Supernatant from a cartomizer that had been 

centrifuged once using a Mini MicroElute Spin column was compared to supernatant from the 

same cartomizer that had some of the pellet material resuspended in it. The pellet in this 

experiment was produced by centrifuging both the outer and inner fibers. These solutions were 

prepared using sterile technique, aliquoted into Eppendorf tubes, and stored at room temperature 

until used. 
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hPF Culture 

hPF (ScienCell, Carlsbad, CA) were cultured using the ScienCell protocol in complete 

fibroblast medium containing 2% fetal bovine serum, 1% fibroblast growth serum, and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin. hPF were grown on poly-L-lysine (15 mL/10 mL) coated Nunc T-25 flasks 

(Thermo Scientific, Rochester, NY), which were prepared the day before use. Cells were 

examined daily for normal morphology, and medium was changed every other day. hPF were  

cultured in 5% carbon dioxide at 37uC and 95% relative humidity until 85% confluent, at which 

time they were used for cytotoxicity testing. Stock 0.25% trypsinEDTA (Gibco by Life 

Technologies, Grand Island, NY) was diluted in Ca2+/Mg2+-free Dulbecco‘s phosphate buffered 

saline to form a working concentration of 0.01%, which was used to remove cells from the poly-L-

lysine coated surfaces for subculturing and experiments.  

 

Evaluating Cytotoxicity With Live Cell Imaging and the MTT Assay 

Live cell imaging of hPF treated with cartomizer fluid with or without particles was 

performed in a BioStation CT (Nikon, Melville, NY) for 48 hours. 120,000 cells/well were plated in 

24- well tissue culture plates (Fisher, Chino, CA) in the presence of cartomizer solution with or 

without pellet particles (0.01% or 1%) or in culture medium alone. Images were taken at 5 regions 

in each well once every hour for 48 hours. Evaluation of hPF attachment in control and treated 

groups was done by counting the percentage of attached cells in five images from the 8th hour of 

incubation by which time attachment was complete. Confluency was compared in control and 

treated groups with CL Quant software using five images from the 32 hour time point.  

To evaluate cytotoxicity with the MTT assay, 20,000 hPF/well were plated on poly-L-

lysine coated 96-well plates (Fisher, Chino, CA). After 24 hours, cartomizer fluids with or without 

particles were added at concentrations 0.0%, 0.1, or 1.0%. Cells were incubated with cartomizer 

fluids for 48 hours, then incubated with MTT (20 mL of 5 mg/mL) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO.) for 2 

hours at 37uC. Solutions were removed from each well, and 100 mL of dimethylsulfoxide (Fisher, 
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Chino, CA) was added, and the absorbance of each well at 570 nm was determined using an 

Epoch (Biotek, Winooski, VT) microplate reader.  

 

Preparing Liquid and Solid Samples for Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and X-Ray 

Microanalysis 

Pin stubs were rinsed with acetone, sonicated for 1 hour in acetone, rinsed in acetone, 

and dried in a glass Petri dish. To prepare cartomizer fluid, 20 mL of supernatant from centrifuge 

tubes were spread over the surface of pin stubs, then were fully dried. In some cases, fluid on 

fibers from an area of interest was directly spread on pin stubs, then dried. Pellets from centrifuge 

tubes were lifted with a spatula and smeared onto pin stubs. Solid samples (fibers, wires) were 

attached to pin stubs covered with carbon tape and examined without coating. 

 

Preparing Aerosol and Room Air Samples for SEM and TEM 

Aerosol was generated on a smoking machine as described previously [6,18]. Tubing 

was cleaned and dried before use. Aerosol was captured inside a loosely covered 200 mL beaker 

containing either a pin stub for SEM or formvar coated copper grid for TEM. Either 15 puffs (TEM) 

or 60 puffs (SEM) were taken using a fully charged battery and fresh cartomizer. Each puff lasted 

4.3 seconds [39]. The pin stubs and copper grids were dried before examination in the SEM or 

TEM. Samples of room air were prepared the same way except room air, not aerosol, was 

pumped into the beaker containing either a pin stub or formvar coated grid. 

 

SEM and TEM X-Ray Microanalysis 

Sample ultrastructure, size, and elemental composition were examined in either a FEI 

XL30 FEG SEM using backscatter and/or secondary electron imaging modes or using a FEI 

CM300 TEM. Elemental analysis of samples was done by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
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(EDS) in the XL30 SEM fitted with EDAXH Genesis system and 10 mm
2
 Si(Li) detector and in the 

CM3000 TEM fitted with EDAXH Genesis system and 30 mm
2
 Si(Li) detector. 

 

Particle Counting and Sizing 

The smoking machine was connected to a TSI 3772 Condensation Particle Counter (TSI,  

Shoreview, MN), and the number of particles/puff was quantified during puffing of an EC. To 

determine particle size, aerosol produced on the smoking machine was collected in a glass jar, 

then analyzed sequentially using a TSI 3080 Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer and the 

Condensation Particle Counter. Three trials were performed for single puffs of 4.3 second 

durations. Room air was analyzed in a similar manner. 

 

Preparing Aerosol and Room Air Samples for ICP-OES 

Aerosol was produced using the smoking machine as described previously [6]. Tygon 

tubing was cleaned and dried before use. Aerosol was captured in a 500 mL round bottom flask 

covered with Parafilm. A small glass capillary served as an exhaust. Aerosol solutions were 

prepared from three fresh cartomizers. For each cartomizers, 60 puffs (4.3 seconds each), and 

aerosol was allowed to fully dissolve in a solution of 10% nitric acid, 3% hydrochloric acid, and 

87% deionized water before the next puff was added to the flask. Room air was prepared in a 

similar fashion. All samples were stored in 15 mL conical vials. ICP-OES analysis was used to 

quantify the concentrations of elements in the aerosol using an Optima 7300 PV (Perkin-Elmer, 

Waltham, MA.).  

 

Results 

Cartomizer Dissections 

Twenty-two fresh cartomizers from a leading manufacturer were dissected and analyzed 

using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron dispersion spectroscopy (EDS) (Figure 
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4.1A). All cartomizers consisted of a cylindrical sheath or mouthpiece, a wick, two thick and one 

thin (filament) wire, an air tube, four solder joints, inner dense fibers, and outer fibers, which 

appeared to be Poly-fil (Figure 4.1A). The filament (thin wire) was wound around the wick, which 

appeared to be fiberglass (SFigure 4.1A). The wick was fully dissected from 13 cartomizers, and 

in 12 of these, black debris was present on the wick (not shown). The surface of the filament was 

comprised of numerous small particles containing nickel and chromium (nichrome) (Figures 4.1B 

and insert). The thick wire was made of copper coated with silver (Figures 4.1C and inserts). In 

some areas, silver was missing, and copper could be viewed directly (Figure 4.1C asterisks in 

upper insert). The surface of the copper wire, like the nichrome wire, was comprised of many 

small particles (Figure 4.1C lower insert). The ends of the filament wound around and were 

soldered to one end of each thick wire (Figure 4.1A, D). The solder joints contained mainly tin 

plus a small amount of copper, and were usually poorly formed (Figure 4.1D insert). Tin 

‗‗whiskers‘‘ (microscopic, conductive, crystals that emanate spontaneously from pure tin) were 

present on solder joints and on the wires near joints (Figure 4.1D and insert). The opposite end of 

each thick wire was soldered to either the inside of the mouthpiece or the air tube (Figure 4.1A). 

The mouthpiece was comprised primarily of iron, chromium, and manganese, which are 

characteristic of stainless steel (SFigure 4.1B), and the air tube was made of nickel (SFigure 

4.1C). The white gasket at the end of the air tube was comprised mainly of silica (SFigure 4.1D).  
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Inner and Outer Fibers  

In 21 of 22 cartomizers, the inner fibers had black debris and burn spots near the filament 

(Figures 4.1A, E, F), and in 2 of 22 cartomizers, the inner fibers were green (Figure 4.1F). 10 of 

22 outer fibers had black deposits (Figure 4.1G), and the outer fibers in two cartomizers were 

green (Figure 4.1H). All cartomizers showed apparent ‗‗electrophoretic‘‘ movement of cartomizer 

fluid toward the battery end (Figure 4.1A).  

 

Centrifugation of the Outer and Inner Fibers 

The outer and inner fibers were centrifuged either together (5/7) or separately (2/7). All 

cartomizers that were centrifuged produced a sizable pellet (Figures 4.2A and B inserts). When 

both fiber types were centrifuged together, a layered black-yellow-white pellet formed (not 

shown). However, centrifugation of the outer and inner fibers separately produced yellow-white 

pellets (Figure 4.2A insert) and black pellets (Figure 4.2B insert), respectively. The means 6 

standard deviations for the wet and dry weights of the pellets were: white pellet wet = 50 mg630 

mg and dry = 20 mg640 mg; black pellet wet = 6 mg66 mg and dry = 0.2 mg60.2 mg. Both the 

white and black pellets obtained by centrifugation were analyzed using EDS microanalysis in the 

SEM and contained tin particles (Figures 4.2A, B).  
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Cytotoxicity of Cartomizer Fluid and Pellets When Tested With Human Pulmonary Fibroblasts 

(hPF) 

The cytotoxicity of cartomizer fluids with and without tin particles was evaluated using live 

cell imaging and the MTT assay (Figure 4.2). Cartomizer fluid with tin particles inhibited both 

attachment (Figure 4.2C) and proliferation (Figure 4.2D) dose dependently, while cartomizer fluid 

without tin did not significantly affect either of these processes (Figures 4.2C, D). In the MTT 
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assay, fluid with and without particles inhibited hPF survival at a dose of 1%, and this effect was 

strongest when particles were present (Figure 4.2E).  

 

Distribution of Tin in Cartomizer Fluid and Fibers  

To determine where tin was distributed in the cartomizers, the fluid and fibers were 

examined in the SEM (Figure 4.3). Cartomizer fluid from the inner and outer fibers contained 

white and black particles that were shown by EDS microanalysis to be tin (Figures 4.3A, B). Tin 

whiskers were also present in fluid that came off the fibers (Figure 4.3C). Particles and whiskers 

contained mainly tin with minor amounts of copper and nickel. The surfaces of the inner fibers 

had particles, which were also tin (Figure 4.3D). Backscatter imaging in the SEM of green outer 

fibers, which had not been centrifuged, revealed that they were coated with numerous bright 

particles indicative of heavy elements (Figure 4.3E). These particles were mainly tin with traces of 

copper (Figure 4.3F). When these outer fibers were centrifuged, most of the green coloration was 

removed, and the fibers were coated with tin particles (Figure 4.3G) containing very little copper 

(Figure 4.3H).  
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Analysis of Particles in Aerosol 

The size distribution of particles less than 1000 nm in room air and in one puff of 

cartomizer aerosol were compared (Figures 4.4A, B). Room air contained relatively few particles, 

most of which were at the small end of the size range (Figure 4.4A). In contrast, one puff of 

cartomizer aerosol contained numerous particles distributed in two very broad peaks. Most of 

these particles were below 100 nm in diameter (Figure 4.4 B).  

Particles collected from room air and cartomizer aerosol were next analyzed with SEM 

and EDS microanalysis (Figures 4.4C–I). Using the compositional contrast backscatter-imaging 

mode in the SEM, room air samples had few bright particles indicating few heavy elements 

(Figure 4.4C), in contrast to aerosol samples, which had numerous bright particles (Figure 4.4D). 

Particles in room air were mainly calcium, potassium, silicon, aluminum, and sodium (not shown). 

Further EDS elemental analysis of the bright particles in aerosol revealed they contained mainly 

tin (Figure 4.4E), silver (Figure 4.4F), nickel (Figure 4.4G), and aluminum (Figure 4.4H). Particles 

of iron, cerium, lanthanum, bismuth, and zinc were also found in the SEM analysis (not shown). 

Numerous round particles of various sizes that were less bright in the backscatter electron mode 

contained mainly silicon with lesser amounts of magnesium, aluminum and calcium (Figure 4.4I).  

Particles analyzed in the SEM ranged in size from about 1 to 20 mm. To determine if 

metal nanoparticles (,100 nm) were present in aerosol, samples were examined by transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) and EDS. Tin, chromium, and nickel nanoparticles were found in 

cartomizer aerosol (Figures 4.4J–M). Nanoparticles of these elements were not found in samples 

of room air.  
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To quantify the abundance of specific elements in cartomizer aerosol, samples were 

examined using induced coupled plasma optical emissions spectroscopy (ICP-OES). Table 4.1 
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compares the concentrations of various elements in 10 puffs of EC aerosol vs the concentrations 

in mainstream smoke from one cigarette (which would be approximately equivalent to 10 puffs). 

For 11 elements where conventional smoke data were found, the concentration of elements in EC 

aerosol was higher for four elements (sodium, iron, aluminum, nickel), within the conventional 

smoke range for five elements (copper, magnesium, lead, chromium, manganese), and lower 

than the range for two elements (potassium, zinc). Six elements (boron, potassium, lead, 

zirconium, strontium, and lithium) identified by ICP-OES were not found by EDS analysis, 

probably because EDS examines a small fraction of each aerosol sample. All of the elements in 

EC aerosol can adversely affect the respiratory system, while some also affect reproduction and 

development and some are carcinogens (Table 4.1). Silicon, calcium, aluminum, and magnesium 

were among the most abundant elements in aerosol, and these were found in the silicate beads 

and fiberglass wick during analysis by SEM and EDS.  

 

Discussion  

Cartomizers purchased from one manufacturer on four different occasions over a two 

year period showed evidence of use prior to packaging. This included apparent electrophoretic 

movement of the cartomizer fluid towards the battery, deposition of tin particles on the inner and 

outer fibers, and burning of the inner fibers. Cartomizers may have been used by the 

manufacturer to confirm that they produced aerosol. In some cartomizers, presale testing 

appeared to have been extensive (Figures 4.1E, G).  

Our data support the hypothesis that EC aerosol contains metal particles and are the first 

to report heavy metals and silicate beads in EC aerosol. In our study, centrifugation of outer and 

inner fibers produced large pellets of white and black tin, respectively. It is likely that the black 

pellets contained tin oxide, which is generally black [19,20]. Tin oxide can be produced by heating 

[20], which is consistent with the black tin being located close to the filament. The green 

coloration observed in some cartomizer fibers may have been due to copper that migrated from 
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the solder and/or the large wire (bare expanses of copper wire were observed using SEM - Figure 

4.1C upper insert). Cartomizer fluid with tin particles was more cytotoxic than fluid that lacked 

particles when tested in vitro with hPF, suggesting that removal of tin particles from EC products 

would benefit the health of users. However, other factors may also affect EC cytotoxicity. A recent 

study showed that some brands of EC refill fluids, which do not contain tin pellets, are highly 

cytotoxic when tested in vitro with human embryonic stem cells and hPF [21].  

Tin in the centrifuged pellets likely came from the solder joints or from solder that 

escaped into the cartomizers during manufacture or pre-sale testing. In general, solder joints 

were poorly formed, often appeared to be cold joints, and had rough surfaces and associated tin 

whiskers. No lead was found in the solder joints, which is consistent with China‘s ban on the use 

of lead in solder [22]. Lead-free solders are difficult to use and because of their high rigidity may 

be more fragile than solders containing lead [22]. When subjected to temperature cycling, lead 

containing-solders outperformed lead-free solders [22], which may be a factor in ECs undergoing 

cyclic temperature changes. Lead free-solders may also form tin whiskers, as was seen in EC 

solder joints and among cartomizer fibers. Tin whisker growth can be accelerated by electrical 

current at room temperature [23], and the use of the cartomizers before packaging may have 

facilitated tin whisker production.  

The outer and inner fibers trapped many of the tin particles in the cartomizers. However, 

small particles comprised of various elements (tin, other metals, semimetals, and silicates) 

passed through cartomizer fibers and were present in aerosols. Nickel particles likely originated 

from the nichrome wire, and some particles in the wire had a spherical shape and size similar to 

the nickel particles observed in the aerosol with SEM. Silver particles may have come from the 

silver coating on the copper wire, as patches of silver were sometimes missing from the wire‘s 

surface. Iron was probably from other parts of the cartomizer such as the mouthpiece and/or 

metallic base at the battery interface. The presence of metals in EC aerosol could explain why 
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some EC users have reported a metallic taste in their mouths when puffing 

(http://www.ecigarette-forum.com/forum/health-safety-e-smoking/).  

The silicate beads appeared to originate in the fiberglass wick, which had small round 

particles on its surface similar in size, appearance, and elemental composition to the silicate 

beads in the aerosol. The elements in the silicate particles (silicon, calcium, aluminum, 

magnesium) were among the most abundant found in the quantitative elemental analysis, 

suggesting that the round, smooth surfaced silicate beads pass through the outer fibers and enter 

aerosol more readily than the irregularly shaped and heavier tin particles, which were largely 

trapped among the fibers. The fiberglass wicks may be breaking down and releasing beads due 

to heating and the high airflow rates required to operate this brand of EC may readily carry 

silicate beads into the aerosol. Boron, which is used in glass manufacturing [24], was very high in 

concentration in the aerosol and may also have originated in the wick.  

Particles larger than 1 mm and nanoparticles (16–100 nm in diameter)  were present in 

cartomizer aerosol. The distribution of number of particles/(cm
3
*logD) is shown in Figure 4.4. One 

puff of aerosol contained approximately 4,000,000 particles/cm3 between 10 and 1000 nm. Over 

half of these particles were nanoparticles. As a point of comparison, approximately 8.86109 

particles ranging from 6–50 nm in diameter are present in the smoke from one conventional 

cigarette [25]. Total particle/nanoparticle doses received by EC users will vary with the number of 

puffs/day and remain to be determined in future studies. However, it can be estimated from our 

data that EC users who take 100 puffs/day on the brand used in this study will inhale 

approximately 108 particles, 1000 nm, and we know from TEM analysis that some of these 

nanoparticles will be heavy metals.  

Nanoparticles tend to penetrate deep into the respiratory system and reach the alveolar 

sacs [26,27]. The brand of EC used in our study required a high air flow rate to produce aerosol, 

which would further enhance deep penetration of nanoparticles into the respiratory system [27]. 

Metal particles/nanoparticles can produce adverse effects in vitro and in vivo [28,29], and 
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nanoparticles can be transported in vivo to other organs, including the liver, kidney, heart, and 

brain [30,31]. Chromium, nickel and tin nanoparticles were found in EC aerosol. Cobalt chromium 

and chromium oxide nanoparticles damaged cultured cells [32,33], and long-term inhalation of 

nickel hydroxide nanoparticles by mice caused oxidative stress and inflammation in lung and 

cardiac tissues [34]. While tin nanoparticles, per se, have not been studied in human lungs, tin 

dust from a Chinese mine was cytotoxic, induced release of reactive oxygen species from 

alveolar macrophages in vitro [35], and induced malignant transformation of cultured bronchial 

epithelial cells [36]. Inhalation of tin dust has also been reported to cause stannosis in humans 

[37].  

A total of 22 elements were identified in EC aerosol, and three of these elements (lead, 

nickel, and chromium) appear on the FDA‘s ‗‗harmful and potentially harmful chemicals‘‘ list [38]. 

Lead and chromium concentrations in EC aerosols were within the range of conventional 

cigarettes, while nickel was about 2–100 times higher in concentration in EC aerosol than in 

Marlboro brand cigarettes (Table 4.1). Adverse health effects in the respiratory and nervous 

systems can be produced by many of the elements in Table 4.1, and many of the respiratory and 

ocular symptoms caused by these elements have been reported by EC users in the Health and 

Safety Forum on the Electronic Cigarette Forum website (http://www.e-cigarette-

forum.com/forum/health-safety-e-smoking/). Although Table 4.1 was constructed to emphasize 

the effects of the elements found in aerosol on the respiratory system, other systems, such as the 

cardiovascular and reproductive systems, can be affected by most of the elements in EC aerosol. 

EC consumers should be aware of the metal and silicate particles in EC aerosol and the potential 

health risks associated with their inhalation.  

Our studies are based on one brand of EC purchased on multiple occasions over a two 

year period. It will be important in future studies to determine if other brands of EC produce 

aerosol with similar levels of metals and silicates and if the metals, silicates and nanoparticles in 

EC aerosol present long-term health risks to users and exposed bystanders.  
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Cartomizer aerosol from a leading manufacturer of EC contained metals, silicate beads, 

and nanoparticles. Poor solder joints appear to have contributed to the presence of tin in the 

aerosol. In cytotoxicity tests, cartomizer fluid containing tin particles inhibited attachment and 

survival of hPF. Other metals likely came from the wires (copper, nickel, silver) and other metal 

components used in the cartomizers, while silicate particles appeared to come from the fiberglass 

wicks. While the outer fibers filtered out many of the tin particles, significant amounts of tin, other 

metals, and silicate beads escaped into the aerosol and would result in human exposure, in some 

cases probably greater than a conventional cigarette user would experience. These data should 
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be helpful to individuals who are concerned with the health risks associated with EC use, to 

health care personnel advising EC users, and to policy makers. The presence of silicate particles 

and metal elements in EC aerosol may help guide manufacturers in selection of materials for use 

in EC products and in their quality control procedures.  

 

Supporting Information 

Supplemental Figure 4.1 can be found below. 

 

Supplemental Figure 4.1 
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Abstract 

 

Objective: Our purpose was to compare the evolution of the cartomizer brands, and determine 

the concentration of elements/metals in the cartomizer style electronic cigarette (EC) and 

determine how changes in puffing topography effect concentrations, and the source of these 

elements/metals.  

 

Methods: Two collection methods (cold trap and impinger) were used to collect aerosols, and the 

solutions were analyzed using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy, and 

atomizing unit components were analyzed using scanning electron microscopy and energy 

dispersive spectroscopy. 

 

Results: Most cartomizer brands changes dramatically from one evolution to another, with an 

increase in the size, using welds/bras clamps instead of solder joints, the loss of Polyfill fibers, 

and having larger capacity reservoir. The total concentration of chemical elements ranged from 

487 to 5,861 µg/L for the cold trap method and was lower in the impinger. Within brands, the 

concentration of elements present in the aerosol was similar. There was variation in the number 

and concentration of elements present in the aerosols. Vuse and Vuse Vibe had the fewest 

number of elements in the aerosol. The major source of these elements in the aerosol originated 

form the atomizing unit; wires (nickel, chromium), wick/sheath (silicon), and brass clamps (zinc).  

 

Conclusion: The evolution of the cartomizer shifted to become larger and store more e-liquid. All 

cartomizers contained metals in their aerosol and some in high concentrations, and these 

concentrations varied between brands. The elements present in the aerosol originated from the 

components of the atomizer. 
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Chapter 5 

Evolution of Cartomizer Style Electronic Cigarettes: Evaluation of Changes in Design and 

Elemental Composition in the Aerosol 

 

Introduction 

Electronic cigarettes (EC) are popular battery powered devices that deliver nicotine 

without burning tobacco.[1] They are sold worldwide and have gained popularity among 

adolescents.[2,3] Since their introduction in 2008, EC design has evolved from the classic three-

piece models consisting of a battery, atomizing unit, and fluid filled cartridge to the two-piece 

cartomizer style in which the nicotine solution and the atomizer are combined in a single 

chamber.[1,4–6]  Because cartomizer EC resemble conventional cigarettes, they are often 

referred to as ―cig-a-likes‖, and they are currently available in disposable and reusable 

models.[7,8] While some of the EC market has shifted to the more highly evolved tank styles, 

which are usually larger and more powerful, the cartomizer cig-a-likes remain a major share of 

the EC market and are the dominant EC product in many convenience stores.[2,8,9]  

Because ECs contain metal components, there has been interest in determining if metals 

or other chemical elements are present in their aerosols.[5,7,10–15] In 2013, we analyzed the 

metal contents and emissions from one brand of EC.[5] All units showed evidence of use prior to 

sale and 22 elements, including metals, as well as silicate beads and nanoparticles were found in 

the aerosols produced by this brand. Tin solder joints between the filament and thick wire were 

friable, and tin whiskers and particles from disintegrating solder joints were found throughout the 

fluid and Poly-fil fibers.[5] Some elements (aluminum, iron, nickel, zinc) were present in higher 

concentration in EC aerosol than in conventional cigarette smoke. Most of the elements found in 

higher concentrations have been linked to respiratory irritation and cancer, and in the case of 

aluminum to Alzheimer‘s disease.[7] Several case reports have reported lung disease in 
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individuals using EC [16,17], although these patients‘ symptoms were not linked directly to metals 

in the aerosol.  

In a follow-up study, 11 brands of disposable EC and electronic hookahs (EH) contained 

a mixture of elements, including heavy metals, with concentrations often significantly higher than 

in conventional cigarette smoke.[7] Silicon was the dominant element in aerosols from all EC/EH 

brands and in cigarette smoke. Lead was identified in the solder and aerosol of two brands of EH 

(up to 0.165 µg/10 puffs).  One study also compared six metals in various styles and brand of EC 

to determine if design features could reduce tin and other metals in EC aerosol.[10] Tin 

concentrations in aerosols were reduced in EC models that coated the thick wire with silver rather 

than tin, placed stable tin solder joints outside the atomizing unit, and joined wires by brass 

clamps or brazing rather than with tin solder joints. Other studies have likewise found metals in 

EC aerosols and much of this work has recently been reviewed. In 2013, nickel was detected in 

the aerosol of 12 brands of cartridge and cartomizer style EC at concentrations ranging from 0.11 

to 0.29 µg/L.[18] In a recent study analyzing 54 tank-style EC, which have larger batteries and 

capacity reservoirs, the aerosol in a population of tank-style EC (N=54) contained high 

concentrations of iron (5-59.3 µg/kg), nickel (12.5-109 µg/kg), and zinc (443-549 µg/kg).[15] The 

metals in the aerosol could be originating from the filament (nickel, chromium), thick wire (copper 

coated with silver), brass clamp (copper, zinc), solder joints (tin, lead), and wick and sheath 

(silicon, oxygen, calcium, magnesium, aluminum).[5,7,10] 

 The purpose of the present study was to: (1) identify and quantify chemical elements in 

the aerosols produced by popular brands of cartomizer style EC from major tobacco companies 

as well as independent manufacturers, (2) compare concentration of elements in aerosols from 

different generations of cartomizer style EC, (3) evaluate the design features in some ECs and 

their effects on the concentration of elements in the aerosol, and (4) determine if elements in the 

aerosol originate in the atomizing chamber.  
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Materials and Methods  

EC and Conventional Cigarette Selection 

This study focuses on second generation cartomizer style ECs that are manufactured by 

major tobacco companies and products that were popular on the Internet at their time of purchase 

in 2013 and 2017 (Table 5.1). Products selected were: BluCig (Lorillard Inc., Greensboro, NC), 

Mark Ten and Mark Ten XL (Altria Group, Inc., Richmond, VA), V2 Cigs (VMR Products LLC., 

Miami, FL), and Vuse and Vuse Vibe (Reynolds American, Inc., Winston-Salem, NC). Other 

brands used in the study are Crown 7 Imperial Hydro (Crown Seven Shop, Scottsdale, AZ), 

Green Smoke (Green Smoke LLC, Richmond, VA), Liberty Stix Eagle (Liberty Stix, LLC, 

Cleveland, OH), NJOY NPRO 2N1 (Sottera Inc., Scottsdale, AZ), Safe Cig (The Safe Cig LLC, 

Los Angeles, CA), Smoke 51 (Vapor Corp, Miami, FL), Smoking Everywhere Platinum (Smoking 

Everywhere, Sunrise, FL), South Beach Smoke (South Beach Java LP, Wood Dale, IL) 

(Supplemental Figure 5.1). Upon receipt, all EC were inventoried and stored at room 

temperature. All EC cartomizers were tobacco flavored with ―high‖ nicotine concentrations. 

These brands were chosen to include products that had received either positive or poor 

ratings. For example, Smoke 51 was not highly rated on various top EC ranking lists, while 

BluCig, South Beach Smoke, and V2 Cigs were rated highly by consumers. NJOY NPRO and 

Liberty Stix Eagle were chosen because we have evaluated the classic models in our prior 

studies.[1,4] When the study began, SafeCig was one of the most popular Internet brands. While 

it is no longer available from the company site (since 2013), it can still be purchased from third 

party vendors third party vendors. 

Four conventional cigarette brands were studied in parallel with the EC. These included 

Marlboro Red and Marlboro Silver (Altria Group, Inc., Richmond, VA), American Spirit Full Bodied 

and American Spirit Mellow (Reynolds American, Inc., Winston-Salem, NC). Marlboro brands are 

popular conventional cigarettes with a high sales volume. American Spirit is  made with tobacco 
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that is grown organically. Conventional cigarettes were purchased from local retailers and stored 

at room temperature.  
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Cartomizer Dissections 

Cartomizers from each product were dissected and cut near the battery-cartomizer 

interface to expose the intact atomizing unit as described previously.[5,10] The cut mouthpiece 

was removed to reveal the fluid-saturated fibers, if present. The fibers were removed exposing 

the underlying heating element, which included the sheath, wires, and wick. For each cartomizer, 

the following were recorded: the pack letter inventory code, cartomizer number, flavor, nicotine 

concentration, number of fibers, description of fiber appearance, if the fibers were centrifuged, 

amount of fluid recovered, fluid color, integrity of the wires (filament and thick wire), condition of 

the solder and wick, evidence of electrophoresis, and burning of the inner fibers. Cartomizer 

dissections were photographed using a Canon SLR digital camera, and individual components 

were imaged using a Nikon SMZ 745 stereoscopic (Supplemental Figure 5.2).  

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy and Elemental Analysis of EC Atomizer Components 

 The components of interest (wires, the joints between the wires, air tube, wick) were 

dissected from each cartomizer and mounted on aluminum pin stubs covered with carbon tape for 

elemental analysis.[5,10] The morphology and elemental composition of each sample were 

analyzed using a FEI Co. NovaNano SEM 450 equipped with Oxford Instruments plc Aztec 

Synergy energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) fitted with a X-Max50 50 mm
2
 SDD detector 

with energy resolution of 129 eV at MnKα in the Central Facility for Advanced Microscopy and 

Microanalysis at the University of California at Riverside. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

images were acquired using the secondary electron mode with a dedicated detector at 15 kV. 

Samples were not coated with conductive film. The distribution of elements in the cartomizers 

was determined by generating elemental maps using Aztec software. Minor elements present 

below 1% weight in the atomizers components were determined by acquiring EDS spectra from 

selected points and quantifying the elemental concentrations. All SEM results are summarized in 

Table 5.2 and Supplemental Table 5.1. 
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Elemental Analysis of EC Aerosol Samples by ICP OES: Preparation Using a Cold Trap 

All EC aerosols were prepared using an analytical smoking machine as described 

previously.[5,7,10] Aerosols were collected in a 500 mL round bottom flask that was submerged 

in an ice bath. A small glass capillary placed in the mouth of the flask served as an exhaust port, 

and the tube and mouth were wrapped with Parafilm. Aerosol solutions were prepared using 

three fresh un-used cartomizers. For each cartomizer, 60 total puffs (4.3 seconds each) were 

taken, and aerosol was allowed to fully dissolve in a solution of 10% nitric acid, 3% hydrochloric 

acid, and 87% deionized water before the next puff was taken. Room air was prepared in a 

similar fashion, except no EC was in the system to be puffed. All aerosol samples were stored in 

15 mL conical vials. Inductively coupled plasma optical emissions spectroscopy (ICP-OES) 

analysis was used to quantify the concentrations of elements in the aerosol using an Optima 

7300 PV (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA).[7,10] Running conditions and all quality controls for the 

ICP OES have been described previously in our Supplemental Material.[7,10] 

 

Effects of Puffing Topography on Element Concentrations Using Cold Trap Method 

Based on performance data, most cartomizers were able to produce 200 to 400 puffs.[19] 

To evaluate how element concentrations varied over the life of the EC cartomizer, aerosols were 

collected from the first 60 and last 60 puffs. Each cartomizer was puffed for 180 puffs, and only 

puffs 1-60 and 121-180 were collected from each cartomizer for ICP-OES analysis. For each 

product, three aerosol samples were produced using three fresh, un-used cartomizers. Room air 

samples were generated using similar puffing protocol.  

 

Aerosol Sample Preparation Using an Impinger 

To prevent leaching of elements from glass impingers (Kimble-Chase, Vineland, NJ), 

each impinger was soaked in 2% nitric acid for 5 days and the solution was changed daily. 
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Aerosols were then generated using a smoking machine connected directly to glass impingers. 

All cartomizer batteries were fully charged before use. A 4.3 second puff was taken every minute 

using the lowest air-flow rate that generated a robust aerosol (7-13 mL/s) (Table 5.1). For each 

brand, three samples were made using three unused cartomizers puffed 60 times each. Aerosols 

were bubbled through 2% nitric acid in impingers set up in tandem, with the exception of BluCig 

and Vuse Vibe which were collected with only one impinger. Room air was generated in a similar 

fashion with the air pulled through a disposable inline filter (Ultra Filtration System, Sterling 

Heights, MI). 2% nitric acid solution was made daily, and was also analyzed by ICP-OES as a 

blank. All samples were stored in 15 mL conical vials that had been pre-sealed with nitric acid. 

Elements in the samples were measured using an Optima 7300 PV ICP-OES (Perkin-Elmer, 

Waltham, MA). Running conditions and all quality controls for the ICP OES are described above 

and in the supplemental material in prior publications.[7,10] 

 

Cigarette Smoke Preparation Using the Cold Trap Method 

Mainstream smoke from four brands of conventional cigarettes was collected in a 500 mL 

round bottom flask covered as described above. A 2.2-second puff was taken every minute 

yielding a 15.4 mL puff. All smoke was collected in a solution of 10% nitric acid, 3% hydrochloric 

acid, and 87% deionized water. Samples were stored in 15 mL conical vials and analyzed using 

ICP-OES as described above.  

 

Statistical Analysis  

The raw data was used to conduct statistical analysis on the total and individual 

concentrations of elements/metals in cartomizer style EC aerosol using Minitab (Minitab, Inc., 

State College, PA). For total concentrations, a one-way ANOVA with a Fisher post hoc test and 

Bonferonni correction was used for each brand. For individual element/metal with concentrations 

from two puffing topographies, an unpaired t-test with Welch‘s correction was performed using 
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Prism (Graphpad, La Jolla, CA). For any individual element/metal that had concentrations from 

three or more puffing topographies, a one-way ANOVA with Fisher post hoc test and Bonferonni 

correction was performed using Minitab. Means were considered significantly different for p < 

0.05.  When a concentration was below the limit of detection, it was treated as a zero for the 

statistical analysis.  

  

Results 

Design Features and Elemental Analysis of BluCig Atomizer Components 

The design features of the BluCig cartomizer changed between 2011 and 2017 (Figure 

5.1). The subtle and dramatic design differences between BluCig and BluCig Plus are presented 

in Figure 1B. The original cartomizers (2011) contained a longer sheath that surrounded the 

filament and two fiber types; one contacted the heating element and was densely woven, while 

the other was a fluffy woven fiber, referred to as Polyfil (Figure 5.1A). This design was commonly 

found in other cartomizer products studied previously.[5,10] In the newer BluCig Plus, the 

manufacturer eliminated the fibers and instead used two donut shaped inserts towards the end of 

the mouthpiece (Figure 5.1B). The fluid was stored in a reservoir (area inside the yellow box) with 

a long metal tube that ran along the center of the cartomizer (Figure 5.1B). The filament was 

nestled between two shells with a ceramic-like cylinder inside (red arrow) (Figure 5.1B). The 

shells that housed the filament were connected to the metal tube in the reservoir, and when the 

filament was heating it would heat the metal tube and aerosolize the fluid.  
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We analyzed the components of BluCig and BluCig Plus cartomizers using SEM/EDS to 

compare the design differences and elemental composition (Figure 5.1C-W, Supplemental Figure 

5.3A-J, Table 5.2). For both generations, the filament was comprised of nickel and chromium; 

however, the filament in BluCig Plus also contained copper and iron (Figure 5.1C-H, 

 
Figure 5.1. Comparison of cartomizer design and elemental analysis of BluCig 
and BluCig Plus components. Dissections showing the internal anatomy of 
BluCig (A) and BluCig Plus (B). Comparison of the design changes and elemental 
analysis of cartomizer components (C-W). Original BluCig filament (C) comprised of 
nickel (D) and chromium (E). The BluCig Plus filament (F) was comprised of nickel, 
chromium, copper (G), and iron (H). The filament to thick wire joint in BluCig was 
coiled (I) and comprised of copper (J). BluCig Plus wire to wire joint (K) used a 
copper (L) and zinc (M) (brass) clamp. The BluCig air-tube (N) is comprised of a 
copper (O) and zinc (P) core and plated with nickel (T) and gold (U). In BluCig Plus, 
the air-tube (Q) also had a copper (R) and zinc (S) core and coated with nickel (V) 
and silver (W). Yellow box in (B) indicates the reservoir and red arrow in (B) 
indicates the filament in the BluCig Plus. 
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Supplemental Figure 5.3D-E, Table 5.2). The thick wire in both models was mainly copper, while 

in the original BluCig the coating on the thick wire was silver (Table 5.2) and in the BluCig Plus 

the coating was nickel (Table 5.2). In the original BluCig, the filament and thick wires were coiled 

together and were made of nickel, chromium, and copper (Figure 5.1I-J, Supplemental Figure 

5.3A-B). BluCig Plus joined the two wires via a copper and zinc (brass) clamp (Figure 5.2K-M). 

The wick in both generations was made predominantly of silicon (Supplemental Figure 5.3F-G, 

Table 5.2). The sheath in the first generation of BluCig was silicon, aluminum, calcium, and 

magnesium (fiberglass) (Table 5.2); however, BluCig Plus did not contain a sheath. After puffing, 

the wick and filament had a coating that was predominantly potassium (Supplemental Figure 

5.3K, Table 5.2). The air-tube in the original BluCig cartomizer had a brass core (copper, zinc), 

minor levels of lead (not shown), and was nickel-gold plated (Figure 5.1N-P, T-U, Table 5.2), 

while the BluCig Plus air-tube also had a brass core, but was plated with nickel and silver (Figure 

5.1Q-S, V-W, Table 5.2).  

 

Design Features and Elemental Analysis of Mark Ten Components 

Comparisons of the Mark Ten and Mark Ten XL are presented in Figure 5.2. Both 

products had a filament, thick wire, wire joints, air-tube, wicks, sheaths, and two fiber types, one 

that was densely woven and a fluffier outer fiber (Figure 5.2A-B). The Mark Ten XL cartomizer 

was slightly wider and longer than the Mark Ten cartomizer (Figure 5.2B).  
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of cartomizer design and elemental analysis of Mark Ten and 
Mark Ten XL components. Dissections showing the internal anatomy of Mark Ten (A) and 
Mark ten XL (B). Comparison of the design changes and elemental analysis of cartomizer 
components (C-T). Original Mark Ten filament (C) comprised of nickel (D) and chromium 
(E). The Mark Ten XL filament (F) was comprised of nickel (G), and chromium (K). Thick 
wire in Mark Ten (C) was comprised of copper (H) and silver (J). Mark Ten XL thick wire (F) 
was chromium (K) and iron (L). The filament and thick wire joint in Mark Ten (C) was zinc 
(H) and copper (I) (brass). In Mark Ten XL filament to thick wire joint (F) was brazed and 
comprised of nickel (G), chromium (K), and iron (L). The air-tube in Mark Ten was silver (M) 
coated nickel (N), while the air-tube in Mark Ten XL (O) was iron (P), nickel (S), and 
chromium (T). The thick wire was joined to the air-tube via tin solder in Mark Ten (Q-R). The 
thick wire was welded to the air-tube in Mark Ten XL and comprised of the elements of the 
thick wire and air-tube (O-P, S-T). Orange arrows in (F, G, K) indicate the filament. 
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The thin filament of Mark Ten and Mark Ten XL was comprised of nickel and chromium 

(orange arrow) (Figure 5.2C-G, K, Table 5.2). The thick wire for the Mark Ten was a silver coated 

copper wire (Figure 5.2C, H, J, Table 5.2), while the thick wire in Mark Ten XL is a chromium-iron 

alloy (with trace amounts of nickel and manganese) (Figure 5.2F, K-L, Table 5.2). The two wires 

were joined by a copper-zinc (brass) clamp in Mark Ten (Figure 5.2C, H-I), while in the Mark Ten 

XL, the two wires were brazed together (Figure 5.2F, K-L, Table 5.2). The air-tube composition 

also differed, with Mark Ten being silver coated nickel (Figure 5.2M-N), while Mark Ten XL was 

an iron, chromium, nickel alloy (Figure 5.2O-P, S-T, Table 5.2). The thick wire was joined to the 

air tube via tin solder in the Mark Ten (Figure 5.2Q-R), while this joint in the Mark Ten XL was 

brazed and comprised of iron, chromium, and nickel (Figure 5.2O-P, S-T). As in previous models 

of cartomizers, the wicks were predominantly silicon (Table 5.2) and the sheaths were silicon, 

calcium, magnesium, and aluminum in both products (Supplemental Figure 5.2S-T, W-X, Table 

5.2).  

 

Design Features and Elemental Analysis of V2 Cigs Components 

The design features of V2 Cigs cartomizers purchased in 2013 and 2017 are compared 

in Figure 5.3. The 2013 V2 Cigs cartomizers had a single filament that nestled at the top of the 

chamber nearest the battery-cartomizer interface, a single sheath that extended the length of the 

cartomizer, a wick, and two fiber types (one densely woven wrapped nearest the sheath, and a 

fluffier Polyfil type (Figure 5.3A). The V2 Cigs purchased in 2017 had a thin filament, thick wire, 

wire joints, double sheath (one extended the length of the cartomizer, and a smaller one nestled 

just below the wick), and a single fiber type that was a combination of the densely woven and 

Polyfil (Figure 5.3B).   
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of cartomizer design and elemental analysis of V2 Cigs from 
2013 and 2017 components. Dissections showing the internal anatomy of V2 Cigs 2013 (A) 
and V2 Cigs 2017 (B). Comparison of the design changes and elemental analysis of 
cartomizer components (C-U). The filament in the original V2 Cigs 2013 cartomizer (C) was 
comprised nickel (D), chromium (G), and iron (H). The filament for V2 Cigs purchased in 
2017 (E) were comprised of nickel (F) and chromium (I). The thick wire in V2 Cigs 2017 (E) 
was comprised of only nickel (F). The wick in V2 Cigs 2013 and 2017 were comprised of 
silicon (J). The air tube in V2 Cigs 2013 (K) was comprised of nickel (L), silver (O), and a 
copper (P), and zinc (S) core. The air tube in the 2017 model (M) was comprised of nickel 
(N) and silver (Q). The thick wire in the V2 Cigs 2017 cartomizer (M) was welded/soldered to 
the air tube and was copper (R), zinc (T), and also contained lead (U). 
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As seen in other cartomizer models, the filament for V2 Cigs purchased in 2013 was 

made of nickel and chromium, with the addition of iron (Figure 5.3C-D, G-H), while in the 2017, 

filaments were made of only nickel and chromium (Figure 5.3E-F, I, Table 5.2). The 2017 

cartomizers have a thick wire made entirely of nickel, and the filament was brazed to the thick 

wire (Figure 5.3E-F, I). The 2013 V2 Cig air-tube consisted mainly of a zinc core coated with 

copper, nickel, and silver (Figure 5.3K-L, O-P, S), whereas the V2 Cig 2017 was a silver coated 

nickel air-tube (Figure 5.3M-N, Q, Table 5.2). The 2013 V2 Cigs cartomizer lacked a thick wire 

and the filament was wedged between the air-tube and shell; in contrast, the thick wire for the 

2017 V2 Cigs was attached to the air-tube via a copper, zinc, and lead weld (Figure 5.3M-N, R, T-

U). The wick in the 2013 V2 Cigs was comprised of silicon, whereas in the 2017 cartomizer, it 

was silicon, calcium, and aluminum (characteristic of fiberglass) (Figure 5.3J, Table 5.2). The 

fiberglass insulating sheaths in both versions of the cartomizer were silicon, calcium, aluminum, 

and magnesium (Supplemental Figure 5.3Y-Z, Table 5.2). 

 

Design Features and Elemental Analysis of Vuse and Vuse Vibe Components 

From one generation to the next, the design of the Vuse cartomizer changed significantly 

(Figure 5.4). The original Vuse cartomizer appeared well manufactured and sleek in design 

(Figure 5.4A), while the Vuse Vibe, was larger and had fewer components than the original 

version (Figure 5.4B). The most striking differences between the two models were: (1) the Vuse 

Vibe filament was not held in place by a scaffold, (2) the original Vuse, but not the Vuse Vibe, had 

a micro-processing chip, (3) the size of the Vuse Vibe battery and cartomizer is almost double the 

size of the original, (4) the Vuse Vibe contained five times as much e-liquid as the Vuse, (5) the 

Vuse Vibe lacked fibers, and (6) the wick in the Vuse Vibe was four times shorter than that in 

Vuse (Figure 5.3A-B). 
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Both versions of the cartomizers had filaments made of nickel and chromium (Figure 

5.4C-G, J), while the original model also had iron in the filament (Figure 5.4H, Table 5.2). In the 

original Vuse, there was only one wire (the filament), but the Vuse Vibe had a thick wire made 

mainly of nickel that was brazed to the filament (Figure 5.4E-F, J). The wick in the Vuse was 

made of silicon with minor levels of sodium, potassium, and calcium (Figure 5.4I, Table 5.2). The 

Vuse Vibe wick consisted of only silicon (Figure 5.4K, Table 5.2).  

 
Figure 5.4: Comparison of cartomizer design and elemental analysis of Vuse and 
Vuse Vibe components. Dissections showing the internal anatomy of Vuse (A) and Vuse 
Vibe (B). Comparison of the design changes and elemental analysis of cartomizer 
components (C-K). The filament in Vuse cartomizer (C) was comprised nickel (D), 
chromium (G), and iron (H). The filament for Vuse Vibe (E) were comprised of nickel (F) 
and chromium (J). The thick wire in Vuse Vibe (E) was comprised of only nickel (F). The 
wick in Vuse (C) was comprised of silicon (I) and the wick in Vuse Vibe (E) was comprised 
of silicon (K). 
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Quantification of Total Elements in Cartomizer Aerosol and Cigarette Smoke Made Using the 

Cold Trap and Impinger Methods 

The total concentration of elements/metals was measured in aerosols generated using 

two methods of collection (cold trap and impinger) (Figure 5.5, Supplemental Figure 5.4A). The 
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initial screen of elements was performed on 12 brands of EC (BluCig, Mark Ten, V2 Cigs, Vuse, 

Greensmoke, NJOY NPRO 2013, South Beach Smoke, Crown 7 Imperial, Liberty Stix Eagle, 

SafeCig, Smoke 51) (Figure 5.5A, Supplemental Figure 5.4A). In this screen, there was variation 

between brands and in the case of Mark 10 and Greensmoke within brands. One Mark Ten 

cartomizer had a total element/metal concentration 10,383 µg/L, while the other two cartomizers 

were 3,041 and 4,161 µg/L. The variation between Greensmoke cartomizers was also high 

(4,251 ± 4,328 µg/L) (Supplemental Table 5.4), with one cartomizer reaching a total concentration 

of 9,280 µg/L, while the other two cartomizers had concentrations that were below 2,000 µg/L 

each. The same pattern was observed with Crown 7 Imperial (Supplemental Figure 5.4A), where 

there was a large variation in total concentration (3,282 ± 2,217 µg/L), which was attributed to 

one cartomizer having a lower concentration than the other two (971 µg/L, 3,486 µg/L, and 5,391 

µg/L). Seven brands (BluCig, V2 Cigs, Vuse, NJOY NPRO, South Beach Smoke, Liberty Stix 

Eagle, SafeCig, and Smoke 51) performed uniformly within brand, and there was little variation in 

total element concentration within these brands (Figure 5.5A, Supplemental Figure 5.4A). Total 

element concentrations ranged from 487 to 5,861 µg/L (Figure 5.5A, Supplemental Figure 5.4A, 

Supplemental Tables 5.2-5.6), with BluCig having the lowest and Mark Ten having the highest 

concentrations (Supplemental Table 5.2).  

To determine how the total element/metal concentrations changed with use, new 

cartomizers from five brands were puffed for 180 puffs, and aerosols were collected for the first 

and last 60 puffs (Figure 5.5B). In the first 60 puffs, there was again variation between brands. 

The variance within brands was large for four of the five products, and the means for BluCig and 

V2 Cigs were significantly different from the means in the initial screen (single blue star and green 

star)(Figure 5.5A,B). For BluCig, NJOY NPRO, one cartomizer from each brand produced a very 

high concentration (6,686 µg/L and 7,654 µg/L, respectively) that contributed to the large 

standard deviation. In V2 Cigs, the total concentration one cartomizer had a much lower 

concentration than the other two, which could be the cause of the large deviations (Supplemental 
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Table 5.3). The total concentrations of elements/metals in four brands (BluCig, NJOY NPRO, V2 

Cigs, and Greensmoke) were lower in the last 60 puffs, although only V2 cigs showed 

significance because of the large variances (Two green stars)(Figure 5.5B).  

To see how the evolution of the cartomizers effected element/metal concentrations, the 

newest style cartomizers from four brands were analyzed. Aerosols were collected using the 

impinger method for BluCig Plus, Mark Ten XL, V2 Cigs, and Vuse Vibe, and the total 

concentration of elements/metals were analyzed (Figure 5.5C). Concentrations ranged from 568 

to 2,008 µg/L. Within brands (BluCig, V2 Cigs, Vuse Vibe), there was little variation; however, one 

Mark Ten XL cartomizer produced a high concentration of metals resulting in a larger standard 

deviation for this product (Figure 5.5B, Supplemental Tables 5.2, 5.3).  

V2 Cigs was the only brand that had cartomizers that did not change between 2014 and 

2017 allowing the collection methods to be compared. The total concentration for the impinger 

method (1,516 ± 356 µg/L) was slightly lower than the cold trap method (2,350 ± 297 µg/L) 

(Supplemental Table 5.3). Silicon was the most dominant element and contributed most to the 

total concentration.  
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the total concentration of elements in 
cartomizer style EC using cold trap and impinger method. The 
overall average total concentration of all elements/metals in the aerosol 
of cartomizer style EC using two different collection methods and puffing 
protocols. (A) Initial screen of elements/metals in the first 60 puffs of 
aerosol using cold trap method. (B) Evaluation of how total 
concentrations change with use over the first 60 and last 60 puffs using 
the cold trap method. (C) Total concentration of elements/metals in the 
aerosols over the first 60 puffs using the impinger method. All 
concentrations presented are the mean of three experiments and the 
standard error of the mean are presented. Data samples are significantly 
different from samples annotated with asterisks. * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 
0.01. 
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Concentration of Individual Elements in Cartomizer Style EC Aerosol Using the Cold Trap Method 

 The concentration of individual elements was examined in the aerosols of the brands in 

the previous section (Figure 5.6 and 5.7). Comparing across all seven brands, the presence of 

elements in the aerosols were similar. Arsenic was not detected in any of the aerosol samples, 

while seven elements (aluminum, boron, Iron, selenium, silicon, tin, zinc) were found in all 

samples regardless of topography in similar concentrations (Figure 5.6 and 5.7). Strikingly, if an 

element was found in the first 60 puffs in the over-time experiment (red bar), it was often found in 

the last 60 puffs (green bar) in similar concentrations (Figure 5.6, 5.7). In some cases, an element 

was only detected in the first 60 puffs (blue and/or red bar) (e.g. aluminum and magnesium) 

(Figure 5.6, 5.7), which could mean this element was given off in the initial heating and as puffing 

continues there was no more to come off.  

Liberty Stix Eagle had the most number of elements in its aerosol (n=16), with Crown 7 

Imperial, SafeCig, and Smoke 51 all having 15 elements/metals present in their aerosols 

(Supplemental Figure 5.4B). Two brands had the fewest number of elements/metals present in 

their aerosol (NJOY NPRO ‘11 – 6, Vuse - 7) (Figure 5.6D, Supplemental Figure 5.4B). Silicon 

was the most dominant element in the aerosols of all brands ranging from 258- 5,581 µg/L 

(Figure 5.6 and 5.7, Supplemental Figure 5.4, Supplemental Table 5.2-5.6). Tin concentrations 

were incredibly different between the initial first 60 puff and over time protocols for Greensmoke; 

where the initial 60 puffs had nearly 70 times higher the concentration of tin than the over-time 

protocol (Figure 5.7A).  
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Figure 5.6: Concentration of individual elements in the aerosol across all topographic 
puffing parameters for major tobacco and other manufacturers of cartomizer style EC. 
Compares the concentration of individual elements/metals detected in the aerosol of 
cartomizer style EC when the aerosol was generated over the first 60 puffs, and over time 
(first 60 and last 60 puffs): (A) BluCig, (B) Mark Ten, (C) V2 Cigs 2013, and (D) Vuse. All 
concentrations presented are the mean of three experiments and the standard error of the 
mean are presented. Absence of a bar indicates the value was below the limit of detection or 
was a glass contaminant. * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; *** = p < 0.001. 
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Figure 5.7: Concentration of individual elements in the aerosol across all topographic 
puffing parameters for other manufacturers of cartomizer style EC. Compares the 
concentration of individual elements/metals detected in the aerosol of cartomizer style EC 
when the aerosol was generated over the first 60 puffs, and over time (first 60 and last 60 
puffs): (A) Greensmoke, (B) NJOY NPRO 2013, and (C) South Beach Smoke. All 
concentrations presented are the mean of three experiments and the standard error of the 
mean are presented. Absence of a bar indicates the value was below the limit of detection 
or was a glass contaminant. * = p < 0.05. 
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Quantification of Individual Elements in Cartomizer Style EC Aerosols Produced With Impinger 

Method 

The concentration of individual elements was quantified for the newer models BluCig 

Plus, Mark Ten XL, V2 Cigs (2017), and Vuse Vibe using the impinger method (Figure 5.8). For 

all brands, there were fewer elements in the aerosols of the newer models than the older models 

collected with the cold trap method. Only silicon and tin were detected in all brands, while 

aluminum, arsenic, boron, calcium, copper, magnesium, nickel, potassium, and selenium were 

detected in some brands. Seven elements (chromium, iron, lead, sodium, silver, titanium, zinc) 

were not detected in any brands. Arsenic, copper, and selenium were only detected in the 

aerosols from V2 Cigs 2017, copper and selenium was also measured in the cold trap samples 

(Figure 5.8). 

 

Total Concentration and Individual Elements in Conventional Cigarette Smoke From Major 

Brands Using Cold Trap Method 

The total concentration elements/metals in the smoke from four brands of conventional 

cigarettes ranged from 663 to 947 µg/L, which is lower than cartomizer style EC (Figure 5.9A). 

For three brands (Marlboro Red and Silver, American Spirit Full Bodied), there were similar 

 
Figure 5.8: Comparison of individual element concentrations in cartomizer style EC 
aerosol using Impinger method. Compares the concentration of individual 
elements/metals detected in four brands of cartomizer style EC (BluCig Plus, Mark Ten XL, 
V2 Cigs 2017, Vuse Vibe). All concentrations presented are the mean of three experiments 
and the standard error of the mean are presented. Absence of a bar indicates the value 
was below the limit of detection or was a glass contaminant.  
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concentrations and little variance within and between them. American Spirit Mellow had the 

highest total concentration with the largest variance (Figure 5.9A). 14 of 19 elements were 

present in the smoke from conventional cigarettes (Figure 5.9B). Arsenic, cadmium, lead, silver 

and tin were not present in any sample. Aluminum, boron, copper, nickel, potassium, silicon, 

sodium, and titanium were present in all samples and their concentrations were similar among 

brands (Figure 5.9B). Chromium, iron, and zinc were only detected in the smoke from American 

Spirit Mellow, which may explain the total concentration for this brand (Figure 5.9B).  

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.9: Evaluation of total (A) and individual element (B) concentrations in 
conventional cigarette smoke using cold trap method. Compares the concentration of 
total and individual elements/metals detected in four brands of conventional cigarettes 
(Marlboro Red, Marlboro Silver, American Spirit Full Bodied, and American Spirit Mellow). 
All concentrations presented are the mean of three experiments and the standard error of 
the mean are presented. 
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Discussion 

This study compared the design of atomizers in cartomizer style EC over time, quantified 

metals in EC aerosols, compared methods of metal collection, compared the effects of puffing 

topography on metals concentrations in aerosols, and compared metal concentrations in EC to 

those in tobacco cigarettes. While newer models of each EC brand contained the same basic 

components, the four major differences between the old and new cartomizers were the: (1) 

increased size of the new cartomizers, (2) removal of Polyfil fibers from BluCig , (3) replacement 

of solder joints by brazed joints between the filament and thick wire, and (4) welding, rather than 

soldering or clamping, of the thick wire to the air-tube. Most of the original models used in this 

study are no longer available, with the exception of V2 Cigs, which are still sold and appear to 

have remained the same externally. The total concentration of metals across all brands, puffing 

topographies, and collection methods ranged from 487 to 5,860 µg/L. Of the 19 elements 

screened, 18 (cold trap) and 12 (impinger) were detected in old and new cartomizer aerosols. 

Within the same collection method, the elements present and relative concentrations were very 

similar across all brands. Fourteen of 19 elements screened were detected in the smoke of four 

conventional cigarette brands. The total concentrations of metals in cigarette smoke ranged from 

663 to 947 µg/L, which falls in lower end of the range in EC aerosol.  

The design of the components in the different generations of cartomizer style EC is much 

the same with subtle differences. The newer generations are larger than the earlier models, with 

Vuse Vibe being twice as large and containing 10 times as much fluid as the Vuse. The increase 

in size allows more e-liquid to be stored. Manufacturers have shifted from using solder joints to 

other methods of joining the wires and air-tube together, perhaps to avoid melting of tin which can 

then transfer to the aerosol.[5,10].  Lead, which was formerly used to stabilize solder, is now 

banned in China, nevertheless it was detected in the aerosols of South Beach Smoke and Smoke 

51. Smoke 51 did have tin and lead in the aerosol which most likely originated from the tin/lead 

solder joint between the wire and air-tube (Supplemental Table 5.1). South Beach smoke did not 
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have any solder joints, but minor levels of tin/lead were detected in the aerosol and they likely 

came from the coating of the air-tube (Supplemental Table 5.1).  

In April 2018, Vuse Vibe was recalled due to increased fire risk – most likely attributed to 

the lithium ion batteries.[20] The manufacturer then released a new cartomizer called Vuse Solo 

that is similar to the original Vuse design externally. SafeCig is currently no longer available on 

the market, except through for third party vendors. In comparison to one popular brand which had 

many tin solder joints [5], many of these newer models moved away from using solder joints and 

either used a brass clamp or brazed the wires together. Nevertheless, tin was still measured in 

the aerosols of some brands of cartomizers, which is likely due to the presence of a solder joint 

between the thick wire and air-tube. Comparing NJOY NPRO from 2011 and 2013, the internal 

components and design features were very different between generations, which resulted in 

variations in the number and concentration of individual elements/metals in the two 

generations.[10] Greensmoke had overall the highest concentration of tin in the first 60 puffs 

compared to all other brands, due to the faulty solder joints in the Greensmoke cartomizers.[10] 

There was batch to batch variation in the transfer of metals to the aerosol within brands, 

and between brands. Elements found only in the initial first 60 puff screen differed from the over-

time first 60 puffs, because the aerosol samples were prepared using cartomizers purchased at 

different times and from different lots. The detection of an element(s) in the first 60 puffs of 

aerosol but not in the last 60 puffs was likely due to available element being aerosolized during 

the initial use. Elements only detected in the last 60 puffs have been released more easily with 

extended use of the EC.  

The total concentrations of elements in the cigarette smoke (663-947 µg/L) were at the 

lower end of the range of total concentrations in cartomizer aerosols (487- 5,860 µg/L). This could 

be because the cartomizers require a much higher puff volume (30.1-68.8 mL puff) than the 

cigarettes (15.4 mL puff). The tobacco cigarettes were smoked at a low puff volume, therefore our 

values  which  are representative of some users, may underestimate values that would be 
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obtained using the international Organization for Standardization (ISO) (2,690 µg/L) and Health 

Canadian Standard (1,103 µg/L) protocols.[7]  

Several studies have reviewed the health effects associated with EC use [21–23] and 

case reports are now appearing that link EC use with several diseases.[17] The most common 

health effects associated with EC use are lightheadedness, coughing, vomiting, nausea, and 

diarrhea.[21–24] Although cartomizer aerosols are complex mixtures, there have been concerns 

that the concentration of metals present in the aerosol may be harmful. For example, the 

concentration of chromium in cartomizer aerosol ranged from 0.230-9.374 µg/L (2.3x105 – 9.374 

x106 ng/m
3
), which exceeds the 5x103 ng/m

3
, the OSHA permissible exposure limits (PEL) for 

chromium. From these reviews, it is clear that more data are needed on EC products and their 

effects on human health. 

In summary, we found that all cartomizer style EC had atomizers with similar anatomy, 

with some major changes in the newer models that included: lack of fibers in BluCig, increasing in 

size for all brands, loss of micro-processing chip in Vuse, lack of solder joints, and wires welded 

together. The aerosol for all brands contained numerous elements and some were high in 

concentration. There was batch to batch variation within and between brands in regards to total 

concentration of elements in the aerosol. Most individual elements were found in similar 

concentration regardless of puffing topography. The aerosol from EC had more elements and at 

higher concentrations than cigarette smoke. The heavy metals present in the aerosol originated 

from the wires (nickel, chromium, iron), wick (silicon), and clamps (copper, zinc). It is very 

important to study the health effects of inhaling metals from EC aerosol as these new devices are 

being promoted as being safer than conventional cigarettes and the concentrations of some of 

metals exceed the occupational exposure limits set by government agencies. Although, there 

have been some improvements in the evolution and design of these devices, more research is 

still needed on the health effects associated with their use. 
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Supporting Information 

Supplemental figures 5.1-5.5, Supplemental Table 5.1-5.7, and Supplemental Material: Additional 

Materials and Methods can be found below. 

 

Supplemental Figure 5.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Supplemental Figure 5.1: Layout of fully assembled cartomizer style EC used in this 
study. (From left to right): BluCig (2011), Blu Cig Plus, Mark Ten, Mark Ten XL,V2 Cigs (2013), 
V2 Cigs (2017), Vuse, and Vuse Vibe.  
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Supplemental Figure 5.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Supplemental Figure 5.2: Anatomy of EC cartomizers showing three different 
cartomizer designs. A. NJOY NPRO, B. South Beach Smoke, C. Crown 7 Imperial, D. 
SafeCig, E. Liberty Stix Eagle, F. Smoke 51. In A, the mouthpiece (1), air tube (2), thick (3)  
and) and thin (4) wires, sheath (5), inner fibers (5), and outer fibers (6) are shown.  Group 1 
design = A, C-D; group 2 design = E-F; group 3 = design B; and Group 4 design = Not Shown.   
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Supplemental Results 

 

 

 

 

  

Supplemental Figure 2 results 
 
Design features of other brands of cartomizer style EC 

Six brands of cartomizers were dissected to evaluate their atomizer designs 
(Supplemental Figure 5.2). EC cartomizers have an air tube, thick and thin (filament) wires, 
solder joints, a wick, a sheath, inner fibers, Polyfil fibers, and a mouthpiece as described in 
Williams et al 2013. Atomizer design for the six brands of cartomizers could be grouped into 
three categories.  

The first design category consisted of an insulated thick wire, coiled filament, solder 
joints between the wires, wick, and two fiber types (densely packed inner fibers and loosely 
packed outer fibers). The brands that fit into this category included NJOY NPRO 2N1 (NJOY), 
Crown 7 Imperial (C7I), and SafeCig (SC) (Supplemental Figure 5.2A, C-D). For C7I and NJOY, 
the sheath used to insulate the filament was much larger than the sheath in SEP, and the 
cartomizer, wick and fibers were longer in C7I and NJOY than in SEP (Supplemental Figure 
5.2A, C). In NJOY, the mouthpiece was made of thick plastic rather than metal, and the air tube 
was gold-plated (Supplemental Figure 5.2A). In later NJOY designs, the mouthpieces are made 
of metal shell. SafeCig had the same design and size as SEP, but the sheath was much longer 
and there was no wick (Supplemental Figure 5.2D).  Like SEP from the Williams et al 2013 
study, NJOY and SC showed evidence of use prior to sale (black burn marks on the inner fibers) 
(Supplemental Figures 5.2A, D).  
The second design category consisted of un-insulated thick wires connected to the thin filament 
and two short sheathes. This design was seen in Liberty Stix Eagle (LSE) and Smoke 51 (S51) 
cartomizers (Supplemental Figure 5.2E, F). Both LSE and S51 had two wires, a thick wire that 
connected to the thin filament, an air tube, and an outer shell. These brands, unlike the first 
category, contained un-insulated thick wires that joined to the coiled thin filament with no wick 
(Supplemental Figure 5.2E, F). Instead of just one sheath, LSE and S51 had two short sheaths 
that nestled above and below the coiled filament (Supplemental Figure 5.2E, F). LSE and S51 
both had inner fibers that wrapped around the atomizing unit and loosely packed outer fibers. 
Unlike cartomizers in the first design category, the inner fibers for both LSE and S51 were very 
delicate and easily shredded when dissected off. The outer fibers for LSE and S51 were more 
tightly packed than in SEP (Supplemental Figures 5.2E, F).  
 The third design category contained a single wire and a long sheath that extended the 
length of the cartomizer, and South Beach Smoke (SBS) had this cartomizer design 
(Supplemental Figure 5.2B). Like SEP, SBS had densely packed inner fibers and outer fibers, 
except the outer fibers were not like Polyfil (Supplemental Figure 5.2B).  

The forth design category was a hybrid of category one and three. It consisted of 
insulated thick wires, a coiled thin filament, joints between the wires, a wick, multiple long 
sheaths, and fibers, as seen in Greensmoke (GS).[15] Unlike any other brand, GS contained 
three sheaths; one wrapped around the base of the air tube, a long sheath that extended the 
length of the cartomizer, and a larger sheath that fit over the base of the long sheath and 
contained only one fiber type that was not tightly packed together (not shown).[15] 
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Supplemental Figure 5.3 

 

 
Supplemental Figure 5.3: Addition SEM micrographs and elemental maps of 
cartomizer EC components. Additional elemental analysis of BluCig components: wire-
wire joint comprised of nickel (A) and chromium (B), air-tube also contained iron (C), wick 
was comprised of silicon (G) and magnesium (H). Components of BluCig plus: filament 
was comprised of chromium (D) and nickel (E), wick was comprised of silicon (F) and 
oxygen (O), and filament was coated with potassium (I). The components for Mark Ten: 
sheath (K) was comprised of silicon (L), calcium (M), aluminum (N), air-tube (Q-R) was 
comprised of silver (U) and nickel (V). Mark Ten XL: wick (O) was silicon (P), sheath (S) 
was silicon, magnesium (T), calcium (W), and aluminum (X). V2 Cigs 2013: the sheath (Y) 
was comprised of silicon (Z), calcium (1), aluminum (2), and magnesium (3), and the wick 
was comprised of silicon (4).  
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Supplemental Figure 5.4 

 

  

 
Supplemental Figure 5.4: Evaluation of total (A) and individual element (B) 
concentrations in five additional brands of cartomizer style EC aerosol using cold trap 
method. Compares the concentration of total and individual elements/metals detected in four 
brands of conventional cigarettes (Marlboro Red, Marlboro Silver, American Spirit Full 
Bodied, and American Spirit Mellow). All concentrations presented are the mean of three 
experiments and the standard error of the mean are presented. 
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Supplemental Table 5.1 
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Supplemental Table 5.2 
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Supplemental Table 5.3 
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Supplemental Table 5.4 
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Supplemental Table 5.5

 

Supplemental Table 5.6 
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Abstract 

 

Objective: Our purpose was to quantify 36 inorganic chemical elements in aerosols from 

disposable electronic cigarettes (ECs) and electronic hookahs (EHs), examine the effect of 

puffing topography on elements in aerosols, and identify the source of the elements. 

 

Methods: Thirty-six inorganic chemical elements and their concentrations in EC/EH aerosols were 

determined using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy, and their source 

was identified by analyzing disassembled atomizers using scanning electron microscopy and 

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. 

 

Results: Of 36 elements screened, 35 were detected in EC/EH aerosols, while only 15 were 

detected in conventional tobacco smoke. Some elements/metals were present in significantly 

higher concentrations in EC/EH aerosol than in cigarette smoke. Concentrations of particular 

elements/metals within EC/EH brands were sometimes variable. Aerosols generated at low and 

high air-flow rates produced the same pattern of elements, although the total element 

concentration decreased at the higher air flow rate. The relative amount of elements in the first 

and last 60 puffs was generally different. Silicon was the dominant element in aerosols from all 

EC/EH brands and in cigarette smoke. The elements appeared to come from the filament (nickel, 

chromium), thick wire (copper coated with silver), brass clamp (copper, zinc), solder joints (tin, 

lead), and wick and sheath (silicon, oxygen, calcium, magnesium, aluminum). 

Lead was identified in the solder and aerosol of two brands of EHs (up to 0.165 μg/10 puffs). 

 

Conclusion: These data show that EC/EH aerosols contain a mixture of elements, including 

heavy metals, with concentrations often significantly higher than in conventional cigarette smoke. 
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While the health effects of inhaling mixtures of heated metals is currently not known, these data 

will be valuable in future risk assessments involving EC/EH elements/metals. 
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Chapter 6 

Elements Including Metals in the Atomizer and Aerosol of Disposable Electronic 

Cigarettes and Electronic Hookahs 

 

Introduction 

Disposable electronic cigarettes (EC) and electronic hookahs (EH) are popular new 

tobacco products [1]. Disposable EC and EH combine the battery and cartomizer into a single 

unit, which cannot be recharged [1]. Disposable EC/EH, which are similar in design but differ in 

their nicotine concentrations, flavors, and coloring, are sold in convenience stores, drug stores, 

gas stations, and on the Internet. Aerosols are generated from disposable EC/EH when the 

atomizing unit heats the fluid located in the chamber adjacent to the battery. EC/EH aerosols can 

be produced by either air-flow activation or by button-activation. Generally, EC/EH run out of 

battery power after several hundred puffs, at which time they no longer produce aerosol and are 

discarded. 

EC are comprised of metal components, and metals from these components are present 

in the aerosol of popular brands of cartomizer style EC, raising concerns about their safety [2–4]. 

High concentrations of tin were detected in the fluid of a popular brand of EC, and the 

concentrations of some metals in one brand of EC were higher in EC aerosol than in cigarette 

smoke [2]. Metals found in EC fluid and aerosol have included nickel, lead, chromium, copper, 

zinc, and silver [2–6]. Inhalation of metals can produce unwanted health effects such as 

coughing, wheezing, chest tightness, shortness of breath, and metallic taste in the mouth [2,7-9]. 

Some of the metals detected in EC aerosols, such as nickel, and lead, are considered 

carcinogens that could cause more severe health effects with long term use [10]. 

The purpose of this study was to identify the chemical elements, including metals, and 

quantify their concentrations in the aerosols from popular brands of disposable EC/EH, examine 
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the effect of puffing topography on elemental content in EC/EH aerosols, and determine the 

source of elements/metals found in EC/EH aerosols. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Selection of Disposable EC/EH and Conventional Cigarettes 

Disposable ECs were purchased from local retailers, drug stores, and on the Internet. 

The following ECs were evaluated: Vype (British American Tobacco Company, England), BluCig 

(Lorillard Inc., Greensboro, NC), NJOY King (NJOY, Scottsdale, AZ), Square 82 (PHD Marketing, 

Inc., Pomona, CA), Mistic (Mistic ECigs, Charlotte, NC), and V2 Cig (VMR Products LLC., Miami, 

FL). Disposable EHs were purchased from local smoke shops and from Internet vendors. The 

following brands of EHs were used: Starbuzz (PHD Marketing, Inc., Pomona, CA) (this device is 

labeled as an EC, but Starbuzz is a hookah specific brand), Imperial Hookah (Imperial Smoke, 

Santee, CA), Luxury Lites (Luxury Lites, Waco, TX), Smooth (Smooth Cigs, Spring, TX), and 

Tsunami (Tsunami Electronic Cigarette, Troy, MI) (Table 6.1). To compare EC/EH aerosol to 

conventional cigarettes, Marlboro Red cigarettes (Altria, Richmond, VA) were purchased from 

local retailers. All products were stored at room temperature. At least five copies of each EC/EH 

model was purchased at one time to ensure that direct comparisons could be made between 

models within a brand. 
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Dissection of Disposable EC/EH 

Disposable EC/EH units were cut at the level of the mouthpiece to reveal the intact 

atomizing unit [2,3]. The Poly-fil fibers were removed using forceps, exposing the sheath and 

wires. For each disposable unit, the following were recorded: type of activation, flavor, nicotine 

concentration (Table 6.1), the lab inventory letter code assigned to each unit, whether the Poly-fil 

was centrifuged after dissection, the amount of fluid recovered upon centrifugation, fluid color, 

integrity of the wire, condition of the solder and wick, and evidence of use before purchase. 

Cartomizer dissections were photographed using a Canon SLR digital camera, and individual 

components were imaged using the Nikon SMZ 745 stereomicroscope. 

 

Aerosol Preparation and Analysis in Disposable EC/EH 

All EC/EH aerosols and mainstream cigarette smoke were generated using a smoking 

machine described in detail previously [2,11–13]. EC/EH aerosol and conventional cigarette 

smoke were puffed into a 500 mL round bottom flask submerged in an ice bath and the opening 

of the flask was covered with Parafilm to prevent escape of the aerosol. A small glass capillary 

tube served as an exhaust. For each brand, aerosol solutions were prepared from three fresh 
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disposable units. For each unit, 4.3-second puffs [14] were taken every 5 minutes, and aerosol 

was allowed to fully dissolve in a solution of 10% nitric acid, 3% hydrochloric acid, and 87% 

deionized water before the next puff was added to the flask. Mainstream smoke from 

conventional cigarettes (Marlboro Red) was prepared as described above using the International 

Organization for Standardization protocol (ISO, 2.2-second puff, puff volume of 35 ml, every 

minute) and the Canadian Standard protocol (CS, 2.2-second puff duration, puff volume of 55 ml, 

every 30 seconds) [15]. The cigarettes used for the ISO and CS were purchased at different 

times. Room air was prepared in a similar fashion except no EC/EH was used for three samples. 

All aerosol/smoke/air samples were stored in 15 mL conical vials. An Optima 7300 PV (Perkin-

Elmer, Waltham, MA) inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) was 

used to quantify the concentrations of elements in each aerosol/smoke and the room air sample 

[3]. Details on the operation of the ICP-OES, quality control, operating parameters, and the limits 

of detection for each element are given in the supplementary data (Supplemental Material 6.1, 

Supplemental Table 6.1) and have been published previously [3]. The concentration of elements 

in room air samples were subtracted from the aerosol samples to determine the actual 

concentration in aerosol samples. Concentrations are presented as μg/10 puffs to allow 

comparison to the conventional cigarette smoke samples, which would be about 10 puffs. 

 

Effect of Puffing Topography on Elements in EC/EH Aerosols 

To determine how elements change with larger puffs, aerosols were generated using 

higher air-flow rates. To determine how element concentrations in aerosols vary with puff number, 

aerosols were generated as described in the above sections from three unused units. The first 60 

puffs were collected, then the devices were puffed for a particular number of puffs without 

collecting aerosol, and then the last 60 puffs of aerosol were collected. The number of puffs 

between the collection of the first 60 and last 60 puffs was determined from data in our prior study 

[1]. All samples of aerosol were then analyzed using ICP-OES [3]. 
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Elemental Analysis of Components in the Atomizing Units of Disposable EC/EH 

For each brand, dissected disposable EC/EH wires, wicks, sheaths, and the joints 

between the wires and batteries were mounted on aluminum pin stubs covered with carbon tape 

[2,3]. The morphology and elemental composition of each sample was analyzed using an FEI Co. 

NovaNano SEM 450 equipped with Oxford Instruments Inc. Aztec Synergy energy dispersive X-

ray spectrometer (EDS) fitted with an X-Max50 50 mm2 SDD detector with energy resolution of 

126 eV at MnK-alpha in the Central Facility for Advanced Microscopy and Microanalysis at the 

University of California at Riverside. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of samples not 

coated with conductive film were acquired in the secondary electron mode with a dedicated 

detector at 15 kV accelerating voltage. The spatial distribution of chemical elements was 

determined by generating elemental EDS maps using Aztec software [3]. The presence of minor 

elements below 1% weight in the analyzed components was determined by acquiring EDS 

spectra from selected points and quantifying the elemental concentrations. 

 

Statistical Analysis of Data 

The mean concentration of each element in each EC/EH brand was compared to the 

concentration in Marlboro Red mainstream smoke prepared with the ISO protocol using a two-

tailed t-test (GraphPad Prism). When Marlboro Red (ISO) had no detectable concentration of a 

particular element, a one group t-test was run with the value of the Marlboro Red group being set 

to zero. Means were considered to be significantly different when p < 0.05. When an element was 

below the limit of quantification, it was treated as a zero in the statistical analysis. 
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Results 

Representative Dissections of Air-Flow Activated and Button-Activated Disposable EC/EH 

Six disposable EC (Vype, Square 82, NJOY King, Mistic, BluCig, and V2 Cigs) and five 

disposable EH (Starbuzz, Tsunami, Imperial Hookah, Luxury Lites, and Smooth) were dissected 

to analyze the internal anatomy of the atomizing unit. Figure 6.1 shows a representative layout of 

the internal components of disposable air-flow activated (Figure 6.1A) and button-activated 

(Figure 6.1B) EC models. For air-flow and button-activated EC/EH, the internal components were 

very similar in design, and only the external shell varied in appearance. All brands had the same 

basic components: LED light, battery, air-tube, thick wires that joined to a thin wire (filament), 

wick, and one or two sheaths (not shown for air-flow activated) (Figure 6.1). A majority of the 

brands used in this study were air-flow activated models. For these brands, the air-tube was 

sometimes a solid piece of plastic (not shown), in contrast to the clear plastic style air-tube shown 

in Figure 6.1. The major difference between air-flow activated and button-activated EC/EH was 

the presence of an external button and underlying circuit board for activating aerosol production 

(insert in Figure 6.1B).  
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Abundance of Each Element in Individual Brands of Disposable EC Aerosol 

The first 60 puffs of aerosol were generated using five brands of disposable EC (Vype, 

Square 82, V2 Cigs, Mistic, and BluCig). For each brand, the first 60 puffs were collected using 

the lowest air-flow rate that produced a robust puff (Table 6.1), and the concentrations of 

elements/metals in each aerosol were analyzed using ICP-OES [2,3]. The relative abundances of 

elements with concentrations above 0.002 μg/10 puffs in EC aerosols are shown in pie charts 

(Figure 6.2). 
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While disposable EC are similar in design, the concentration of elements/metals in their 

aerosols varied within and between brands (Figure 6.2). The total concentration of 

elements/metals in EC aerosol ranged from 1.778 (BluCig) to 7.257 (Vype) μg/10 puffs (Figure 

6.2A–E). Silicon was the dominant element in the aerosols across all brands (Figure 6.2A–E). 

Other elements/metals that appeared frequently in the EC aerosols at concentrations greater than 

0.01 μg/10 puffs included calcium, copper, tin, potassium, boron and zinc (Figure 6.2A–E), while 

additional elements/metals were found in trace amounts. 
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Elemental Abundance in Disposable EC Aerosol at Low and High Air-Flow Rates 

To determine how the concentration of elements/metals in aerosols changes with air-flow 

rate, aerosols were generated for NJOY King using three unused units puffed at low air-flow rate 

(15 mL/s) and three different unused units puffed at a higher air-flow rate (21 mL/s) (Figure 6.3, 

Table 6.1). Increasing the air-flow rate resulted in a decrease in the total concentration of 

elements/metals from 3.584 to 2.358 μg/10 puffs. Disregarding sodium, which was not analyzed 

in the low air-flow rate samples, similar profiles were found in the samples of both the low and 

high air-flow rate (Figure 6.3). Silicon was the dominant element in the aerosol and contributed 

most to the overall total concentration, as was seen in the first 60 puffs for those EC shown in 

Figure 6.2. In addition to silicon, the dominant elements/metals in this experiment were calcium, 

sodium, copper, zinc, tin, boron and iron. These data suggest that the air-flow rate used in this 

experiment did have an effect on the total concentration, but not necessarily the type of 

elements/metals in the EC aerosols. 
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Abundance of Each Element in Individual Brands of Disposable EH Aerosol 

The first 60 puffs of aerosol were generated using four brands of disposable EHs 

(Imperial Hookah, Smooth, Starbuzz, and Tsunami). For each brand, the first 60 puffs were 

collected using the lowest air-flow rate that produced a robust puff (Table 6.1). Aerosols were 

analyzed as described previously using ICP-OES to determine the concentration of 

elements/metals present [2,3]. The concentrations of elements/metals and their relative 

abundance in EH aerosol are shown in the pie charts in Figure 6.4 for elements with 

concentrations above 0.002 μg/10 puffs. 

The total concentration of elements/metals in EH aerosol ranged from 2.009 (Tsunami) to 

3.570 (Imperial Hookah) μg/10 puffs (Figure 6.4A–D). For each EH brand, silicon was the 

dominant element in the aerosol and contributed most to the total concentration of elements 

(Figure 6.4A–D). Other elements/metals that were relatively abundant in EH aerosols included 

calcium, tin, copper, potassium, zinc, zirconium, and magnesium (Figure 6.4A–D). In Imperial 

Hookah, significant amounts of sodium, lead, boron, iron, and chromium were also detected. All 

other elements/metals were found in lower amounts (Figure 6.4). 

 

Comparison of Conventional Cigarette Smoke to EC/EH Aerosols 

The concentration of elements/metals in disposable EC/EH aerosol was compared to 

mainstream smoke from Marlboro Red cigarettes collected using ISO (Figure 6.2F, 6.4E) and CS 

protocols (Figure 6.2G, 6.4F). The total number of different elements found in smoke (N = 15) 

was less than the total number in EC/EH aerosol (N = 35). Cigarette smoke prepared using the 

ISO protocol yielded a higher total concentration of elements (4.259 μg/10 puffs) than most EC 

and EH aerosols, while smoke collected with the CS protocol had a lower total concentration 

(1.532 μg/10 puffs) than all EC/EH. As was seen with the EC/EH, silicon (ISO: 4.171, CS: 1.440 

μg/10 puffs) was the dominant element in cigarette smoke. Lead, which was not detected in 
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Marlboro Red cigarettes, was present in two brands of EH with one having as high as 0.165 ± 

0.048 μg/10 puffs. 
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Effect of Topography on Elements in Disposable EC/EH Aerosol 

To compare elements in aerosols created over time, the first 60 puffs and the last 60 

puffs were generated using the lowest air-flow rate that produced robust aerosol from four brands 

of disposable EC/EH (Square 82, Luxury Lites, V2 Cigs, and BluCig) (Table 6.1). The 

concentration of elements/metals and their relative abundance in EC/EH aerosol are shown in 

Figure 6.5. The total concentration of elements/metals found in the first 60 puffs ranged from 

1.302 to 3.904 μg/10 puffs (Figure 6.5A, C, E, G), with Square 82 having the highest overall total 

concentration and BluCig having the lowest (Figure 6.5A, G). The total concentration of 

elements/metals for the last 60 puffs ranged from 0.950 to 3.816 μg/10 puffs (Figure 6.5B, D, F, 

H) with Luxury Lites having the highest overall concentration and BluCig having the lowest 

concentration (Figure 6.5D, H). Silicon was the dominant element in both the first and last 60 

puffs, and, for all brands except Luxury Lites, the concentration of silicon decreased during the 

last 60 puffs. Other metals detected in concentrations greater than 0.01 μg/10 puffs included 

copper, sodium, potassium, zinc, boron, iron, lead, and aluminum. Tin and lead were detected in 

Luxury Lites (Figure 6.5C, D). The relative amounts of the dominant elements (silicon and 

copper) were similar in Square 82 for the first and last 60 puffs. However, while silicon was 

always the dominant element in the remaining brands, the relative abundance of the other 

elements varied between the first and last 60 puffs. The most striking difference was seen in V2 

cigs which had significantly more sodium in the last 60 puffs than in the first 60 puffs (Figure 

6.5F). 
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Comparison of Individual Elements Across Brands of Disposable EC/EH and Conventional 

Cigarettes 

Individual elements in each product were compared to each other and to Marlboro Red 

(ISO and CS) to determine how element concentrations varied within and between brands (Figure 

6.6). Significant differences were evaluated by performing t-tests between the Marlboro Red 

group (ISO) and each individual EC or EH for each element. Mercury was not found in any 

EC/EH product, while rubidium, arsenic, silver, cobalt, bismuth, palladium, and cadmium were 

rarely found (Supplemental Figure 6.1). Twelve of the elements (potassium, iridium, zirconium, 

tungsten, lanthanum, barium, indium, vanadium, chromium, molybdenum, manganese, titanium) 

were found in as few as four and as many as seven brands, but were not significantly different 

from the Marlboro Red group (Supplemental Figure 6.2). Sixteen of the elements (silicon, 

calcium, sodium, copper, magnesium, tin, lead, zinc, boron, selenium, aluminum, iron, 

germanium, antimony, nickel, strontium) were present in most of the brands of EC/EH, except for 

lead which was present in only two brands (Figure 6.6, Supplemental Figure 6.3). In some 

brands, these elements were significantly higher than in the Marlboro Red group. The 

concentrations of elements were often variable both between brands and within EC/EH brands 

(Figure 6.6). In contrast, there was less variability in element concentrations in the Marlboro Red 

groups. 
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Elemental Analysis of the Atomizer Components in Disposable EC/EH 

To determine the elemental composition of the components of disposable EC/EH, 

dissected atomizer units were examined using SEM (Figure 6.7 -6.8, Table 6.2, Supplemental 

Figure 6.4). The structure and composition of the filament, thick wire, and joints between wires 

are shown for BluCig in Figure 6.7. For most brands (BluCig, NJOY King, Mistic, V2 Cigs, Luxury 

Lites, Smooth, Tsunami, and Imperial Hookah), the filament was comprised of nickel and 

chromium (Figure 6.7B, C, Supplemental Figure 6.4A, Table 6.2). In contrast, filaments in Square 

82 contained mainly chromium, iron, and aluminum (Kanthal) (Figure 6.7G–I), as well as 

molybdenum, titanium, and copper (Supplemental Figure 6.4B). Vype and Starbuzz had iron, 

chromium, and nickel in the filament (Table 6.2).  

The thick wire was usually made of copper coated with silver as shown for BluCig (Figure 

6.7D–E). In contrast, NJOY King, Tsunami, and Starbuzz had a copper and nickel thick wire 

coated with silver (Supplemental Figure 6.4F, Table 6.2), and Smooth had a copper wire coated 

with tin (Table 6.2). The thick wire and filament were joined using either clamps or solder. Five 

brands (BluCIg, NJOY King, Mistic, Vype, and Starbuzz) had wires joined by copper/zinc (brass) 

clamps (Figure 6.7A, D, F, Supplemental Figure 6.4A, Table 6.2), while the remaining brands 

(Square 82, V2 Cigs, Luxury Lites, Smooth, Tsunami, and Imperial Hookah) had wires joined with 

solder (Figure 6.7J, Supplemental Figure 6.4C, F, Table 6.2). 
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The solder in all brands was predominantly made of tin as shown for Square 82 and 

Tsunami (Figure 6.7J, K, S, T). The tin solder in Square 82 also contained calcium (Figure 6.7L). 

Imperial Hookah and Luxury Lites had both tin and lead in the solder joint between wires (Figure 

6.7M–R, Table 6.2) and lead was found in their aerosols (Figure 6.4A, 6.5C, 6.5D). While the 

joints between the thick wire and battery were made of tin solder in all brands, these joints in 

Luxury Lites and Imperial Hookah also contained lead (Table 6.2). 

In all brands of EC/EH, the sheaths, which are added for insulation, were comprised of 

silicon, oxygen, calcium, aluminum, and magnesium with silicon being the dominant element as 

shown for BluCig (Figure 6.8A–F, 6.8M, Table 6.2). Luxury Lites and Smooth had sodium in 

addition to the above mentioned elements in their sheaths (Table 6.2). NJOY King was the only 

brand for which the sheath was comprised mainly of silicon, oxygen, and calcium (Table 6.2).  

The wick, which the filament wraps around, was predominantly silicon and oxygen, as 

shown for BluCig (Figure 6.8G–I, Table 6.2). For BluCig, Mistic and Luxury Lites, the wicks had 

the same composition as the sheath, with Luxury Lites lacking magnesium (Figure 6.8J–L, 6.8N, 

Table 6.2). 
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Discussion 

This is the first study to analyze elements/metals in the aerosols from disposable EC/EH. 

Thirty-five elements/metals were found in aerosols of 11 different brands of EC/EH (Table 6.3). 

Vype and Square 82 had the highest total concentration of elements/metals, while Mistic and 

BluCig had the lowest. Twenty-one of the elements found in EC/EH aerosol (e.g. copper, tin, and 

lead) were not present in conventional cigarette smoke, while others (e.g. zinc, aluminum and 

iron) were present in both aerosol and smoke. Fifteen of the 21 elements (calcium, sodium, 

copper, magnesium, tin, lead, zinc, boron, aluminum, iron, germanium, antimony, selenium, 

nickel and strontium) were found in most EC/EH products, in some cases at concentrations that 

were significantly higher than in conventional cigarettes. Silicon was the dominant element in all 

aerosols from EC/EH products as well as in smoke from conventional cigarettes. In two brands of 

EH, lead was present in both the tin solder joints and aerosol. The total concentration of elements 

was higher at low air-flow rates, while the number of individual elements was similar at both low 
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and high air-flow rates. However, the composition of the elements in aerosols was different in the 

first and last 60 puffs. 

 

The concentrations of specific elements in Marlboro Red smoke were usually similar for 

different samples, and a similar relationship was also observed for some of the EC/EH products. 

For example, the variance for specific elements was small for each individual BluCig unit. 

However, the concentrations of specific elements within brands of EC/EH was sometimes highly 

variable (e.g., silicon in Mistic, NJOY King, Square 82 and Vype or tin in Luxury Lites). Users of 

EC/EH products, who do not normally have methods to identify EC/EH with high concentrations 
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of elements/metals should be aware of these variations in concentrations between and within 

brands. Moreover, EC users have highly variable topographies [16] which could also affect 

concentrations of elements/metals in aerosol and our numbers may underestimate concentrations 

for some users. Improvements in manufacturing and design could make element/metal emissions 

in EC/EH aerosols more uniform within a brand and reduce those that are relatively high in 

concentration. 

While the external features of disposable EC/EH differed in diameter, length, and shell 

design [1], the components of the atomizing chambers were similar among brands. The overall 

anatomy of the atomizers was also similar to that of cartomizer EC, except that the sheath 

covering the filament was much longer in the disposable brands [3]. Button-activated models had 

a circuit board outside the atomizing chamber that could contribute to elements in the aerosol. 

Mercury was not found in any of the EC/EH aerosols, while rubidium, arsenic, silver, 

cobalt, bismuth, palladium, and cadmium were found in only one or two samples of aerosol 

(Table 6.3). The results with mercury would need confirmation since it is difficult to analyze by 

ICP-OES [17]. In a prior study, up to 0.22 μg/150 puffs of cadmium were detected in the aerosol 

of other EC brands [4]. This discrepancy in the cadmium data may be due to differences in the 

brands used, number of puffs collected, and/or the methods of analysis. The silver found in one 

aerosol likely came from the silver coating on the thick wire. Because silver has a high melting 

point (962˚C) and the thick wire was always covered by Teflon, silver may not pass readily from 

the wire into the aerosol. 

Twelve elements (potassium, iridium, zirconium, tungsten, lanthanum, barium, indium, 

vanadium, chromium, molybdenum, manganese, titanium), which were not significantly different 

in concentration from the Marlboro Red group (ISO), were each present in at least four brands of 

EC/EH (Supplemental Figure 6.2). The lack of significant difference may be due to the large 

variances that were seen between units within some brands (e.g., chromium and lanthanum in 

Smooth). In all brands, the filament was made of chromium and nickel (nickel concentrations 
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were sometimes significantly higher than in cigarette smoke), which were present in low levels in 

aerosols, perhaps due to their relatively high melting points (1857˚C and 1453˚C, respectively). 

Our data are consistent with concentrations of chromium and nickel reported previously in EC 

aerosols [2,4]. Molybdenum and titanium were present in the filament of Square 82, but not its 

aerosol, suggesting the metal alloy is stable during heating cycles. The sources of the other 

elements in Supplemental Figure 6.2 were not identified by SEM/EDS, either because their levels 

were below the limit of detection for the SEM/EDS or because they originated outside of the 

atomizing chamber, which was the only part of the EC/EH analyzed. 

Sixteen elements (silicon, calcium, sodium, copper, magnesium, tin, lead, zinc, boron, 

selenium, aluminum, iron, germanium, antimony, nickel and strontium) were significantly different 

in concentration from the Marlboro Red group (ISO) and were present in most brands of EC/EH 

(Figure 6.6, Supplemental Figure 6.3). All elements in this group were present in at least one 

brand of EC/EH at concentrations significantly higher than in the Marlboro Red group, and these 

will be discussed in more detail. 

Silicon was the most abundant element in the aerosols of all brands, regardless of 

topography, and in most samples, accounted for over 50% of the total weight of all the elements 

(Figure 6.6). Its concentrations (0.094 to 6.835 μg/10 puffs) overlapped the 2.24 μg/10 puffs 

reported previously in a cartomizer style EC [2]. The most likely sources of the aerosolized silicon 

were the sheath and wick, which were made of delicate finely woven silicate glass threads with 

minor sodium, potassium, calcium and magnesium (fiberglass) that can easily break when 

handled. The silicon in the aerosol probably came from fragments of the sheath/wick that broke 

off during manufacturing and/or are released during heating/cooling cycles. Consistent with the 

latter idea, some wicks were blackened and damaged near the filament after use (not shown). 

We previously observed small silicate beads that may have included nanoparticles on the surface 

of the wick and in aerosols from a cartomizer EC [2]. Further work is needed on the forms of 
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silicon and silicate fiberglass delivered by ECs/EHs and their health effects associated with their 

inhalation. 

Copper (0.044 to 0.610 μg/10 puffs), which was one of the most abundant elements in 

the aerosol of most brands of EC/EH (Figure 6.6), was similar in concentration to those reported 

in other cartomizer style ECs (0.011 to 0.203 μg/10 puffs) [2,3], but not as high as the 

concentrations (0.243 to 2.247 μg/10 puffs) found by Lerner et al 2014. The most likely sources of 

copper were the thick wire and brass clamps. Although copper has a high melting point (1084˚C), 

it is possible that with rapid heating, high air-flow, and frequent puffs, the thick wire and brass 

clamps, which are in close proximity to the filament, emit copper into the aerosol. EC aerosols 

contain copper nanoparticles [18], and it is likely that some of the mass from the copper we 

detected was due to nanoparticles. The inhalation of copper nanoparticles can cause damage to 

the kidney, liver, and spleen [19], and long-term inhalation of copper could lead to nose, skin, and 

eye irritation as well as headaches, dizziness, and nausea [20,21], which have been reported by 

EC users [7,22]. 

Tin (0.016 to 0.245 μg/10 puffs) was found in 9 of 11 brands of EC/EH aerosol, and its 

concentrations were significantly higher than in Marlboro Red smoke in four of the five EH brands 

(Figure 6.6). None of the EC/EH had concentrations as high as 11.368 μg/10 puffs, which we 

observed previously in a cartomizer style EC [3]. Tin was detected in the aerosol of the six brands 

of EC/EH that used tin solder joints between the filament and thick wire. Because tin melts at 

232˚C and EC can heat to over 300˚C [23], it is probable that melting solder joints contributed tin 

to the aerosol. In support of this, the concentration of tin was highest in Imperial Hookah, Luxury 

Lites, Smooth, and Tsunami, which all had friable solder joints that did not cover the underlying 

wires. Three brands (BluCig, NJOY King, and Vype) used brass clamps between the wires, and 

the tin in their aerosol likely originated from the solder joints between the wire and battery. Square 

82 was the only brand with solder joints containing tin and calcium; in this brand, there was no 

calcium detected in the aerosol, and the solder joints appeared intact by SEM, which agrees with 
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the concentration of tin being low. Inhalation of tin can cause respiratory irritation and prolonged 

exposure can result in stannosis [8,24,25]. 

Lead was present in the solder joints and aerosol of Imperial Hookah and Luxury Lites 

(0.007 to 0.165 μg/10 puffs) (Figure 6.6). The concentration in Imperial Hookah and Luxury Lites 

were higher than that reported previously in several EC [2,4]. Historically, lead has been used to 

stabilize solder. However, because of its toxicity, the use of lead in solder has been banned in 

many countries including China, where most EC/EH products are manufactured [26]. Our data 

show that the ban on using lead in solder is not strictly enforced, and EC/EH users cannot 

assume their products are lead free. Lead has a melting point of 327˚C, which is within the 

heating range of EC/EH [23]. Ironically, in most of the Imperial Hookah and Luxury Lites solder 

joints, the solder appeared to have partially melted, indicating that lead was not helpful in 

stabilizing these joints. Products from both Imperial Hookah and Luxury Lites were tested in 2013 

and again in 2015, and the solder joints from both purchases contained lead. Inhaled lead can be 

absorbed in the respiratory tract and distributed to the soft tissues, liver, and central nervous 

system [27]. Lead is classified as a carcinogen by the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) and 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [10, 26–30]. 

Three alkali and alkaline earth metals (sodium, magnesium, and calcium) were frequently 

present in the aerosols of disposable EC/EH (Fig 6). Disposable EC delivered higher 

concentrations of these elements than a cartomizer style EC [2]. The sheath and wick were the 

likely sources of the magnesium, calcium, and sodium. These elements occurred as oxides or 

silicates and their melting temperatures would have been above 1000˚C. These elements could 

cause mild to moderate skin and eye irritation, and chronic inhalation could lead to liquefaction 

necrosis of soft tissues [31], which might explain why some users have reported pain in muscles, 

as well as skin and eye complications [7]. 

Zinc (0.003 to 0.048 μg/10 puffs) was detected in the aerosol of all 11 brands of EC/EH 

(Figure 6.6), but was lower in concentration than we previously detected in aerosols from 
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cartomizer EC (0.127 μg/10 puffs) [3]. The major source of zinc was likely the brass clamps that 

joined the filament and the thick wire. Five brands with brass clamps (BluCig, NJOY King, Mistic, 

Vype, and Starbuzz) had higher zinc concentrations in their aerosols than brands with solder 

between the thick and thin wires. Although all brands contained zinc in their aerosols, 6 of 11 

brands did not contain brass clamps, indicating that zinc could come from other sources, such as 

the shell, circuit board, or the battery chamber, which were not analyzed by SEM/EDS. Zinc has a 

relatively low melting point (420˚C), which could explain its presence in the aerosols. In most 

EC/EH, zinc concentrations were similar within and between brands and similar also to zinc 

concentrations in Marlboro Red smoke (ISO and CS). Inhalation of zinc could contribute to metal 

fume fever, decreased pulmonary function [8,32], chest pains, and coughing, which are 

symptoms that EC users have reported [7]. 

Eight elements (boron, selenium, aluminum, iron, germanium, antimony, nickel and 

strontium) (Figure 6.6, Supplemental Figure 6.3) were overall lower in concentration than the 

above-mentioned elements, but each of these elements was significantly higher in concentration 

in 1 to 6 of the EC/EH aerosols than in the Marlboro Red cigarette smoke. The source of the 

aluminum is most likely the sheath, and the source of iron is unknown, but is likely the shell that 

encloses the atomizing unit as previously reported in a cartomizer style EC [2]. Nickel as 

mentioned before was predominantly found in the thin nichrome filament of the atomizing unit. 

The sources of the other elements could not be determined by SEM/EDS, probably because their 

concentrations were below the limit of detection for this method. Inhalation of these elements can 

deposit in the lung and cause respiratory irritation [33–35]. 

The Marlboro Red cigarettes that were puffed according to the ISO protocol had a higher 

total concentration of elements than the cigarettes smoked using the CS protocol and all EC/EH 

brands except Vype and Square 82. The lower concentration of elements in the smoke from the 

CS protocol may be due to the higher air-flow rate used, which diluted the concentration of 

elements [36], a pattern that was also seen with the NJOY King EC puffed at low and high air-
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flow rates. It is also possible that the elements differed in the tobacco used for ISO and CS 

smoke, since the packs were purchased at different times, and metals in conventional cigarette 

smoke vary with origin of the tobacco leaves [37,38]. The total number of elements was greater in 

all EC/EH than in the Marlboro Reds smoked using the ISO and the CS protocols. Of 36 elements 

screened, 21 (calcium, sodium, copper, magnesium, lead, potassium, strontium, selenium, 

rubidium, arsenic, silver, cobalt, bismuth, palladium, cadmium, iridium, tungsten, lanthanum, 

vanadium, molybdenum, manganese) were detected in at least one brand of EC/EH, but not in 

Marlboro Red smoke. Chromium, lead, and manganese have been reported in cigarette smoke 

by others [39–42], which again may be related to differences in tobacco leaves [40,41]. 

Our data will be useful in future assessments of risk associated with inhalation of 

elements/metals in EC/EH aerosols. EC/EH are recreational products that produce complex 

mixtures of elements/metals in aerosols by heating fluid and metal components in the atomizing 

unit. Most regulatory standards, such as minimal risk levels (MRL), permissible exposure limits 

(PEL), or recommended exposure limits (REL), are intended for occupational, not recreational, 

exposure. Occupational limits are normally established for single elements in ambient air and do 

not take into account the complex mixtures of elements/metals that are produced during heating 

of EC/EH. Moreover, occupational limits are recommended to not exceed inhalation of a 

particular element over the course of a normal work week, while EC/EH are recreational products 

that consumers inhale aerosol intermittently throughout the day, making their exposure pattern 

different than occupational exposure. 

The most appropriate method for evaluating risk from elemental/metal exposure of 

inhaled EC/EH aerosol would be an EPA risk cup assessment that takes into account all 

elements present in an aerosol. The EPA‘s ―risk cup‖, an addition to the Food Quality Protection 

Act (FQPA), was created to assess cumulative exposures (diet, air, water, non-occupational, etc.) 

to pesticides and establish maximum permissible exposures for all constituents from a group of 

chemicals in contrast to assessing the risk of an individual chemical [43–45]. When the risk cup is 
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full (exceeding 100%) no further exposure is permitted and regulatory attention is needed [44]. 

Currently, this type of assessment cannot be performed on EC/EH aerosols as there is not acute, 

sub-chronic, and chronic inhalation data for most elements/metals in EC/EH aerosols, and 

therefore the appropriate reference concentrations, which are need for performing a risk cup 

assessment, have not been established for EC/EH metal exposures. Our study does identify the 

types and concentrations of elements in EC/EH aerosol and provides foundational information on 

which elements should be evaluated in the future to acquire inhalation reference concentrations. 

We did a preliminary risk cup assessment (not shown) using available reference doses (not 

concentrations) for oral exposure of some of the elements/metals in EC/EH aerosols and found 

that selenium and antimony in many of the brands exceeded the 100% risk cup limit. This 

preliminary observation emphasizes the need for reference concentrations for the elements 

reported in EC/EH aerosols so that in the future, a risk cup assessment can be performed using 

reference concentrations for all elements in these aerosols. 

In summary, our results demonstrate that aerosols from popular disposable EC/EH 

contain at least 35 elements/metals, 21 of which were not found in cigarette smoke. Some 

elements/metals were present in significantly higher concentrations in EC/EH aerosol than in 

cigarette smoke. There is variability between and within brands in element concentration and in 

the number of elements present in EC/EH aerosol. Most elements/metals in EC/EH aerosols 

likely originated from components in the atomizer, such as the filament, solder joints, wick and 

sheath. In evaluating the potential health effects of the elements/metals in EC/EH aerosols, it will 

be important to consider that they are inhaled as a complex mixture which is heated, and it will be 

necessary to have more information on reference concentrations for a valid risk cup  assessment 

of the elements/metals detected in EC/EH aerosols. 
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Supporting Information 

Supplemental figures 6.1-6.4, Supplemental Table 6.1, and Supplemental Material: Additional 

Materials and Methods can be found below. 
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Supplemental Figure 6.2 
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Supplemental Figure 6.3 
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Supplemental Figure 6.4 
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Supplemental Table 6.1 
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Abstract 
 
 

Objective: Our purpose was to examine the effect of puffing topography and method of collection 

on 19 elements/metals in aerosols of six tank-style electronic cigarettes (EC) and to determine 

their source. 

 

Methods: Aerosols were collected using a cold trap or impinger and various puffing topographies. 

19 elements were quantified using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy, and 

atomizers were analyzed using scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive 

spectroscopy.  

 

Results: 16 elements/metals were in the aerosols of tank style EC. Their total concentrations 

ranged from 43 to 3,138 µg/L with the impinger method of collection and were somewhat higher 

with the cold trap method. The concentrations of individual elements were often similar across 

brands and across topographies. Some elements (e.g., zinc) were present in most aerosols, while 

others were found rarely. Concentrations of some elements (e.g., lead) increased in aerosols as 

voltage/power increased. Atomizer components were the source of most elements/metals in the 

aerosols. The model with fewest metal parts in the atomizer had the fewest metals in its aerosols.  

 

Conclusion: All tank style aerosols had elements/metals that originated in the atomizers and 

concentrations increased with increasing power. Concentrations of some elements were high 

enough to be a health concern.  
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Chapter 7 

Effects of Model, Method of Collection, and Topography on Chemical Elements and Metals 

in the Aerosol of Tank-Style Electronic Cigarettes 

 

Introduction 

Electronic cigarettes (EC) are popular tobacco products consisting of a battery, atomizing 

unit, and e-liquid.[1,2] Since their introduction in 2005, the EC market has evolved, and new 

styles of EC have frequently been released.[3–5] Currently, there are three basic types of EC 

available.  The cartomizer-style EC combines the cartridge and atomizing unit, which can be 

purchased separately from the battery.[6] In 2013, manufacturers introduced the disposable style 

which combined the cartomizer and the battery into a single unit, which is discarded after use.[7] 

Because both the cartomizer and disposable EC resemble conventional cigarettes, they are often 

referred to as ―cig-a-likes‖.[8]  

Consumers sometimes modify the cartomizer style EC by using spare batteries or 

homemade batteries salvaged from older electronic devices that could produce larger puffs.[9] As 

the popularity of these EC grew, manufacturers introduced EC that contained larger batteries, 

which are fully customizable with variable battery voltage and wattage, and larger reservoirs to 

hold more e-liquid.[4,5,10] These original ―tank‖ style EC batteries were slightly larger than those 

in cartomizer style products. The batteries come in three styles: (1) variable voltage, which is a 

larger powered battery, (2) box Mod Style, which is box-shape and allows the consumer to vary 

the voltage and wattage with an additional input and output port to charge portable devices, (3) 

variable wattage mod style, requires two internal rechargeable batteries that power the device 

and can control the voltage and wattage.[11] The tank models heat to temperatures above 300°C 

and produce formaldehyde.[12,13]  

One appealing feature of the tank style EC is the large capacity tanks that can be filled 

with numerous choices of e-liquids. These larger capacity reservoirs come in four styles: (1) 
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clearomizers, which are basic reservoirs that do not come apart and are transparent so the 

consumer can see the fluid within the tank, (2) tank/sub-ohm tanks, which are larger capacity 

than the clearomizer and use low resistant coils, and (3) rebuildable atomizers that include 

drippable atomizers (RDA) and rebuilable tank atomizers, which require the consumer to build 

their own coils and insert a wick.[4,14] Most cartomizer and disposable EC contain compartments 

that store only 200-1,500 µL, whereas the clearomizers hold 1-3 mL, and tanks hold 2-5 mL of 

fluid.[4,14] The larger tanks are more convenient for consumers because they do not have to 

continually purchase new replacement cartomizers or disposable models, and they no longer 

have to discard disposable brands when the fluid runs out, which is more cost effective and 

environmentally friendly. Tanks are usually sold empty and then filled with e-liquids that are 

available commercially or are blended by the user. E-liquids are available in different flavors, such 

as sweet, fruity, tobacco, and minty.[15–18] These e-liquids contain many flavor chemicals 

including vanillin, maltol, ethyl maltol, and benzaldehyde.[16,18,19] Some refill fluids contain 

cinnamaldehyde, which is cytotoxic to human embryonic stem cells and differentiated cells and 

adversely affect health.[15,17,18,20,21]  

As shown in previous studies, EC are made of metal components, and metals have been 

reported in their aerosols.[19,22–26] Both cartomizer and disposable EC contained 22 different 

chemical elements, mostly metals, in their aerosols with tin, copper, zinc, lead, nickel, and silicon 

having higher concentrations in EC aerosols than in conventional cigarette smoke.[8,19,22,23,25] 

Most of elements were generated from the different components of the atomizing unit, such as 

the nichrome wire, solder joints, brass clamps, and insulating sheaths and wicks.[22,25] The 

elemental composition of the aerosols is a concern due to the presence of elements that can 

cause serious health effects with prolonged exposure.[27,28] Metals, such as chromium, nickel, 

iron, and aluminum have been recently reported in aerosols from tank style EC.[26] The 

concentrations present in the tank-style EC aerosols were considerably higher than the cig-a-like 

counterparts.[25,26] 
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We have concentrated in this study on various tank style products and the elements 

present in their aerosols. The specific purposes of this study were to: (1) evaluate the design 

features of four tanks and two RDA style EC, (2) analyze the metals in the components of the 

atomizers, (3) determine how method of collection affects metals in EC aerosols, (4) identify and 

quantify the elements that transfer to the aerosols produced by tank mods and RDA, and (5) 

evaluate the effect of puffing topography and battery power on elements in the aerosols. Work 

was done in controlled laboratory conditions. 

  

Materials and Methods 

Battery, Tank, and Refill Fluid Selection  

For this generational study, five batteries, four tanks, and two RDA were selected based 

on their popularity over the past 3 years. Popularity was established by speaking with clerks at a 

local vape shop near the UCR campus and mining information on leading e-liquid manufacturers‘ 

websites (Table 7.1). The following EC batteries were used: Ego C-Twist (Joyetech Co, 

ShenZhen, China), iTaste MV P2.0 (Innokin, Henzhen, China), Nemesis (HCigar Technology Co, 

ShenZhen, China), Nemesis (Shenzhen HCIGAR Technology Co., Ltd., Baoan District, China), 

iPV6X (Pioneer4you, Shenzhen iPV Vaping Technology Co, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China), and 

Smok Alien (Shenzhen IVPS Technology Co., Ltd, Shenzhen, China). The following tanks and 

rebuildable dripping atomizers (RDA) were used: Kangertech Protank (Kangertech, ShenZhen, 

China), Aspire Nautilus tank (Aspire, ShenZhen, China), Kanger T3S tank (Kangertech, 

ShenZhen, China), Tsunami 2.4 (Tsunami Vapor Glass, Troy, MI), and Smok tank (Shenzhen 

IVPS Technology Co., Ltd, Shenzhen, China), Clone RDA. Products were inventoried and stored 

at room temperature. 

All experiments were performed using popular refill fluids that were purchased from a 

local vape shop near the UCR campus: WTF (12 mg nicotine/ml) (2014) (OMG, Los Angeles, 

CA), Pink Starburst (6 mg nicotine/ml) (2014) (e-Liq Cube, Norwalk, CA), and Breezy Shake (6 
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mg nicotine/ml) (2017) (Milkshake Liquids, City of Industry, CA). All fluids were stored at room 

temperature.  

 

Dissections of Replaceable Atomizer Coils for Tank-Style EC  

All replaceable atomizing coils were removed from the tanks and dissected to reveal 

inner components. For each coil, the following were recorded: brand, integrity of the wire, the 

number of wires, resistance, presence or absence of solder, type of wick, number of wicks, and 

any additional observations that were relevant. For all RDA, the wires and wicks were removed 

from the base. All atomizing coils and other the components were photographed using a Nikon 

SMZ 750 stereoscope and Canon SLR digital camera. 
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Elemental Analysis of Components Using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy 

Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 

For each atomizing coil, the dissected components (wires, wick, coil shell) were prepared 

for examination by SEM/EDS, as described previously.[22,23,25] The individual components of 

the coil were mounted on aluminum pin stubs covered with carbon tape.[23,25] The morphology 

and elemental composition of each sample were analyzed using a FEI Co. NovaNano SEM 450 

equipped with Oxford Instruments plc Aztec Synergy EDS fitted with a X-Max50 50 mm
2
 SDD 

detector with energy resolution of 129 eV at MnKα in the Central Facility for Advanced 

Microscopy and Microanalysis at the University of California at Riverside. SEM images of 

uncoated samples were acquired in the secondary electron mode and backscatter mode with a 

dedicated detector at 15 kV accelerating voltage. The elemental mapping of metals was 

determined using Aztec software as described in supplemental materials.   

 

Evaluation of Leaching of Elements from Glassware 

 When quantifying trace amounts of elements/metals in EC aerosols, it is important to 

make sure that all glassware and plastic-ware are acid washed to prevent leaching of elements 

from the container into the sample. To evaluate leaching from the 500-mL round bottom flasks 

(Pyrex, Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH) that were used in the cold trap method of aerosol 

collection, new round bottom flasks were filled with 10% nitric acid/3% hydrochloric acid and 

allowed to soak for 24 hours for 2 days. After the soaking period, a sample of the fluid was 

collected and analyzed for elemental content using the ICP OES. This experiment was repeated 

for 2 days.  

Similar evaluations were done with new impingers that were then used with the impinger 

method of aerosol collection. The glass impingers (Kimble-Chase, Vineland, NJ) were filled with 

130 mL of 2% nitric acid for 24 hours after which samples of the fluid were collected for elemental 

analysis using the ICP OES. This procedure was repeated for 5 days, and samples were 
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collected and analyzed each day. In all subsequent aerosol collections done with impingers, 

presoaking was done for 5 days.  

   

ICP-OES Aerosol Sample Preparation Cold Trap Method 

All aerosols were generated using a smoking machine as described before.[22,23,25] EC 

were puffed into a 500 mL round bottom flasks covered with Parafilm and submerged in an ice 

bath. A small glass capillary served as an exhaust. Aerosol solutions were prepared using one 

atomizing unit. For each sample, 60 total puffs (4.3 seconds each) were taken, and aerosol was 

allowed to fully dissolve in a solution of 10% nitric acid, 3% hydrochloric acid, and 87% deionized 

water before the next puff was added to the flask. Room air was prepared in a similar fashion with 

no EC being puffed. All samples were stored in 15 mL conical vials (Falcon, Fisher Scientific, 

Hampton, NH). ICP-OES analysis was used to quantify the concentrations of elements in the 

aerosol using an Optima 7300 PV (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA).[23,25] ICP OES running 

conditions and quality controls are described in detail the supplemental materials. 

 

Effect of Puffing Topography on Elemental Concentrations Using the Cold Trap Method 

To evaluate the effect of puffing topography, aerosols were generated using four different 

puffing topographies: low voltage-low air flow rate, low voltage-high air flow rate, high voltage-low 

air flow rate, and high voltage-high air flow rate (Table 7.1). Aerosols were generated as 

described above using each puffing parameter.  

 

ICP-OES Aerosol Sample Preparation Using the Impinger Method 

Aerosols were collected at room temperature using two glass impingers set up in tandem. 

All impingers were soaked in 2% nitric acid for 5 days before use, and the solution was changed 

daily. All batteries were set to the highest voltage (2.8-5.0V) for all batteries (Table 7.1), and a 4.3 

second puff was taken every minute using a 7 mL/s (30.1 mL puff) air-flow rate (Table 7.1). 
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Aerosols were bubbled through impingers into a 2% nitric acid, 98% deionized water. Room air 

samples were generated in a similar fashion with the air pulled through a disposable inline filter 

(Ultra Filtration System, Sterling Heights, MI). Three separate batches of aerosol were prepared 

for each brand.  All samples were stored in 15 mL conical vials that had been pre-sealed with 

nitric acid to prevent leaching. Metals were analyzed using an ICP-OES as described above.  

 

Effect of Puffing Topography on Elemental Concentrations Using Impinger Method 

To evaluate the effect of puffing topography, two puffing protocols were used. In the first 

protocol referred to as ―continuous puffing‖, aerosols were generated using method as described 

above where a 4.3 s puff was taken every minute without breaks. The second protocol referred to 

as the ―Interval puffing‖, aerosols were generated taking a 4.3 s puff every minute for 10 minutes, 

then waiting 5-20 minutes to allow the tank and battery to cool before collecting another 10 puffs. 

 

Statistical Analysis on the Concentrations of Elements Found in Tank-Style EC Aerosols 

The raw data was used to conduct the statistical analysis on the total and individual 

element/metals concentrations. For total concentrations, a two-way ANOVA with Fisher post-hoc 

test and Bonferroni correction was performed for each brand, with the exception of Clone, using 

Minitab (Minitab (Minitab, Inc., State College, PA).  For Clone and elements/metals with 

concentrations from only two topographies, an unpaired t-tests with Welch‘s correction was used 

to determine statistically significant differences between the two concentrations using Prism 

(GraphPad, La Jolla, CA). For any element/metal that had concentrations from three or more 

topographies, a one-way ANOVA with Fisher post-hoc test and Bonferroni correction was 

performed using Minitab. When p values were less than 0.05, the comparison was considered 

significantly different. When a concentration was below the limit of detection, it was treated as a 

zero for the statistical analysis.  
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 Results 

Design and Anatomy of Battery and Tank-Style EC 

The external appearance of the batteries, tanks, and atomizing coils used are presented 

in Figure 7.1. The batteries and tanks varied in size and design (Figure 7.1A). The batteries for 

the tank-style EC are all significantly larger than those of the cartomizer and disposable EC 

models. Some come apart to allow for customizability (Supplemental Figure 7.1A-C). The 

atomizing units that heat the refill fluid stored in the tank varied in size, design, and resistance 

(Figure 7.1B). The atomizing coils come either as two separate pieces that can be connected 

together or a single solid piece (Figure 7.1C-J). A side profile of the top of an atomizing unit is 

shown in Figure 7.1C. The heating coil is nestled in the top piece, as shown in Figure 7.1D (red 

arrow). The tanks come in two designs: the reservoir form or the RDA. The RDAs allow the 

consumer to build the atomizer by choosing the wire and wick. Two RDAs were used in the study 

(Figures 7.1E-L). The Clone RDA, which requires two coiled wires and two folded wicks, is shown 

being assembled (Figure 7.1E) and after assembly with the coils and two wicks in place (Figure 

7.1F). If the wires are connected properly, the coils will heat (Figure 7.1G). For the RDAs, the 

consumer drips refill fluid directly onto the heated coil, as seen for the Clone (Supplemental 

Figure 7.1E), and the refill fluid changes color after use, becoming darker brown/black (Figure 

7.1H). The Tsunami RDA is a newer style EC (Figure 7.1I) that uses a much thicker wire (Figure 

7.1J) and a fluffier wick (Figure 7.1K). All RDA‘s come with a case to cover the coils (e.g., Figure 

7.1L), and these cases vary in size and shape.  
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Elemental Analysis of the Atomizing Components in Tank-Style EC 

To evaluate the elemental composition of the atomizing units, individual components 

were dissected and analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive 

x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) (Figure 7.2, Supplemental Figure 7.2, and Table 7.2). The filaments 

(thin wires) in most brands were comprised of nickel and chromium, as shown for Protank and 

 
Figure 7.1. Anatomy of products used. A. 1 (Ego C Twist, Kangertech Protank), 2 (Ego C 
Twist, Aspire Nautilus), 3 (iTaste MVP, Kanger T3S), 4 (Smok Alien, Smok), 5 (Nemesis, 
Clone), 6 (iPV6X, Tsunami 2.4). B. Atomizing coils from (L to R) 1 (Protank), 2 (Aspire), 3 
(Kanger T3S), 4 (Smok). C. Side profile of top of the atomizing coil from Protank. D. The wick 
and filament (red arrow) from Protank. E. Partially built coil from Clone RDA. F. Fully built 
clone atomizer with two coils and wicks. G. Testing the coils were properly built in the Clone 
atomizer. H. Appearance of the coils from Clone atomizer following 60 puffs. I. side profile of 
the Tsunami atomizer. J. Fully built tsunami atomizer with wicks. K. high magnification of the 
wick for the Tsunami atomizer. L. cap for to cover the Tsunami atomizer. 
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Tsunami (Figure 7. 2A-C, Supplemental Figure 7.2A-C, Table 7.2). Smok and Tsunami both had 

the addition of iron to the filament (Table 7.2). The Clone RDA filament was the only product 

comprised of chromium, iron, and aluminum (Figure 7.2D-G, Table 7.2). The Kanger T3S filament 

was comprised of nickel and chromium (red arrows) (Figure 7.2H-J). In contrast to the cartomizer 

or disposable style EC, most tank EC lacked a thick wire except for the Kanger T3S and Smok, 

which both had a thick wire comprised predominantly of nickel (yellow arrows), but not chromium 

(Figure 7.2I, Supplemental Figure 7.2E-G, Table 7.2). For both of these brands, the thick wire 

was brazed to the filament.  

 The shell that encased the filament for Protank, Kanger T3S, and Smok had a brass core 

made of copper and zinc covered with a nickel-tin plating (orange arrows) (Figures 7.2K-O, 

Supplemental Figure 7.2H-M, Table 7.2). Kanger T3S and Smok also had iron in their shells 

(Supplemental Figure 7.2K, Table 7.2). The wicks for five of the six brands were made of silica 

(SiO2) based fiberglass (Figure 7.2P, Table 7.2). Kanger T3S, Clone, and Smok all had additional 

elements such as aluminum, calcium, and sodium in their wicks (Supplemental Figure 7.2Q-W, 

Table 7.2). Tsunami was the only brand that had a wick made of organic fibers (oxygen and 

carbon) (Figure 7.2Q-S, Table 7.2). The Aspire atomizing coil was the only brand that contained a 

sheath; which was comprised of aluminosilicate containing magnesium and calcium (Table 7.2). 
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Figure 7.2. EDS elemental maps of the components in tank style EC. A. 
Scanning electron micrograph of wick and filament for Protank. B. Nickel and 
C. chromium maps of the Protank filament. D. Scanning electron micrograph 
of filament for Clone and corresponding elemental maps for E. chromium, F. 
iron, and G. aluminum. H. Scanning electron micrograph of wick and wires for 
Kanger T3S. Filament (red arrows) and thick wire (yellow arrows) are 
comprised of I. nickel and J. chromium. K. Scanning electron micrograph of 
the shell for Protank; it consists of L. copper, M. zinc plated with N. nickel and 
O. tin (orange arrow). P. Si elemental map of wick for Kanger T3S confirming 
it is made of silica fiberglass. Q. Scanning electron micrograph of wick for 
Tsunami. Elemental maps of R. oxygen and S. carbon in the Tsunami wick, 
possibly a polymer fiber. Data are summarized in Table 7.2.  
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Evaluation of Elements/Metals Leached from Round Bottom Flasks  

To determine if any of the elements/metals being studied leached from the glassware 

used for aerosol collection, round bottomed flasks were filled with 10% nitric acid/3% hydrochloric 

acid for 24 hours (day 1) after which the acid was analyzed for 22 elements and the procedure 

was repeated (day 2) (Figure 7.3A). Following 1 day of soaking, only four elements (aluminum, 

chromium, lead, tin) were detected in the acid, and their concentrations were low, ranging from 

0.451 to 38.780 µg/L (Figure 7.3A). These elements were not present in the acid prior to soaking 

in the flasks.  In acid taken from the day 2 samples, aluminum and lead concentrations 

decreased, while chromium and tin increased. Because these elements were presumed to be 

leaching from the round bottom flasks, all subsequent elemental analyses were done using flasks 

that had presoaked in acid for 24 hours, and the amount of aluminum, chromium, lead and tin 

present on day 2 (Figure 7.3A) was subtracted from values measured in EC aerosols collected 

using the cold/trap/round bottom flask method.    
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Figure 7.3. Concentration of elements/metals leached from glassware and total 
concentration of elements in tank style EC aerosols across collection methods and 
topographic puffing parameters. A. Elements/Metals present in glass round bottom 
flasks following 24 hour soaking periods. B. Total concentration of elements/metals present 
in the aerosol across four puffing topographies subtracting aluminum, chromium, lead, and 
tin. C. Elements/Metals present in glass impingers following five 24 hour soaking periods. 
D. Total concentration of elements/metals present in the aerosol across two puffing 
topographies subtracting boron, magnesium, potassium, and titanium. All concentrations 
presented are the mean of three experiments and the standard error of the mean are 
presented. Absence of a bar indicates the value was below the limit of detection or was a 
glass contaminant. Data samples with an ―a‖ are significantly different from samples 
annotated with a ―b‖. * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01. 
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Quantification of Total Elements in Aerosols Produced Using the Cold Trap/Round-Bottom Flask 

Method.  

Aerosols were generated using four different topographies that varied voltage and air-

flow rate. The total concentration of the 12 elements/metals in EC aerosols collected via the cold 

trap/round-bottomed flask method are presented in Figure 7.3B. For Protank, the total 

concentration from four topographies ranged from 2,360 to 4,537 µg/L, and the concentrations 

measured at the low air-flow rate were significantly higher than concentrations measured using 

the high air-flow rate independent of voltage (Figure 7.3B, Supplemental Table 7.1). The total 

concentrations measured in the Aspire aerosol ranged from 1,125 to 4,129 µg/L with aerosols 

generated at low voltages having significantly higher concentrations than those produced at high 

voltages (Figure 7.3B, Supplemental Table 7.2). For the Kanger T3S, the total concentrations of 

elements/metals ranged from 1,101 to 3,578 µg/L (Figure 7.3B, Supplemental Table 7.3), and in 

the low voltage group, the concentration was significantly higher when aerosols were produced at 

the low air flow rate. The Clone RDA, which did not have a variable voltage and therefore was 

used at only one voltage, produced total element concentrations ranging from 1,490 to 1,692 µg/L 

(Figure 7.3B, Supplemental Table 7.4). Air flow rate did not significantly alter the total element 

concentration for the Clone RDA.  

 

Evaluation of Elements/Metals Leached from Impingers  

To correct for elemental leaching using the impinger method of aerosol collection, all 

impingers were soaked in 2% nitric acid solution for 24 hours and solutions were changed every 

day for 5 days after which the element concentrations in the acid were quantified (Figure 7.3C). 

Twelve elements leached into the acid solution following 1 day of soaking and were present in 

concentrations ranging from 507 to 4,886 µg/L (Figure 7.3C). During the following 4 days of 

soaking, the concentration of 8 elements/metals (aluminum, cadmium, calcium, copper, iron, 
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lead, silicon, sodium) declined until they were either no longer present or they were present in 

trace amounts (aluminum, boron, magnesium, titanium). Potassium concentrations dropped after 

1 day of soaking, but remained about 204 ± 28 µg/L over the next 4 days (Figure 7.3C). Based on 

these results, the concentrations of boron, magnesium, potassium, and titanium on day 5 were 

subtracted from the total concentrations in the EC aerosols produced using the impinger method. 

 

Quantification of Total Elements in Aerosols Produced Using the Impingers 

  Aerosols from all brands of EC were generated using high voltage (2.8-5V), low air flow 

rate (7 mL/s), and puffing protocols that were either continuous (one puff every minute) or done at 

intervals (one puff each minute for 10 minutes, followed by a 5 to 20 minutes break before the 

next 10 puffs) (Table 7.1). The total concentrations of elements/metals measured in EC aerosols 

prepared using the impinger method are presented in Figure 7.3D. Total concentrations varied 

between brands and ranged from 718 to 1,381 µg/L for continuous puffing and 617 to 1,860 µg/L 

for interval puffing (Figure 7.3D, Supplemental Table 7.1-7.6). The large deviations in some 

groups in Figure 7.2D further indicate variations within brands. With the exception of the Protank 

and Clone, concentrations were higher in the interval puffing group than in the continuous group, 

with significance reached for the Smok product (Figure 7.3D, Supplemental Table 7.1-7.6).  

 

Average Total Concentration of Individual Elements in All Brands Compared by Method of 

Collection and Topography 

The average total concentration of elements/metals in aerosols from all brands collected 

using the cold trap and impinger methods under various topographic parameters are summarized 

in Figure 7.4.  Each bar represents the mean and SEM of all six brands. The total concentration 

for samples collected using the cold trap method ranged from 1,952 to 3,028 µg/L, while the 

samples generated using the impinger method ranged from 979 to 1,312 µg/L (Figure 7.4). 
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Averages of the cold trap samples were significantly higher than the samples collected using the 

impinger method (Figure 7.4).   

 

Average Total Concentrations of Individual Elements/Metals in EC Aerosol: Comparison of 

Collection Methods and Topography 

The average total concentration of each element in cold trap aerosols from Protank, 

Aspire, Kanger, and Clone is shown for each topographic parameter in Figure 7.5A. Boron, iron 

and titanium were not found in any samples collected with the cold trap. Calcium, nickel, silicon, 

tin, and zinc were present in aerosols collected with all four topographic parameters (Figure 

7.5A). Some elements appeared only when voltage was high (aluminum, copper, lead, and 

sodium). For calcium, the concentration was significantly higher in aerosols made using low 

voltage (Figure 7.5A). For copper, the concentration was significantly higher in the samples made 

using high voltage and high air flow rate (Figure 7.5A). The concentration of magnesium was 

significantly higher in samples prepared using low voltage and high air-flow rate (Figure 7.5A).  

 
 
Figure 7.4. Average total concentration of individual elements compared by method of 
collection and topography. The overall average total concentration of all elements/metals 
in aerosol of tank-style EC across both collection methods and topographic puffing 
parameters. All concentrations presented are the mean of three experiments and the 
standard error of the mean are presented. Data samples with an ―a‖ are significantly different 
from samples annotated with a ―b‖. *** = p < 0.001. 
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Figure 7.5. Comparison of the overall average total concentration of each 
individual element/metal in the aerosol collected using two different collection 
methods and different topographic parameters. A. Aerosol samples from four 
brands of tank-style EC using the cold trap method. B. Aerosol samples from the four 
brands of tank-style EC in the cold trap method using the impinger method. C. Aerosol 
samples from the four brands of tank-style EC in the cold trap method plus two new 
sub-ohm and RDA models using the impinger method. All concentrations presented 
are the mean of three experiments and the standard error of the mean are presented. 
Absence of a bar indicates the value was below the limit of detection or was a glass 
contaminant. Data samples with an ―a‖ are significantly different from samples 
annotated with a ―b‖. * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01. 
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The total concentrations of individual elements were then examined for the same four 

brands (Protank, Aspire, Kanger, and Clone) using the impinger method to collect aerosols 

(Figure 7.3B). Cadmium, chromium, potassium, titanium, and vanadium were not detected with 

either continuous or interval puffing. Unlike the cold trap method, boron and iron were detected 

with the impinger method. Aluminum and sodium were only detected in samples made using the 

continuous puffing protocol. The concentration of lead in the interval puffing (245 ± 208 µg/L) was 

significantly higher than the concentration in continuous puffing (38 ± 27 µg/L) (Figure 7.5B). 

Silicon concentration in the continuous puffing protocol (249 ± 226 µg/L) was significantly higher 

than the interval method (63 ± 46 µg/L).  

Similar averages are shown for all six brands (i.e. those in Figure 7.5B plus Smok and 

Tsunami) prepared using the impinger method (Figure 7.5C). The data are similar to those in 

Figure 7.5B, except that chromium is now present, perhaps due to higher temperatures with the 

subohm products (Smok and Tsunami), and strikingly there was an increase in average total 

concentrations for some elements, such as iron, nickel, and tin, suggesting the components of 

these newer models of could deliver more metals to the consumer. Nickel concentrations 

measured in the impinger samples were 10 times higher than those measured in the cold trap 

samples (Figure 7.5A-B). Cobalt, silver, and titanium were the only three elements that were not 

detected in any sample made using the two methods. 

 

Individual Elements in Aerosols from Specific Brands Produced Using the Cold Trap Method 

 Data for each element are plotted by brand for aerosols produced using the cold trap 

method using a combination of two different voltages and two air-flow rates (Figure 7.6; Table 

7.1). The data are remarkable in that for most elements, the presence or absence of an element 

and its concentration were similar across all brands, irrespective of the topographic parameters. 

For example, zinc was present in most aerosols from all brands at about 5 - 102 ug/L, and its 

concentration was not significantly affected by topographic parameters (Figure 7.6, Supplemental 
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Tables 7.1-7.4). Elements present in the aerosols of all brands included calcium, magnesium, 

potassium, nickel, silicon, tin, and zinc. Some elements (e.g., aluminum, cadmium, chromium, 

and vanadium) were infrequently observed, and when present, their concentrations were 

relatively low. Some elements appeared in aerosols infrequently at low voltages, but frequently at 

high voltages. This group included copper, lead, and sodium. The Clone was distinct from the 

other three brands in having fewer different elements in its aerosols. Those elements that were 

present in the Clone aerosols were generally similar in concentrations to aerosols from other 

products, except for nickel which was higher in the Clone.  
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Figure 7.6. Comparison of the concentration of individual elements/metals in 
aerosols from four brands of tank style EC generated using four topographic 
puffing parameters using cold trap collection method. Compares the concentration of 
individual elements/metals detected in the aerosol of tank style EC when the aerosol was 
generated using puffing conditions varying voltage and        air-flow rate for: A. 
Kangertech Protank, B. Aspire Nautilus, and C. Kanger T3S. All concentrations presented 
are the mean of three experiments and the standard error of the mean are presented. 
Absence of a bar indicates the value was below the limit of detection or was a glass 
contaminant. Data samples with an ―a‖ are significantly different from samples annotated 
with a ―b‖.  * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; *** = p < 0.001. 
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Individual Elements in Aerosols Produced With Specific Clearomizers/Tanks Using the Impinger 

Method  

Elements were next compared by brand for impinger-generated aerosols using high 

voltage, a single air flow rate (as described above, Table 7.1), and two puffing protocols 

(continuous and interval puffing). Nineteen elements were quantified in the aerosol of the six 

brands of tank style EC, and the means and standard errors were plotted for the clearomizer/tank 

products (Figure 7.7, Supplemental Tables 7.1-7.3). Of the 19 elements, six (cadmium, cobalt, 

potassium, silver, titanium, vanadium) were not detected in any of the aerosols (Supplemental 

Table 7.1-7.3). The remaining 13 elements/metals were either detected in one or both puffing 

protocols (Figure 7, Supplemental Table 7.1-7.3).  

In general, if an element was detected in the continuous protocol, it was also detected in 

the interval protocol (Figure 7.7). Copper, lead, and zinc were all present in both puffing protocols 

in all three brands. Some elements were only detected in one or two brands using the continuous 

protocol, such as aluminum, boron, magnesium, nickel, silicon, sodium, and tin. This may have 

occurred because the continuous protocol was done first and available elements may have been 

fully transferred to the aerosol before the interval protocol was used. Certain elements, such as 

calcium, were usually higher in concentration in the interval group than in the continuous protocol 

group.  For Aspire and Kanger T3S, copper, lead, and zinc were all higher in the interval puffing 

samples (Figure 7.7). 
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Figure 7.7. Comparison of topographic puffing parameters using impinger 
method for classic tank style reservoir tanks. Compares the concentration of 
individual elements/metals detected in the aerosol of classic reservoir tanks when the 
aerosol was generated using continuous puffing and puffs collected in intervals for: A. 
Kangertech Protank, B. Aspire Nautilus, and C. Kanger T3S. All concentrations 
presented are the mean of three experiments and the standard error of the mean are 
presented. Absence of a bar indicates the value was below the limit of detection or 
was a glass contaminant. * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01.  
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Individual Elements in Aerosols Produced With RDA and Sub-Ohm Tanks Using the Impinger 

Method 

Elements were next compared by brand for RDA and Sub-ohm tank style EC for 

impinger-generated aerosols using high voltage, a single air flow rate and two puffing protocols 

(continuous and interval puffing) (Figure 7.8, Table Supplemental Table 7.4-7.6). Of the 19 

elements, six (cadmium, cobalt, potassium, silver, titanium, vanadium) were not detected in any 

of the aerosols. The remaining 13 elements were detected, in general, in both the continuous and 

interval protocols, in most cases in similar concentrations (Figure 7.8). Depending on the brands, 

some elements were higher in the interval than in the continuous puffing (Figure 7.8). In general, 

the results for Tsunami and Smok were similar, while Clone had fewer different elements.  Iron 

and silicon were found with both protocols in all three brands (Figure 7.8, Supplemental Tables 

7.4-7.6). In the RDA brands (Clone and Tsunami), four elements (boron, chromium, lead, sodium) 

were detected when puffed with the continuous protocol (Figure 7.8), while three elements 

(calcium, magnesium, tin) were detected with interval puffing. Aluminum was detected in the 

Clone using continuous puffing, while in Smok it was detected with interval puffing (Figure 7.8A-

B).  
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Figure 7.8. Comparison of topographic puffing parameters using impinger 
method for sub-ohm and RDA style tanks. Compares the concentration of individual 
elements/metals detected in the aerosol of sub-ohm and RDA tanks when the aerosol 
was generated using continuous puffing and puffs collected in intervals for: A. Clone, B. 
Smok, and C. Tsunami 2.4. All concentrations presented are the mean of three 
experiments and the standard error of the mean are presented. Absence of a bar 
indicates the value was below the limit of detection or was a glass contaminant. ** = p < 
0.01; *** = p < 0.001. 
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Discussion 

This is the first study using controlled laboratory conditions that compares: (1) the 

elemental composition of aerosols produced by different tank style EC, (2) two methods of 

aerosol collection, (3) different topographies for aerosol production, and (4) elements in aerosols 

with elements in the atomizing units of each brand. Tank style atomizing units had similar 

elemental composition to the disposable products described earlier[22,23,25], but differed in that 

most tank atomizers had a single wire (filament) and lacked Polyfil. Acid presoaking of the 

glassware used for aerosol collection was necessary to remove elements that leach from the 

glass and could add to the concentrations of elements in aerosols. Of 19 elements/metals 

screened, three (cobalt, silver, titanium) were not detected in any samples. It is likely that some of 

the elements in tank aerosols, such as copper and zinc, were from components in the atomizing 

units. Significantly higher total concentrations of elements/metals were in aerosols collected with 

the cold trap method (1,226 to 6,767 µg/L) versus the impinger method (43 to 3,138 µg/L). The 

impinger method had the advantages of being faster to perform, collecting some elements not 

found with the cold trap method, and avoiding surfaces, such as tubing, that could contribute 

elements to the aerosols leading to an overestimation of total concentrations. For total 

concentrations of individual elements averaged for all brands, occasional differences were 

observed with different topographies, but in general concentrations were similar across 

topographies, as well as with the two methods of collection. The concentrations of some 

elements, such as lead, were significantly higher in aerosols produced at high voltages. When 

comparing individual elements across brands, results were again remarkably similar. For 

example, with the exception of one brand, zinc appeared in all aerosols irrespective of 

topography. Lead appeared in all aerosols, except those made with Clone, which had a simple 

atomizer and overall fewer elements in its aerosols. These data provide a useful benchmark for 

element/metal concentrations in aerosols made from a range of tank style EC used with different 

topography parameters.  
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Other EC reports have not addressed leaching from glassware as a possible source of 

contaminants that affect concentrations of elements in EC aerosols, but leaching from filters used 

in cigarette smoke analysis has been reported.[29] Our data demonstrate the importance of 

establishing that elements do not leach into the aerosol solution from surfaces used in collection 

and to take this into account when computing final concentrations of elements. Acid corrosion can 

occur in glass by creating pores in the silica scaffold thereby leaching the alkali components of 

the glass and bringing them into solutions [30], which could explain why there was some 

potassium in the impinger acid solutions even after 5 days of soaking. In addition to pretreating 

glassware, all plastic-ware should be pretreated with acid to seal it. It is also important to 

minimize the amount of time a sample is stored before analysis, as elements could leach during 

storage and contribute contaminants to the aerosol solutions.  

There is currently no standard method for EC aerosol collection for metal analysis.[4] 

Therefore, labs have used various methods, such as glass washing bottles with methanol in dry 

ice, quartz filters, and condensation using pipette tips and narrow tubing.[19,31,32] As our study 

shows, element concentrations can vary with the method of collection. The total concentration of 

elements in the cold trap high voltage low air flow rate group was about 3.5 times higher than the 

continuous impinger method. This could be due to: (1) leaching of elements in the cold trap 

method from the peristaltic pump tubing or plastic storage tubes, which were not pretreated in 

acid, (2) more efficient collection of all aerosol with the cold trap method, or (3) the longer length 

of time (6 minutes) between puffs with the cold trap may have enabled more complete collection 

of the aerosol, and (4) the cold trap method is a better method of collection for silicon and 

calcium. These data collected with two different methods provide insight into ranges of elements 

in EC aerosols and may help understand differences in values reported in prior literature.    

Aluminum, boron, iron and nickel were present in higher concentrations in aerosols 

collected with the impinger method than with the cold trap method. This difference suggests that 

the impinger method is more efficient at collecting these elements in EC aerosol. This may be 
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due to better mixing of the aerosol with the larger volume of solvent in the impinger or loss of 

some elements in plastic storage tubes that were not acid sealed in the cold trap method. We 

recommend the use of the impinger method in conjunction with presoaking the impingers in nitric 

acid until leaching stops and storing aerosols in acid pre-sealed tubes with analysis as soon as 

possible after collection.  

Some elements were only present in samples prepared using specific topographic 

parameters. With the cold trap method, aluminum, copper, and lead were generally detected in 

samples prepared using high voltage, suggesting that the EC must heat high enough to drive 

these elements/metals into the aerosol. These same three elements were detected in all impinger 

samples which were all prepared using high voltages. In cases in which an element was present 

only in aerosols created at low voltage (e.g. low air flow rate for aluminum with impinger method - 

Figure 7.5B), it possible that the element was released during the initial use of the EC and no 

additional aluminum was available for aerosolization with the subsequent topographies.  

The impinger method results are generally similar for each element within a brand. 

Aerosols created with the continuous puffing protocol contained more elements than aerosols 

made with the interval method, although the interval puffing protocol produced aerosols with 

significantly higher concentrations of total elements than those produced by the continuous 

protocol. The interval puffing protocol is more similar to the way a consumer would use the 

product and probably better represents actual user exposure.  

It is likely that most elements in the aerosols came from components in the atomizers, 

which were usually made of the same metals found in the aerosols (e.g., copper, iron, nickel, tin 

and zinc). There are several alloys in the wires used to build the coils. These include: nichrome 

(nickel and chromium), elinvar (chromium, iron, nickel), invar (iron, nickel), or kanthal (aluminum, 

chromium, iron)[33], which could contribute to metals in the aerosol. The Clone product had the 

fewest metal parts and fewest types of metal in the atomizer. It also had the fewest number of 

elements is its aerosol, and these were often in lower concentrations than in other brands. These 
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data suggest that reducing metal components in atomizers will decrease metals in aerosols, in 

support of our prior study.[23] Three elements (boron, cadmium, and vanadium) were detected in 

the aerosol but were not identified using SEM/EDS. These elements could have originated from 

components other than those in the atomizing units or they could have been in the atomizing 

units at concentrations not detected by SEM/EDS.   

Some metals, such as tin and lead, were found in all aerosols collected with the impinger 

method, and the concentration of lead increased with the high voltages. Tin and lead would be 

expected to come from solder joints [22,23,25], however, solder was conspicuously absent from 

the EC used in this study. Tin was present in Protank, Kanger and Smok atomizers as part of the 

shell of the atomizing unit, but not in the other three products. It is possible that lead and tin were 

not detected in some products by SEM/EDS, which is less sensitive than ICP-OES. It is also 

possible that they were present in the e-fluid, as one prior study reported.[26]  

Nickel was found in several atomizer components (nichrome filament, thick wire, shell 

plating) of tank style EC and was often higher in concentration in aerosols than chromium. In the 

Williams et al 2013, the surface of the wires were covered with small nickel and chromium 

particles. It is possible that the concentration of nickel in the current study is higher because t 

more nickel particles came off the wires with heating than chromium. Others have reported that 

the concentration of elements in e-fluids is higher after an EC has been used [26], supporting the 

idea that metals in aerosols come from heated components in the atomizers. Some elements, 

such as lead, potassium, sodium, and zinc, have relatively low melting points (321°C, 64°C, 

98°C, 420°C respectively) that would facilitate their transfer into the aerosol when EC heat up to 

320°C (Supplemental Table 7.7).[12]  Zinc was commonly found in aerosols, suggesting these 

devices heat up to over 320°C. In a related study on iQOS products, the heating temperature 

increased with use when not cleaned between heat sticks.[34]  

The number of elements in the aerosols varied with method of collection and also with 

the model of the EC. The interval method measured a significantly higher amount of copper and 
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zinc in the aerosols of Aspire and Smok products than the continuous method. The higher 

concentrations of chromium, copper, and iron in the impinger aerosols of Smok and Tsunami 

suggest that the sub-ohm batteries and newer tanks can deliver more metals into the aerosols 

than older models of tank style EC.  

The range of total concentration of elements/metals in the aerosol of tank style EC in the 

current study (374 to 3,028 µg/L) was similar to that found previously in disposable EC (973 to 

2,296 µg/L).[25] A group recently screened 15 elements in the aerosols from different brands of 

tank style EC using a condensation method of collection.[26] For the eight elements (aluminum, 

chromium, copper, iron, lead, nickel, tin, zinc) that were present in the current and preceding 

studies, the total median concentrations were 670.04 µg/L (tanks – condensation collection)[26], 

101.172 µg/L (disposable -cold trap collection)[25], 161.44 µg/L (tanks - cold trap collection- 

current study), and 441.30 µg/L (tanks - impinger collection- current study). The median 

concentrations of the impinger (current study) and the Olmedo et al 2018 study are in reasonable 

agreement. However, the median for both cold trap methods is lower than that for the tank 

condensation and impinger collection methods. These differences could be due to less efficient 

collection using the cold trap method, lower concentrations of elements in the aerosols produced 

by the lower voltage disposable models, or a combination of these factors. The importance of 

voltage/power is shown by the observation that some elements (aluminum, boron, copper, iron, 

lead, sodium) were only produced at the higher voltage. 

EC aerosols in the current study had more elements than cigarette smoke studied 

previously.[25] Aluminum was present in aerosols, but not in cigarette smoke, while all of the 

other elements in the current study were also found in cigarette smoke.[25] Iron, nickel, and zinc 

were higher in concentration in EC aerosols than in cigarette smoke. When the tank aerosols 

were compared to cigarette smoke prepared using the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) and Health Canadian Standard protocols [25], the fold increases in the 

aerosols were 21 to 48 for iron, 41 to 174 for nickel, and 12 for zinc. One study compared the 
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indoor emissions from a widely used brand of cigarettes and tank style EC, and reported higher 

concentrations of elements/metals in cigarette samples than EC aerosol samples, with zinc 

having the highest difference.[35]  

The potential health effects of elements and metals in EC aerosols have recently been 

reviewed.[36–38] Chromium, lead, and nickel are of particular concern as they are known 

carcinogens.[27] Prolonged exposure to chromium from EC aerosol could cause gastrointestinal 

effects, nasal and lung cancer, respiratory irritation, and lung function impairment.[38–41] Tank-

style EC deliver higher concentrations of nickel than previous EC models. Nickel inhalation can 

cause lung disease, damage to the nasal cavity, lung irritation, lung inflammation, hyperplasia in 

pulmonary cells, and fibrosis.[40,42,43] Prolonged exposure to lead, which has been found in 

varying concentrations in all styles of EC, could produce vomiting, diarrhea, cardiovascular 

effects, and lung cancer.[38] The concentrations of some elements (chromium and nickel) in our 

study exceed the exposure limits proposed by OSHA PEL.[38] Olmedo et al 2018 also reported 

that concentrations of nickel and chromium are high enough in EC aerosols to be a health 

risk.[26] However, since most methods of measuring metals in aerosol samples only report 

concentration and not speciation, it is not yet known if the species of chromium, nickel and lead 

would be harmful. For example, chromium (III) is an essential nutrient in the human diet and not 

readily absorbed or taken into cells, but the reduction to Cr(VI) could ultimately cause oxidative 

stress, DNA adducts, DNA-protein crosslinks, and damage to lipid bilayers in cells.[44,45] In 

addition, exposure to Cr(VI) is a respiratory irritant and could lead to nasal, sinus, and lung 

cancer.[41]  

In conclusion, the design of EC batteries and tanks have evolved to provide larger puffs, 

store larger amounts of e-liquid, and allow for more customizability by the consumer. These 

design changes enable operation of products at higher voltage/power which correlates with 

increased concentrations of several elements, including lead, in the aerosols. Acid pre-cleaning of 

collection vessels was important to remove elements that are readily leached by nitric acid. 
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Results varied somewhat with the two collection methods. The impinger method had the 

advantages of being more rapid to perform, able to collect elements (including heavy metals) that 

were not collected with the cold trap, and able to collect aerosols without tubing, which can trap or 

release contaminating elements. However, the impinger method did require longer pre-cleaning 

with acid to remove leachable elements. In some cases, topography did affect the concentration 

of elements that were transferred to the aerosol, with more being transferred when EC were 

puffed using higher voltages. The total concentration of elements in EC aerosols has increased 

with the evolution from cig-a-like to the tank style models which generate higher power. The 

concentration of individual elements was similar across collection method, topography, and 

brand, with the exception of aluminum, copper, iron, lead, nickel, sodium, and tin, which were 

higher in concentrations in samples generated using high voltages. Most of the elements/metals 

in the aerosols were also found in the components in the atomizing unit. These data will be 

helpful to regulatory agencies, healthcare providers, and consumers and will help understand the 

health effects associated with the use of tank style EC and the concentrations of elements/metals 

they deliver.  

 

Supplemental Information 

Supplementary Figure 7.1-7.2, Supplemental Table 7.1-7.7, Supplemental Material can be found 

below. 
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Supplemental Figure 7.1 

 

 

  

 
Supplemental Figure 7.1. Anatomy of various tank style EC. A. Disassembled Kangertech 
Protank tank with associated coil and bottom hardware. B. Disassembled Aspire Nautilus tank 
and associated components: 1= fully assembled Aspire tank, 2/3 = bottom hardware and air-flow 
adjustment ring, 4 = replaceable atomizer/coil, 5 = Pyrex glass tank, 6 = upper hardware, 7 = 
drip tip/ mouthpiece. C. Disassembled Kanger T3S tank with associated coil and bottom 
hardware. D. Up close of fully assembled Smok tank. E. Anatomy of and unused Clone atomizer 
saturated with refill e-liquid.           
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Supplemental Figure 7.2 

 

 
Supplemental Figure 7.2. Additional elemental maps of the components in tank 
style EC. (A) Scanning electron micrograph of Tsunami filament comprised of nickel 
(B), chromium (C), and iron (D). (E) Scanning electron micrograph of wire to wire joint 
in Smok tank. The filament and thick wire in Smok are comprised of nickel (F) and 
filament is also comprised of chromium (G). (H) The shell of Kanger T3S contains a 
copper (I), zinc (J) and iron (K) core and is plated with nickel (L) and tin (M). (N) 
Scanning electron micrograph of shell from Smok tank. Smok shell has a zinc (O) core 
and is coated with tin (P). (Q) Scanning electron micrograph of wick from Kanger T3S. 
It is an aluminosilicate fiberglass (R). (S) The wick from the Clone atomizer is 
predominantly silica fiberglass (T) Scanning electron micrograph of wick from Smok 
tank. The wick was predominantly calcium containing aluminosilicate fiberglass (U, V, 
W). (X) Scanning electron micrograph of mesh ring in Smok tank. The ring was 
predominantly iron (Y) and copper (Z). All data are summarized in Table 7.2. 
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Supplemental Table 7.1 
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Supplemental Table 7.2 
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Supplemental Table 7.3 
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Supplemental Table 7.4 
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Supplemental Table 7.5 
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Supplemental Table 7.6 
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Supplemental Table 7.7 
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Abstract 
 

Background: Metals are present in electronic cigarette (EC) fluid and aerosol and may present 

health risks to users. 

 

Objective: The objective of this study was to measure the amounts of tin, copper, zinc, silver, 

nickel and chromium in the aerosol from four brands of EC and to identify the sources of these 

metals by examining the elemental composition of the atomizer components. 

 

Methods: Four brands of popular EC were dissected and the cartomizers were examined 

microscopically. Elemental composition of cartomizer components was determined using 

integrated energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis, and the concentrations of the tin, copper, zinc 

silver, nickel, and chromium in the aerosol were determined for each brand using inductively 

coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy. 

 

Results: All filaments were made of nickel and chromium. Thick wires were copper coated with 

either tin or silver. Wires were joined to each other by tin solder, brazing, or by brass clamps. 

High concentrations of tin were detected in the aerosol when tin solder joints were friable. Tin 

coating on copper wires also contributed to tin in the aerosol. 

 

Conclusions: Tin concentrations in EC aerosols varied both within and between brands. Tin in 

aerosol was reduced by coating the thick wire with silver rather than tin, placing stable tin solder 

joints outside the atomizing chamber, joining wires with brass clamps or by brazing rather than 

soldering wires. These data demonstrate the feasibility of removing tin and other unwanted 

metals from EC aerosol by altering designs and using materials of suitable quality. 
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Chapter 8 

Strategies to Reduce Tin and Other Metals in Electronic Cigarette Aerosol 

 

Introduction 

Electronic cigarettes (EC), which are readily available on the Internet and in local 

convenient stores, have become a popular alternative to conventional cigarettes [1,2]. EC deliver 

aerosol to the user by heating a fluid containing nicotine, humectants, and flavorings [3,4]. The 

number of EC products is rapidly increasing with 460 brands of EC and over 7,000 unique flavors 

of refill fluid advertised on the Internet in January 2014 [5]. In several in vitro studies, cytotoxicity 

was associated with EC fluid and specific flavorings [6,7]. Various adverse health effects have 

been reported in online forums [8] and to the FDA [9]. Case reports have linked EC use with lipoid 

pneumonia [10] and eosinophilic pneumonitis [11]. However, EC are new products and relatively 

little is known about their beneficial or adverse health effects, and nothing is yet known about 

their long-term effects on health [12]. 

Over the past 9 years, several generations of EC have been introduced [13]. The first EC 

were cartridge style, which have a separate cartridge and atomizer. These evolved into the 

cartomizer style in which the atomizer and cartridge are combined into a single unit. More 

recently, larger tank models, which hold more fluid and usually have more powerful batteries, 

have been introduced. In all EC designs, there are metal components that could contribute 

particles and/or ions to the aerosol inhaled by users. Bystanders in the proximity of EC users 

could also be exposed to these metals. Long-term inhalation of metals can produce adverse 

health effects [14], which is of concern to EC users. Several studies have reported that metals, 

such as cadmium, nickel, lead, tin, zinc and copper are present in EC aerosol [15,16]. Some of 

the metals reported in EC are also present in cigarette smoke, but at lower concentrations [16]. 

Tin is of particular interest because it was found in milligram amounts in the fluid of one 

cartomizer brand [16]. Some of this tin was trapped in the Polyfil fibers of the cartomizer; 
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however, both large (>500nm) and nanometer sized particles of tin were also present in the 

aerosol. Since EC performance is variable between and within brands [3,17,18], it is important to 

evaluate tin and other metals in fluids and aerosols of multiple brands and styles of EC. 

The purposes of this study were to: (1) measure the amounts of tin, copper, zinc, silver, 

nickel, and chromium in the aerosol of four popular brands of EC, (2) determine which 

components in the cartomizers contribute metals to EC aerosols, and (3) determine which design 

features minimize introduction of metals into EC aerosol. 

 

Materials and Methods 

EC Purchases 

Four brands (A, B, C, and D) of EC were chosen for study. Each brand was popular at 

the time of purchase based on Google Internet searches using key words such as ―electronic 

cigarettes‖, e-cigs, ENDS, and ―e-cigarettes‖. EC were purchased from an Internet vendor 

(brands A, B, and C) or from a local drug store in Southern California (brand D). EC were 

purchased between 2012–2013 (brand A), between 2009–2012 (brand B), between 2011–2013 

(brand C), and in 2014 (brand D). Brands A, B, and C are all cartomizer models, while brand D is 

a disposable device. We designate brand C as brand C (2011) or brand C (2013) to indicate the 

year it was purchased. Two of the three cartomizers from brand A will be presented separately 

and are designated A1 and A2. 

 

EC Dissections 

For each brand, three different units were carefully dissected to study their design 

features and to isolate parts for metal analysis.  

For brand A, a saw was used to cut through the metal mouthpiece to expose the intact 

atomizing unit. Particles created during sawing were made of stainless steel, which was not 

analyzed in this study, and sawing was done away from the regions of analysis. The fibers were 
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removed using forceps, exposing the sheath and wires. The air tube was soldered to the thick 

wires and was exposed once the mouthpiece and sheaths were removed.  

For brand B, the mouthpiece and associated white plug and ring were first removed, 

allowing access to the inside of the EC. The outer Poly-fil and inner fibers were removed using 

forceps, which exposed the air tube assembly and associated wires. 

For brand C, the base of the air tube was pulled with pliers to separate it from the mouth 

piece, which exposed the atomizer. The outer and inner fibers were unwrapped using forceps, 

exposing the air tube assembly and wires. For brand C, the products purchased in 2011 had the 

same name, external appearance, and packaging as those purchased in 2013, but upon 

dissection were found to differ in their design, as explained in the Results section. 

For brand D, the terminal white plug was removed from the mouthpiece, which was then 

pulled straight off, exposing the Poly-fil fibers that surround the atomizer. The outer and inner 

fibers were unwrapped using forceps, revealing the atomizer and its associated wires. The wires 

in this unit ran through the base of a plastic air tube and attached to the battery. 

EC dissections were photographed using a Nikon SMZ 745 stereoscopic microscope and 

a Canon SLR digital camera. 

 

Aerosol Preparation and Analysis 

Aerosol was generated using a smoking machine built at the University of Kentucky 

[3,19,20]. For each brand, aerosol solutions were prepared from three fresh 

cartomizers/disposable units and collected using a protocol described previously [16]. Aerosol 

was collected in 500 mL round bottom flasks covered with Parafilm submerged in an ice bath. 

Each 4.3 second puff of aerosol was allowed to fully dissolve in a solution of 10% nitric acid, 3% 

hydrochloric acid, and 87% deionized water before the next puff was added to the flask. 4.3 

second puffs were collected as an earlier study had shown this to be the average puff duration for 

EC users [21]. A total of 60 puffs of aerosol were collected for each cartomizer, and room air 
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samples were prepared in a similar manner. All samples were stored in 15 mL conical vials until 

analysis. An Optima 7300 PV (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA) inductively coupled plasma optical 

emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) was used to quantify the concentrations of elements in each 

sample of aerosol and room air (ICP-OES analysis of metals Supplemental Material). The limit of 

quantification (LOQ) for each element is given in Table A in Supplemental Material along with 

additional data on the method. Room air values were subtracted from aerosol data to obtain final 

concentrations of each element in aerosols. 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopic Analysis of Dissected Products 

For each brand, dissected EC wires, the joints between the wires, the mouthpiece, air 

tube, and battery were mounted onto aluminum pin stubs covered with carbon tape. The 

morphology and elemental composition of each sample were analyzed using a FEI Co. 

NovaNano SEM 450 equipped with Oxford Instruments plc Aztec Synergy energy dispersive X-

ray spectrometer (EDS) fitted with a X-Max50 50 mm
2
 SDD detector with energy resolution of 129 

eV at MnKα in the Central Facility for Advanced Microscopy and Microanalysis at the University 

of California at Riverside. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were acquired in the 

secondary electron mode with a dedicated detector at 15 kV accelerating voltage of samples not 

coated with conductive film. The spatial distribution of chemical elements was determined by 

generating elemental EDS maps using Aztec software. The presence of minor elements below 

1% weight in the analyzed components was determined by acquiring EDS spectra from selected 

points and quantifying the elemental concentrations. 

 

Results 

Elemental Analysis of Aerosol From Each Brand 

Tin, copper, zinc, silver, nickel and chromium concentrations were analyzed in the 

aerosol of three cartomizers from each of the four brands included in the study (Figure 8.1). 
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Except for tin, concentrations were generally below 0.20 μg /10 puffs, and in some cases 

elements were not detectable, e.g., tin was not detected in the aerosol of brands C (2013) and D 

(Figure 8.1A). In one brand, C (2011), only copper and tin were detected, and in some cases 

there was significant variation in elemental concentration within a brand (e.g., copper in brand C 

(2011) and zinc in brand B had high variances) (Figure 8.1B). Silver concentrations were low or 

undetectable in all brands. Zinc concentrations ranged from below the level of quantification to 

0.127 μg/10 puffs. Copper concentrations were higher in brands B-D than in brand A and were 

generally higher than zinc concentrations (Figure 8.1B). Chromium and nickel were either not 

detected, e.g. brand C (2011), or were detected at relatively low levels (e.g., brand D). Tin was 

the most variable element with brands B-D having relatively low concentrations of tin (range = 0 

to 0.036 μg/10puffs), while brand A had on average 100 to 1000 times as much tin than the other 

three brands (Figure 8.1A). Within brand A, amounts of tin varied with the A1 cartomizer having a 

high concentration of 11.3 μg/10puffs and A2 having a low concentration of 0.398μg/10 puffs. 

Elemental analysis was next undertaken on individual atomizer components in each brand of EC 

to identify the source of each element. 
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Elemental Analysis of the Components in Brand A 

Because aerosol from brand A had high levels of tin, this brand was analyzed first to 

determine the source of the tin and why tin concentrations varied by approximately 30 fold 

between cartomizers from this brand. Cartomizers A1 and A2, which represented the high and 

low end of the range for tin production in brand A, were dissected and their anatomy and 

elemental composition were compared (Figure 8.2 and 8.3). Both cartomizers had thick and thin 

wires (filaments) which were joined at their ends to each other (Figure 8. 2A, C). The opposite 

 
Figure 8.1. Total concentration of metals in aerosol of four brands of EC. 

(A) Total concentration of six metals (tin, copper, zinc, silver, chromium, 

nickel). (B) Total concentration of five metals (copper, zinc, silver, chromium, 

nickel). Each bar is the average ± standard deviation of three cartomizers. 

Black arrows indicate samples that were below the limit of quantification.  
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ends of the thick wires attached to the air-tube and wall of the mouthpiece. The coiled filament 

wrapped around a wick, and the entire assembly was surrounded by a fiberglass sheath, which 

was in turn was wrapped with Poly-fil. The major visible difference between the two cartomizers 

was the color of their fluids and Poly-fil fibers. The fluid/fibers from A1 were a dark brown in color 

(Figure 8.2A, B), whereas the fluid/fibers from A2 were light brown (Figure 8.2C, D). 

 

 
Figure 8.2. Cartomizer anatomy, fibers, and wire-to-wire joints in brand A. (A) Anatomy 

of a dissected cartomizer A1. (B) High magnification of the fibers from A1. (C) Anatomy of a 

dissected cartomizer A2. (D) High magnification of fibers from A2. (E) Micrograph of clamp 

joining wires in brand A1. (F) Scanning micrograph of clamp between thick wire and thin 

filament of A1 (2 mm). (G) Micrograph of clamp joining wires in cartomizer A2. (H) Scanning 

micrograph of clamp between thick wire and thin filament of A2 (2 mm).The thin wire (0.11 

mm) from A1 was comprised of nickel (I) and chromium (J). The thick wire (0.25 mm) from 

A1 was comprised of copper (K) coated with silver (L). The thin wire (0.13 mm) from A2 was 

comprised of nickel (M) and chromium (N). Thick wire (0.25 mm) from A2 was comprised of 

copper (O) coated with silver (P). The clamp between the wires of A1 was comprised of 

mainly copper (Q) and zinc (R) (2 mm). The clamp between wires of A2 was nickel (S), 

copper (T), and zinc (U) (2 mm). White arrow = thin wire; Orange arrow = thick wire; Red 

arrow = the joints between the thick and thin wires; Green arrow = joint between wires. 
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Figure 8.3. Joints between the thick wire and air tube or mouthpiece and Poly-fil 
fibers. (A) Micrograph of the solder joint between the thick wire and the air tube in A1. 
(B) Elemental map showing this solder joint in A1 is tin. (C) Micrograph of the solder joint 
between the thick wire and the air tube in A2. (D) Elemental map showing the solder joint 
in A2 is tin. (E) Micrograph of the solder joint between the thick wire and the mouthpiece 
in A1. (F) Elemental map showing the solder joint in A1 is tin. (G) Micrograph of the 
solder joint between the thick wire and the mouthpiece in A2. (H) Elemental map 
showing the solder joint in A2 is tin. (I) Electron micrograph of the fibers from A1. 
Elemental maps showing A1 fibers contains tin (J), carbon (M), oxygen (N), and copper 
(O). (K) Electron micrograph of the fibers of A2. Elemental maps showing the A2 fibers 
contains carbon (P) and oxygen (Q) but lack tin (L). Spectrum showing the fibers/fluid 
from A1 contains carbon, oxygen, tin, and copper (R), while the fibers/fluid from A2 
contains carbon and oxygen (S). Red arrows = the joints between the thick wire and the 
air tube.  
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Thick and thin wires were connected by a metal clamp (Figure 8.2E–H). The clamp from 

A1 appeared rough and possibly damaged (Figure 8.2E, F), while the clamp from A2 was smooth 

surfaced and appeared normal (Figure 8.2G, H). The thin wires in both the A1 and A2 

cartomizers were made of nickel and chromium (Figure 8.2I, J, M, N), while the thick wire was 

copper coated with silver (Figure 8.2, L, O, P). The clamps joining the two wires differed in that 

cartomizer A1 clamps were made mainly of copper with some zinc (Figure 8.2Q, R), while A2 was 

mainly nickel with some copper and zinc (Figure 8.2S–U). The addition of a nickel coating to the 

clamp may have provided corrosion resistance, which could account for its better appearance. 

The thick wire in brand A was attached to the air tube in both cartomizers via solder joints 

made of tin (Figure 8.3A–D). The solder joint from A1 appeared friable and parts were missing 

(Figure 8.3A), whereas the solder joint from A2 was intact and shiny (Figure 8.3C). The other end 

of the thick wire was soldered to the wall of the mouthpiece nearest the battery-cartomizer 

interface (Figure 8.3E–H). In the A1 cartomizer, this joint was largely missing (Figure 8.3E), and 

upon complete dissection, the thick wire had detached from this joint. The residue of solder that 

remained on the mouthpiece in A1 was predominantly comprised of tin (Figure 8.3F). In 

cartomizer A2, the solder joint to the mouthpiece was intact (Figure 8.3G), and this solder was 

also made of tin (Figure 8.3H). 

The fibers in A1 were comprised of carbon and oxygen and were coated with tin and 

copper (Figure 8.3I, J, M–O, R). In contrast, the fibers from A2 contained only carbon and oxygen 

(Figure 8.3K, L, P, Q, S). The above data are consistent with the idea that tin in the aerosol of 

brand A came from tin solder joints that were unstable and that stability of solder joints varied 

between brand A cartomizers. 

 

Design and Elemental Analysis of Brands B, C, and D 

The other three brands were dissected and analyzed using SEM-EDS to better 

understand how design features and manufacturing materials affected the occurrence of metals 
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in EC aerosols. The basic design of the cartomizers in brands B, C and D was similar to that of 

brand A (Figure 8.4). Each had a thin wire or coiled filament that wrapped around a wick. The 

filament was connected to a thicker wire that in turn connected to: (1) the air tube and wall of the 

mouthpiece, in brand B; (2) the air tube and the metal at the base of the air tube in brand C; and 

(3) the battery which lies outside of the cartomizer compartment in brand D. 

 

Elemental Composition of the Wires in Brands B, C, and D 

In brand B, the thin wire coiled around a loop of the thick wire (Figure 8.5A). The thin wire 

was made of a nickel-chromium alloy (Figure 8.5B, C), while the thick wire was made of copper 

coated with silver (Figure 8.5D, E). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8.4. Anatomy of dissected EC atomizers for Brands B, C (2013), and D. 
The coiled thin wire (filament), wick, thick wire, air tube and battery are shown for the 
three brands. 
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In brand C (2011), most of the thick wire was coated with plastic, and at the joint between 

wires, the thin wire wrapped around the end of the thick wire (Figure 8.5F). The thin wire was 

comprised of a nickel-chromium alloy (Figure 8.5G, H), as seen in brand B; however, unlike brand 

 
Figure 8.5. Elemental analysis of the EC wires. (A) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) 
of brand B solder joint. (B-C) Thin filament (0.15 mm) from brand B containing nickel and 
chromium. (D-E) Thick wire (0.33 mm) from brand B containing copper coated with silver. (F) 
SEM of brand C (2011) showing brazed joint between thin and thick wires. (G-H) Thin wire 
(0.14 mm) from brand C (2011) containing nickel and chromium. (I-J) Thick wire (0.25 mm) 
from brand C (2011) containing copper coated with tin. (K) SEM of brand C (2013) wires 
joined by clamp. (L-M) Thin wire (0.14 mm) from brand C (2013) containing nickel and 
chromium. (N-O) Thick wire (0.35 mm) from brand C (2013) containing copper coated with 
silver. (P) SEM of brand D showing brass clamp surrounding the thin and thick wires. (Q-R) 
Thin wire (0.13 mm) coiled around the wick from brand D showing nickel and chromium. (S-
T) Thick wire (0.27 mm) from brand D containing copper coated with silver. White arrow = 
thin wire; Orange arrow = thick wire. 
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B, the copper wire in brand C (2011) was coated with tin (Figure 8.5I, J). In brand C (2013) 

(Figure 8.5K), the thin and thick wires were crimped together inside a metal casing and were 

made of nickel and chromium (Figure 8.5L, M), and the thick copper wire was coated with silver 

(Figure 8.5N, O). 

In brand D, the thick and thin wires were crimped together inside a metal casing or clamp 

(Figure 8.5P). The thin wire was again made of a nickel-chromium alloy (Figure 8.5Q, R), and the 

thick wire was copper coated with silver (Figure 8.5S, T). 

 

Elemental Composition of the Joints Between Wires 

The joints between the thick and thin wires in brand B (Figure 8.6A) were comprised of tin 

solder (Figure 8.6B, C). The majority of solder joints in brand B were of poor quality, and portions 

of the solder were missing (Figure 8.6A, B), while occasionally solder joints were intact (Figure 

8.6C). Lead was not detected in the solder joints. 

In brand C (2011), the joints between the wound wires consisted mainly of copper and 

chromium, which appeared to be brazed together (Figure 8.6D–F). In the model purchased in 

2013, the wires were joined together by a small clamp comprised of copper-zinc alloy, which is 

characteristic of brass (Figure 8.6G–I). 

In brand D, the two wires were also joined by a copper-zinc alloy or brass clamp (Figure 

8.6J–L). 
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Joints Between Wires and the Air-Tube or Battery 

The two thick wires were joined to the air tube or battery by different mechanisms. In 

cartomizers from brand B, the thick wire was joined to the air tube and wall of the mouthpiece by 

tin solder joints (Figure 8.7A, B). The solder joints in B did not contain lead. Solder quality in 

 
Figure 8.6. Elemental analysis of the joints between wires in EC. (A) SEM of poor quality 
solder joint from brand B. (B) Elemental map showing brand B solder joints (1.0 mm) were 
made of tin. (C) SEM and elemental map showing a better quality solder joint from brand B. 
(D) SEM of brand C (2011) showing brazed wires (0.75 mm). (E-F) The wire joint from brand 
C (2011) showing copper and chromium in the brazed area. (G) SEM of the clamp used in 
brand C (2013) (1.65 mm). (H-I) Clamp joining wires in brand C (2013) is made of copper and 
zinc. (J) SEM of joined wires in brand D (1.41 mm). (K-L) Clamp in brand D is made of copper 
and zinc. Red arrow = joint between thick and thin wires. 
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brand B was poor and solder joints were often fractured and partly missing. 

In both the 2011 and 2013 versions of brand C (Figure 8.7C, F), the thick wire was 

attached to the air tube and base of the air tube by a brown substance that appeared with the 

stereoscopic microscope to be glue (not shown). The brown substance contained carbon and 

oxygen (Figure 8.7D, E, G, H), consistent with it being an organic compound or glue. 

In brand D, the thick wires passed through the base of a plastic air tube and were 

attached directly to the battery by tin solder joints, which did not contain lead (Figure 8.7I, J). One 

solder joint was at the end of the battery nearest the cartomizer chamber, while the other solder 

joint was near the LED at the tip of the battery. Morphologically, solder joints in brand D were all 

of good quality. 
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Discussion 

The long term cumulative health effects of inhaling mixtures of metals in EC aerosol are 

not known, but it would be advantageous to remove metals from EC aerosols if possible. This 

study focused on tin, copper, zinc, silver, chromium and nickel in EC aerosol and identified the 

 
Figure 8.7. Elemental analysis of joints between the EC wire and air tube or 
EC wire and battery. (A) SEM of joint between thick wire and air tube of brand B 
(2 mm). (B) Elemental map showing joint contains tin. (C) SEM of joint between 
thick wire and air tube in Brand C (2011) (2 mm). (D-E) Elemental maps showing 
this joint contains carbon and oxygen. (F) SEM of joint between thick wire and air 
tube for brand C (2013) (2 mm). (G-H) Elemental map of the joint contains carbon 
and oxygen. (I) SEM of the joint between thick wire and the battery (1.71 mm) for 
brand D. (J). Elemental map showing this joint is comprised of tin. Red arrowheads 
= the joints between the thick wire and the air tube or battery. 
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likely sources of each metal by examining the composition of the components in the atomizing 

chamber (Table 8.1). In addition, EC design features that minimized the concentration of these 

elements in aerosols were determined by comparing the concentrations of metals in the aerosol 

to the quality and composition of metal parts in the atomizing chamber. The amounts of these 

elements in aerosols varied significantly between brands, and for some elements, the variations 

were high within brands (e.g. tin in brand A, zinc in brand B, and copper in brand C (2011)), 

supporting the idea that quality control in manufacture of EC is not rigorous. 

Silver was not abundant in aerosol from any of the four brands, but interestingly was 

highest (0.018 μg/10 puffs) in the A2 cartomizer, while undetectable in the A1 counterpart. This 

again shows how data can vary significantly between cartomizers within one brand. Silver in the 

aerosol most likely came from the silver coating on the thick copper wire. Silver was used to coat 

this wire in all products expect brand C, which had a tin coated copper wire, and no silver was 

detected in the aerosol of brand C. The thick wire was coated with plastic, and this coating may 

have reduced the amount of silver getting into the aerosol. 

Zinc concentrations in aerosol ranged from below the limit of quantification (brand C 

(2011) to a high of 0.127 μg/10 puffs (cartomizer A1). Zinc was not detected in components used 

to manufacture brand C (2011), which also lacked zinc in its aerosol. Wires in brand C (2011) 

were joined by brazing, not by a brass clamp. Interestingly, zinc was detected in the aerosol of 

brand B even though no zinc was found in the cartomizer components that were analyzed. 

Copper was present in all aerosols except those from cartomizer A1. Amounts ranged 

from below the limit of quantification to 0.203 μg/10 puffs. The likely sources of copper in aerosols 

were the thick copper wire, which was present in all products, and the copper-containing clamps 

that joined the thick and thin wires in all products except brand B. 
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Tin concentration in aerosols varied significantly among the four brands. Tin was absent 

from the aerosol of brand D but present at over 11 μg/10 puffs in cartomizer A1. Even within 

brands, the concentrations of tin in aerosols were variable (e.g., cartomizer A1 vs cartomizer 

A2). The tin in the aerosol of cartomizer A1 appeared to come from faulty solder joints between 

the air-tube and thick wire and between the mouthpiece and thick wire. The A2 cartomizer had 

relatively intact solder joints and lower levels of tin in its aerosol than A1, which would explain the 

within brand variation. Although the A2 cartomizer had less tin in its aerosol than A1, A2 

produced aerosol with at least 10 times as much tin as brands B, C, and D. These differences in 

the tin concentrations in aerosols from brand A and brands C and D were due mainly to 

differences in the presence and/or stability of the tin solder joints. However, the differences 

between brands A and B were caused by another factor. Brand B had been studied previously 

and was reported to have friable solder joints and mg amounts of tin in its cartomizer fluid [16]. 

Interestingly brand B had much less tin in its aerosol than brand A. This was because most tin 

particles in brand B were trapped on the inner dense fibers that surrounded the wires [16].These 

fibers, which were not present in brand A, filtered out much of the tin in brand B before it could 

enter the Poly-fil and pass into the aerosol. In brand A, Poly-fil alone did not provide an effective 

filter, and tin readily passed through the Poly-fil into the aerosol. 

Tin solder joints were not used in brands C (2011) and C (2013), which is consistent with 

them having low levels of tin in their aerosols. Brand C (2011), which had no tin solder joints, did 

have some tin in its aerosol, which probably came from the tin coating on the copper wire. This 

was the only brand to coat the thick wire with tin. 

Lead, which was formerly included in tin to stabilize solder joints, was not detected in the 

solder of any of the brands studied, consistent with China‘s prohibition on using lead in tin solder 

[22]. This may have made the solder joints in some brands less stable. During the rapid 

temperature cycling that occurs when EC are puffed, the tin solder could melt and be distributed 

throughout the cartomizer fluid, fibers, and aerosol. It is not clear why some of the solder joints 
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were more stable than others, but tin has a relatively low melting temperature (231.9°C), which 

may be exceeded in some EC products, leading to degradation of the solder joints. 

In brand D, the battery and atomizing chambers are not strictly isolated from each other, 

and during use air flows through the battery chamber into the atomizing chamber. Tin solder 

joints were used to attach the thick wires to the battery and LED at the tip of the EC. While these 

joints did not have lead, they appeared stable and tin in the aerosol was reduced to non-

detectable levels, probably because the solder was located outside of the atomizing chamber, 

where the temperature would be lower during puffing. 

The concentration of tin in EC aerosol can be reduced by joining wires with alternative 

methods that do not involve solder. Brand C (2011) had wires that wrapped around each other 

and appeared to be brazed, not soldered. In brands C (2013) and D, the wires were joined 

together by brass clamps. The concentrations of tin in the aerosol of both versions of brand C and 

brand D were lower than in brand B. Tin was also found in the aerosol of brand C (2013), 

however, the origin of this tin is unknown. 

Replacing wire-to-wire tin solder joints (brand B) with brass clamps (all other brands) did 

not increase the levels of copper in the aerosols and only slightly increased the level of zinc in 

brand A. This may be because brass is inherently more stable than tin solder, particularly under 

atomizing conditions. 

Although the use of clamps in place of tin solder in wire joints reduced tin in the aerosol, 

the products that used such clamps did not always produce aerosol reliably. In a study conducted 

by our lab last year [23], human participants found that brand C (2013) was not easy to use, and 

because it did not produce much aerosol, it was eventually discontinued in the study. The poor 

performance of brand C (2013) may be related to the method of joining wire; however other 

factors may also have caused poor performance. For brand D, 5 of 11 units were not capable of 

producing aerosol when used on the smoking machine. This could be because contact between 
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the wires in the clamp was faulty in some units. If this is the source of the problem, it could be 

overcome with better clamping methods. 

A limitation of this study is the inability of ICP-OES to distinguish large particles, which 

would contribute most of the mass to the values in Fig 1, from nanoparticles which would likely be 

negligible with ICP-OES. Our previous study showed that brand B aerosol contained tin 

nanoparticles as well as larger tin particles [16]. While brand D aerosol did not have measureable 

amounts of tin, tin ions, or nanoparticles may have been present, but below the level of 

quantification by ICP-OES. The contribution of tin nanoparticles and tin ions to EC should be 

studied further in the future. Also these data may underestimate element concentrations as 

aerosols were generated using the lowest air flow rate that produced a robust puff of aerosol. 

There are no standards for EC puffing and many users take large puff volumes [23] and may be 

exposed to significantly higher concentrations of metals than reported here. Finally, factors in 

aerosol preparation, such as complete capture of metal nanoparticles, may influence 

concentrations. However, nanoparticles probably contribute little to the overall mass of each 

metal, and all samples were prepared in the same manner making relative comparison among 

samples valid. 

In summary, quality control in the manufacturing and labeling of EC has been a concern 

since their introduction [24,17,25,26]. In this study, the levels of tin in EC aerosols were variable 

between and within brands, demonstrating a lack of quality control in the manufacture of these 

products. Poor quality solder joints correlated with higher levels of tin in EC aerosols. These data 

support the idea that tin in EC could be reduced to negligible levels by: (1) improving the quality 

of tin solder joints in EC, (2) replacing tin solder with brass clamps, and/or (3) moving high quality 

tin solder joints outside the atomizing unit, as was done in brand D. Lowering levels of metals in 

EC aerosols would decrease the possibility of adverse health effects developing with prolonged 

use. 
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Supporting Information 

Supplemental Table 8.1, Supplemental Material: Additional Materials and Methods and Limit of 

Quantifications Table can be found below. 

 

Supplemental Table 8.1 
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Chapter ii: Conclusion  
 
 

Overview of the Evaluation of Metal Emission from Electronic Cigarettes (EC) 

There is considerable variation in performance of EC both within and between brands. EC fluids 

are complex mixtures of solvents, flavor chemicals, nicotine, and contaminants. Overall EC have 

fewer chemicals than conventional cigarettes. EC are comprised of metal components, and the 

atomizing unit is the major source of different metals in EC aerosols. All models of EC produce 

aerosols with various concentrations of metals (e.g. aluminum, chromium, copper, iron, nickel, 

silicon, tin, zinc). These concentrations increase in the tank style EC models puffed at higher 

voltages. Manufacturers appear to have taken the initiative to change the design of the atomizing 

unit in a manner that has reduced the number and concentration of harmful elements/metals that 

transfer into their aerosols.  

 

Key Findings on the Evaluation of Metal Emission from Electronic Cigarettes  

 

Chapter 1: Variability Among Electronic Cigarettes in Pressure Drop, Air-flow Rate, and 

Aerosol Production: Over the first 10 puffs, the pressure drop was overall lower than the 

pressure drop across conventional cigarettes. Pressure drop was highly variable among 

cartomizer style brands (Smoking Everywhere Platinum and Crown 7 Imperial) and correlated 

with total air hole area. This variability in performance within a brand may contribute to non-

uniform nicotine delivery and suggests a need for better quality control in manufacturing. When 

comparing the components (batteries, atomizers) from the same model of EC from Liberty Stix, 

pressure drop and absorbance for Liberty Stix battery-atomizer #1 and #2 were different from 

each other.  When the components were swapped Battery #1-Atomizer #2 produced results that 

were similar to Liberty Stix #2, while Battery #2-Atomizer #1 did not work, suggesting the 

performance is dependent on the atomizer and components are not necessarily. interchangeable. 
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Consumers should be aware that EC products may show considerable variability across brands 

and within models from the same brand.  

 

Chapter 2: Comparison of the Performance of Cartomizer Style Electronic Cigarettes from 

Major Tobacco and Independent Manufacturers: Over the first 10 puffs, second generation 

cartomizer EC all performed similarly to conventional cigarettes, though there was variability 

between brands, suggesting manufacturers made the air holes larger to allow air to flow through 

the EC more easily. Pressure drop and absorbance for most brands were relatively stable and 

similar within a brand, with the exception of Liberty Stix Eagle and Mark Ten, in which all three 

cartomizers performed differently. One cartomizers is advertised to be equivalent to a pack of 

cigarettes (~200 puff); most brands, with the exception of Liberty Stix Eagle and Vuse, lasted until 

~300 puffs. Most produced robust aerosol from puff to puff without needing to increase air-flow 

rate. Big tobacco cartomizer brands (MarkTen and Vuse) performed similarly to other cartomizer 

style EC on the market. Comparing cartomizers from big tobacco companies and independent 

manufacturers, the big tobacco cartomizers were more uniform for all four performance 

parameters (pressure drop, absorbance, air-flow rate, and puff number), while cartomizers from 

independent manufacturers had more variation in all parameters except puff number. Compared 

to earlier cartridge style EC, the cartomizers had less variation in pressure drop and air-flow rate. 

They also had higher absorption and lasted a similar number of puffs.  

 

Chapter 3: Disposable Electronic Cigarettes and Electronic Hookahs: Evaluation of 

Performance: EC and EH are virtually the same, with the exception of the flavor of e-liquid and 

external appearance (EH are more colorful and have fruitier flavors). Comparing mode of battery 

activation, button-activated EC/EH (Square 82, Imperial Hookah, Luxury Lights, Starbuzz) 

consistently had lower pressure drop, airflow rates, absorbances, and puff numbers than air flow 

activated models (BluCig, NJOY King, V2 Cigs, Smooth, Tsunami). Performance was similar 
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between trials, but varied between brands.  Disposable EC/EH are advertised to last between 

400-800 puffs. In all models, the batteries died before the e-liquid was used up (~126 to 331 

puffs), thus none of these models met their advertised puff count due to battery life. Two brands 

(Smooth - 407 puffs, Tsunami - 395 puffs) lasted close to the advertised puff number.  

For pressure drop, the air-flow activated disposable EC were similar to cartomizers, while button 

activated disposables had much lower pressure drops. For air-flow rate, the button activated 

disposables had no variation and air flow rate was lower than for all other styles of EC. 

Absorbance was similar across all EC devices. The disposable button-activated EC had a lower 

puff number than all other styles of EC due to battery life.  

 

Chapter 4: Metal and Silicate Particles Including Nanoparticles Are Present in Electronic 

Cigarette Cartomizer Fluid and Aerosol: One popular brand of EC (Smoking Everywhere 

Platinum or SEP) contained metal components that can entered the fluid and aerosol. The wires 

of the atomizing unit were joined together using tin solder that lacked lead making the solder 

joints friable. Poor solder joints contributed to the tin particles/nanoparticles in cartomizer fibers, 

fluid, and aerosol. Poly-fil filtered out many large tin particles, but significant amounts of tin and 

other heavy metal particles were present in the aerosol and would result in human exposure. The 

tin particles in the fluid were cytotoxic and inhibited hPF attachment, survival, and proliferation, 

and this effect decreased upon removal of the particles. SEP aerosols contained at least seven 

types of heavy metal (iron, copper, zinc, chromium, nickel, manganese, titanium) particles. Metal 

particles (~1-30 µm) and three heavy metals (chromium, nickel, and tin) were present in the 

aerosol in the nanometer range. The concentrations of most elements detected in the EC aerosol 

were higher than in cigarette smoke.  

 

Chapter 5: Evolution of Cartomizer Style Electronic Cigarettes: Evaluation of Changes in 

Design and Elemental Composition. Over the years, cartomizer style EC had changes in their 
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overall design.  Most models of cartomizers maintained the same components as Smoking 

Everywhere Platinum, although some had drastic differences. BluCig Plus, Mark Ten XL, and 

Vuse Vibe all increased in size, and BluCig and Vuse Vibe removed all fibers and had larger 

reservoirs. The components of the atomizing unit for most brands were a nichrome filament, 

copper thick wire, brass clamps or welded joint, silicon wick, fiberglass sheath (when present). 

Mark Ten had the overall highest concentration of elements/metals in its aerosol regardless of 

aerosol collection method. The total concentration of elements/metals present in the aerosol 

when compared over time, was lower in the last 60 puffs than in the first 60 puffs. Samples 

prepared using the impinger method were lower than those prepared using the cold trap method. 

When comparing the concentration of individual elements/metals in EC aerosol across different 

puffing topographies, when an element is present, it is present in similar concentrations across 

topographic parameters. This is true for most brands of cartomizer style EC. Vuse and Vuse Vibe 

had the lowest number of elements present in the aerosol, and could be attributed to these 

cartomizers had the fewest number of metal components. The total concentration of 

elements/metals present in cigarette smoke, was much lower than concentrations found in EC 

aerosol. Marlboro Red, Silver, and American Spirit Full Bodied all had similar concentrations. 

American Spirit Mellow had the highest total concentration of all conventional cigarettes. It will be 

important to study the health effects associated with inhaling elements/metals from cartomizer 

style EC aerosol, as these new devices are being promoted as being safer than conventional 

cigarettes. 

 

Chapter 6: Elements Including Metals in the Atomizer and Aerosol of Disposable 

Electronic Cigarettes and Electronic Hookahs: It is established that EC/EH are a type of 

electronic cigarette differing mainly in nicotine concentrations, flavoring, and marketing. The 

internal anatomy of the different types of disposable EC/EH were similar with the exception of the 

presence of the button and underling circuit board in the button-activated models. All disposable 
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EC/EH contained metals in their aerosols, including silicon (which was the dominant element and 

contributed most to the overall total concentration), copper, zinc, calcium, tin, lead. When air-flow 

rates were increased for one brand (NJOY King), the profile of elements/metals present were 

similar with only the concentrations varying, and overall total concentration decreased, most likely 

due to the increase of air diluting the concentration of elements/metals in the aerosol. There was 

variation of the presence and concentration of elements/metals within a brand and between 

brands. Meaning from batch to batch of EC/EH, consumer exposure could vary. Tin was detected 

in the aerosol of all brands of EC/EH, except for Mistic, Starbuzz, and Vype; lead was present 

only in Imperial Hookah and Luxury lights. Many of the elements/metals present in the aerosol 

originate from different components of the atomizing units. Nickel, chromium, copper, silver, iron, 

aluminum came from the wires, tin and lead originated from the solder joints, silicon from the wick 

and sheath. Of the 36 elements screened in the EC/EH aerosol, 21 were not found in cigarette 

smoke, and 15 were significantly higher in concentration in EC/EH aerosols than Marlboro Red 

smoke.   

 

Chapter 7: Effects of Model, Method of Collection, and Topography on Chemical Elements 

and Metals in the Aerosol of Tank-Style Electronic Cigarettes: In response to criticism about 

earlier models of EC, manufacturers developed larger and more powerful batteries and higher 

capacity tanks. These batteries and tanks varied in size and shape. These tank-style EC required 

a replaceable atomizing unit (or coils had to be assembled for rebuildable drippable atomizers) 

that was comprised of the same metal components as earlier models of EC. Since there is no 

standard for aerosol production, two methods of collection were compared (cold trap and 

impinger) to evaluate how the concentration of metals compared. Following sequential days of 

soaking the glass round bottom flasks (cold trap) and glass impingers (impinger), elements such 

as aluminum, chromium, lead, tin, boron, magnesium, potassium, and titanium were detected in 

the soaking solutions, suggesting that proper pre-cleaning of all glassware is necessary to 
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eliminate any glass contaminants. The cold trap method had an overall higher total concentration 

of elements/metals in the aerosol, with silicon and calcium contributing most, compared to the 

impinger method, where heavy metals (nickel, chromium, iron) contributed most to the total. This 

data suggests that depending on the element/metal of interest, multiple methods would need to 

be used (cold trap – better for metalloids and non-heavy metals, impinger – better for heavy 

metals). The concentration of certain metals (nickel, chromium, lead, iron, aluminum, sodium, tin) 

were higher in concentration in samples made using high voltages. Most of the metals in the 

aerosol originated from the components of the atomizing units: nickel, chromium, iron – filament, 

copper, iron, zinc, nickel – air-tube, tin – atomizing unit shell.  

 

Chapter 8: Strategies to Reduce Tin and Other Metals in Electronic Cigarette Aerosol: 

Manufacturers have altered design features of the atomizing units that can lead to the reduction 

of elements/metals in EC aerosol. Greensmoke had the highest concentration of tin in its aerosol, 

and tin concentration varied within the brand. Solder joints between the thick wire and air tube 

were the only source of tin in the cartomizer. Poor quality solder joints correlated with higher 

levels of tin in the aerosol. Polyfil fibers trapped some tin particles, but much escaped into the 

aerosol. The difference between Greensmoke cartomizers was attributed to the faulty solder 

joints and even the coloration of the fluid/fibers was different. For other brands, the presence of 

densely woven fibers in addition to Polyfil can aid in trapping tin and other particles and filtering 

them from the aerosol, as seen in Smoking Everywhere Platinum. Removing the solder joints 

from the atomizing unit significantly reduced the presence of metals (tin) in the aerosol, as seen 

in the disposable brand Mistic. Lowering levels of tin in EC aerosols would decrease the 

possibility of adverse health effects developing with prolonged use. 

 

Significance of the Science Presented in Evaluation of Metal Emission from Electronic 

Cigarettes 
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EC aerosols contain complex mixtures of metals, and most government safety standards are 

developed for single metals. Most EC tested required higher air flow rates to produce aerosol 

than conventional cigarettes require to produce smoke. The long-term health effects of the high 

air flow needed to activate some EC and the need to increase air flow during use of a cartridge 

should be investigated in future studies. EC aerosols contained numerous metals (e.g. chromium, 

lead, nickel, copper. zinc), some of which, such as lead, are known carcinogens. The permissible 

daily exposure (PDE) to lead should not exceed 5 µg/day. If a user takes 200 puffs a day, they 

could be exposed to 76 times more lead than the PDE. Inhalation of lead, silicon, and tin can 

cause respiratory irritation and could explain why EC users report coughing, wheezing, and 

shortness of breath following EC use. Heavy metal and glass particles were found in EC 

aerosols. Some of the heavy metal particles were nanoparticles. Nanoparticles can deposit deep 

in the alveolar region of the lungs and adversely affect lung functioning. These data demonstrate 

a need for better quality control and regulation of EC manufacturing, while providing foundational 

regulatory science for researchers, health care personnel advising EC users, consumers who are 

concerned about the manufacture and exposure to metals, and regulatory agencies that develop 

policies to improve the manufacturing of these devices.  

 

Caveats and Future Directions Studying Metal Concentrations in EC Aerosols 

 There is no standard for generating EC aerosols. Our data represent the best case 

scenario for users and consumers as the aerosol generated were using the gentlest 

puffing conditions and could underestimate the concentration of metals EC could deliver. 

Developing a standard procedure for aerosol collection would be beneficial to all research 

groups.  

 EC aerosols are complex mixtures of metals and most government safety standards are 

developed for single metals. More research is needed on evaluating the health effects 

with inhaling complex mixtures. 
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 EC aerosols contain metal nanoparticles that may be harmful. More research is needed 

to understand the effects of heavy metal nanoparticles in EC aerosols on lung health. 

 Health effects of inhaling nanoparticles and mixtures of heated elements, including 

metals, for prolonged periods of time are not known and future studies should address 

these concerns.  

 In vivo studies are required to determine where nanoparticles and elemental metals from 

EC aerosols distribute in the lungs, if inhaled heavy metal nanoparticles pass into the 

circulation, and if EC aerosol nanoparticles are toxic in animals.  

 It would also be important to evaluate the elemental composition of the components in 

the atomizers of cartomizer and tank style EC before and after use, to determine the 

degree of metal transfer to the aerosol.  

 Since there are over 7,000 refill e-liquids, it will be important to identify and quantify the 

elements/metals present in the refill fluid before and after use and determine cytotoxicity 

of the fluid and aerosol. 
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Appendix A: Electronic Cigarette Related Research 
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Supplemental Information 

Supplemental Figures A.1-A.2, Supplemental Table A.1 can be found below. 
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